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B ~k to 1 the Beach?. " 
' ' ' Stu 
• 
ents ivaver on ivhere to spend Lilbor p11y 
' ' . By ~'1tfw Golson University · Relations for Norfolk State 
I Garnp~ Editor 
. . 
udents conten1plate what to do 
this bor Day weekend-the last 
hoijdaJ weekend of the summer--the 
, viole~ that occurred last year ·du~ng 
lhc 19~ Labor Day Greek Fest held in 
V~· Beach has yet 10 be forgotten. 
. ' What originated as a final I · opportpnity for students to .enjoy 
themsdves before an onlsaught of 
1 
• wock If5Ultcd in a frenzied ¥:eekcn<f of 
r c.ontroversial events. 
1jhC unrest began early Sqnday 
'! • mdmillg when people were reportedly 
)' sm~ windows of local busine.sses 
·, and st;aling goods. City officials had 
l takc'Il precautionary meashres having 
/ 
local rounty and siate police offiCers. 
J., includibg a SWAT team, and j the 
! National Guard pawl the streets after 
i lhC ki.>ting. W~~in two days, I the 
., ' Ii 
; vacaton Sj'.Ot wti" the stj:ne for 
1 
r26Q 
' arres1J, 400 police citations jand 
;· numerbus injuries in addition to 
1 damagf resulting from vandalism 1and 
l looting. Two men were also shot 
during; the weekend and another.;fell 
from ihc fourth floor balcony of lhe 
i : Kenai IKai Hotel ..on Atlantic Av_e. 
A CXfmmittee Wf appoiited to create 
what; Cons~ lo be 1tie solu~ion io 
. • the p Jems which occured during 
I 
• 
the 1 9 Greek Fest- l.aborfest '90. 
' c do_yant the stu,dents to come 
back,'' sakl Gerald D. Tyler, dircCtor o( 
' ' 
" 
" 
• ew television season biinjs 
new ~ tough wmpetition. 
P"I/< i8 
J 
~ . ' 
' 
University. "Being a predo111inantly black 
ins1itutio11 , we haVe a vested intere'St in our 
people to be a part of this." . 
Students and professors bm Norfolk 
State Uni\terstiy have bee11 included in a 
group of 75 people to fom1 the Labor Day • 
Community Coordinating Con1mittee. In 
addition. professors fron1 Old Don1inion 
University. various inkcepers, retailers, 
students 'from Ham pton U~iversity. 
members of the clergy. the Urba11 League. 
NAACP. the military and. others are all a 
-part of the the commitlee. which is both 
interacial and intergenerational. Appointed 
on FCbruary 26. the comn1ittee began 
planning the events for L1borfest '90. 
An investigation by the 1989 L-.bor Da)' 
Review Comisson, wh,ich extended fron1 
October 1989 to late January 1990, resulted 
in a report stating reason~ for 1he 
disturbanc~ along with 21 
recommendations on how IO prevent a 
reoccurrence, according lo Diane C · Roche, 
assistant to the Directo r or Public 
InformatiQ_n for the city of Virginia Beach. 
The suggestions IO change- the name of the 
weekend from Greek Fest IO Laborfest '90 
and IO organize a speci.al committee for the 
purpose of planning have already been 
Implemented .. 
According IO Tyler, the commission also 
COI'ICIUdcd that a lack Of plaMing for 
activities was part or& problem; therefore, 
plannig began on March 7 for a series of 
events for the Labor Day WeekeTid. 
1 see El.EACH page· 6 
I \ ' ' .. · 
Registration IVOIVS 
~ ·• Regiscration con1i.nues 10 bring 
king lines, fnwratcd students. Stt 
page 2A 
KKK march 
-
• Anti·Klan demonstrators protest 
al the Wash.i~ton Monument Sooday. 
Stt page 7A 
New HUSA Officers 
• Pcsonal interview with new 
HUSA tnsident, April Silver, and 
Ras BaraJca. vice.president. Su page 
.Jllc 
Sports preview 
• How will the Bison:fare this 
xaK>n? S« pa~ 6&78 
\ 
• 
Howard mourns I 
death of shident 
• 
·killed in Trinidad 
" ' 
.. -
PllOIOS OOJRTESY CE TlE ~ 
Tension mounted last year during the 1989 labor Day Greekfest . 
' In Vlr.glnla Beach with the constant pn1sence of local and·atate 
• police officers and the National Guard 
• 
' • 
' 
-
• 
• • 
-- • I 
By Blten D. Gnlnvllle 
Hiiitop Staff Reporter 
Njisane Omowale, a 21 ·year-old 
Howard University senior, whose 
stepfather, Yasin Abu Bakr, was the leader 
of the failed ooup in Trinidad, was beaten 
and then shot to death by Trinidad 
goyemment forces this summer . 
According lo the August 10 issue of the 
Trinidad and Tobago Mirror newspaper. 
Qmowa]e, his grandm~er, . two }'oung 
women and Omowale's mother, Aneisa Abu 
Bakr, were in his grandmother's house 10 
miles outside of Port of Spain in Tfinidild 
when govemment forces charged into the 
house. 
Omowale was in the bedroom hiding 
with other family members when 
government forccs· charged their way into 
the home. According to Elaine Bailey, 
Omowale's grandmother, the police 
• I 
knocked down the'" door and sent everyone 
who was in the house, except Omowa1~, 
downstairs to a separate room. 
The newspaper reported that the police 
proceeded to " kid him down the stairs from 
the scrond floor where they stripped and 
beat him and then shot him several times." 
•'They came and shot ~im right on the 
spot, '' Bailey said. She said thal although 
• 
• 
\ 
, 
> NJlsane Omowale 
Omowalc's stepfather was a leader of rhc 
muslim ooup that attempted lo over throW 
the Trinidadian government. Omowale was 
not affiliated with the coup. 
Ornowale was due to return to the United 
Srares the day after the attempted coup (July 
28) but as a result of the uprising. ~I 
American Airlines flights out of Pianx> 
see NJISANE page 6 
l 
cancels 
his .am1.ual 1 picnic 
President 
• 
• 
/ 
Paulo M. WhHa 
Hilltop Staff Aei;iorter ' 
This year, thC west campus was siknt on 
the Saturday befOfe the Slart of fall classes 
and the rCruming S1odcn1 body has fnixcd 
' emotions about the absence of the traditional 
president 's picnic which usually takes place 
there. 
The picnic, which was designed in the 
mid-seventies as a part of the orientation 
process 10 Howard ga\'e new entrants · 1tie 
opportunity 10 meet the p~esic'ent of the 
university. Today it has become an event 
1ha1 many ·siudt.'lllS look fOlW;ud to each 
year . 
Dr. Franklin Jenifer, pre~ident of 
,Howard University, canceled the picnic this 
year because he said '\ve're trying to send 
out a message." 
'"The message is thal Howard University 
is a place where you. can havb a good social 
life but the emphasis is on academics.'' 
Jenifer said. 
In addition, the rost of the picnic has 
escalated to more than $35,CKX> as opp:tsed 
to the J $10,tXXl spenl al its onset. Jenifer 
added that after all the the mOncy was spent 
and when the party was over, most new 
students still didn' t know who the president 
was. 
"lbey don't have 10 worry about seeing 
• 
me al Ille picnic, I'd much rather be around. 
They don'1 need a special occasion to see 
me," Jenifer said. 
Raymond Archer, dean of Student Life 
'· 
and Activities attribu1ed the high cost of !he 
picnic to the free food, shuttle bus service 
frOln the main campus to the west ~pus, 
security, the music and the clean up. 
Archer said that approxim.aJel'y 50 
percent of the srudcnts who went to the 
piaiic were rcruming SNdc:n~ 10 paccnt 
were al~ni and ochers, and only 40 percent 
were freshmen and new enuun. 
While most or the stUdeots irtaviewcd 
said they understood Jenifer reasons for 
canceling the picnic some wbo wer$ used to 
the tradition were disappointed. 
"I'm upset. For a ' lot of continuing 
students, it's the fll'st chance when you get: 
• back on campus to see your friends and catch 
up on the latest." said alris W~lfon, 
manager of the student radio' station who 
provided music for the picnic. 
Charles Anderson, a senior ~finanoc 
major Said that the picnic was a good social 
event and should be reinstated. 
"I think lhe piaUc could have happeio:d 
for less than $37.(XX), we didn't have to 
spend all of that money. A picnic ~a picnic 
regardless of whether you have all1hat food. 
so lO cancel ii totally, to me, was a little 
extreme," Anderson said. 
lloY.'cver, other students 1ila: I aShcndl 
Coles, a sophomore pharmacy major, sided 
with Jenifer. 
' 
''I think it's a greal idea but~ can do 
withou1 it. It's jUSI another '90Cial event and 
you'll see. your friends. when school starts." . , ' 
Erran Persley, a junior p>litical science 
see PICNIC page 6 
Jenifer: It ain't easy b~ing me 
New president disa1sses events of summer and plans for universihj 
. 
.By Kevtn Chappel 
• 
' 
Editor-In-Chief 
Beginning his flJSI full year as president, 
Dr. Franklyn Jenifer admits that maybe he 
talks too much • maybe he is setting too high 
standards for the wiiversity. But "thut's 
tough." he said ''I may be too proud of 
Howard but I want us to be differcnL'' 
Over the summer, Jcnife~ took dramatic 
steps in an effort to sci his agenda for the 
Wliversily. Jn an interview with The Hilltop, 
Howard's president di~ the issues 
oft~ past summer and what Co expect in the 
year to come. 
F1nandal A.Id and Reatstradoa 
Jenifer said that he will stick to the 
promise he made to students at the end of 
school last year. ''I told students that the 
financial aid and registration proceSs, would 
be better this ye.ar than it had ev1er been 
before. And I feel that I have kept my 
prooilse," Jenifer said 
The registration ~. Jenifer said, 
should be "smoother, friendlier · and more 
service oriented'' than in past years. "It was . 
OOd when I was here as a studcn1,'' he said 
Jenifer said he studied the pd>lem ovu 
~ summer and found not only was the 
financial aid 
1 
and regis1ra1ion offices 
w1derstaffed bul they were also widcrpald 
This may have been the reasoo why the 
workers had • k>w morale, he said "There 
wns definitely sometllina wrona." 
Tuition 
"Whenever our cos1 increase, our 
revenue Ms to increase,". Jenifer said He 
said "there will be a tuition increase next 
year.'' Tuition at Howard has Slctdily 
.. • 
inaeased over the past 10 yean • almOSI 
lripling what ii was in 1980 . 
Jenifer said, however, students shou1ckt'1 
wony too much about tuitioo. "It's not so 
moch what you pay, it's what you get for 
whal you pay," he said 
Mandela'• Vlslt,,r 
Over the surl\ltier, • local newspaper 
reported, that llnti-apartheid leader Nelson 
Mandell wanted $25,tXXl 10 visit Howard 
while in W•shi.ngton oo _his U.S. tow:. 
Jenifer said he would never consider 
aivin& Mandela a penny for visitina 
Howard "'We doo't pay people to visit 
Howard • whether it's Mandela or God." 
Jenffcr said 
Althou&JI Jenifer denied being ln81)' at 
Mandela'• snuff ol Howard. rumors spread 
that he was 10 upsct he refused to award 
Mandela with an honoruY degree in a 
' . • 
Dr. Frlnklyn JMilk 
ceremony in Atlanta with other 
' j)f<dominll)tly Blad< ll!liv<nilleo. llowwd 
see J!NFIR page 8 
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I ti ISA works to uphold 
• 
Uleir ·.campaign._ ·proipisesJ 
By Slaciy PN11pa \ . · HUSA's operatl~M. durin~ t~c acad.cmic 
• The Howard Univcrsitf Student 
year. Silver said the const1tutio11 c:1lls for 
periodic revisions and that "the docun1cnt 
needs to be re-evaluated." 
Association (HUSA) has be~' _working She added that there is~ ~uplic:11ioo or 
''dillgcntlt'' this week, aca.>r~ing to April too many programs and sc"')vices which 
Silver, HUSA president,' to wckome in the result in higher costs for Organizations. 
new entnnts and ru1ri.11 their campaign ''There needs to be ~something that 
• pomisc to work with the student body. mandates organ~tiorw to work together so 
Silver sakl that HUSA has been working that they won't have to compete for speakers 
· on several projects which ~!ode plans for and funds. I bcllew: this will reduce the over 
thi-s weekend's "Back to Black'' Labor Day and excessive spending that 1i1o·c do each 
ICtivit~ reviewing HUSA's constitution .ycac," Silver .said. 
for possil!ile revisions and establishing ways •. 
to help the student organizations sai some tJ In additioQ to the changeS that 
of their allocated foods . accompany the new administration, Silver 
· said there ate programs froot previous 
In addition to the aforementioned HUSA admini<itratioos that she "''Ould like 
projects, ~ver said they will continue to be to soc expanded. 
an ~h service that maintains an "open " 
Sliver arid 
Platform 
Baraka's 
'90·'91 
EDUCATION 
Education is oot limited to an acadCmic 
perspective; therefore, -~ will . strive to 
understand how our individual academic 
~rsuits relate to the Jpliftment of our 
people. We will: 
·enforce the implementation or the 
Graduate African-American Studies 
program; 
-enforce the implementatkin of the 
Credit for Community Service ixogram: 
' ·make student elected officials 
aca>Wltable for their prognum and budgets 
by 'providing periodic reports; 
-continually bring Black leadership to 
the student body; 
' 
• ) ' : •\t 
Rol~nd Scott , ncetvea $211,000 from Ronald McDonald ChlklNn'• Chlrltlea tor H4 Sickle Cell Cerar •• 
I . , 
. doot" PJ~." - ~- . ..Some of the previoos· adminisuations 
•) HU~ tm been working in conjUnction have done a lot of work. One of the 
with other 1itUdcnt ocganizati6ns along the administrations developed a progran1 th!lt I 
East C.oast to provide an alternative to the like Called 'Self-help'," she said. 
·make our campus a public fotunl foe 
local, n&.tkinal and international debate ~~~~archer~!~~~~ Afri~~~r s-12.J:~~!~gs~• 
·~TY 
usual dbor Day uip to V~ginia Beach. Silver explained .that the Self-help 
• 
Hllnop . Stafl Reporter 
l· speadiDg the word that ··Howar'd ·University program i.s a program where stude11ts help Jn unity there i.s strength; therefore. we 
must OOmolidatc our efforts, ideas, and 
, programs in order IO bring the Howard 
University oommunity togetbCr, as well as 
the Black oommunily, at large. We will: 
After 19 years of SCTVicc, Dr. Roland B.. 
• 
students are not ~ g"oing back to Virginia .,_, pch olher obtain financial aid a11d other 
' Beach," Silvci. said. • monetary support for school. Scott. director and founder of the Howard 
University Skk'c Cell Center, decided ii 
was time to step OOwn as he recently 
announced his retircmenl 
Although the HUSA admiI\istralion will 
not be rsoring, anocher ~ip back I~ ~ 
beich, some students l:iel1ete that 11 IS 
important for them lo return. 
An emphasis on Afro.centric acaden1ic 
programs is another concepi: th:1t !IUSA 
~ts to expand. and accordU1g to Silver, 
Dr. Franklyn Jenifer, Howard Universi1y·s 
president. appears to be very supportive. 
·restruelurc the HUSA Enlicprcncurship 
Program to incorporate a rcscarch 
-aeate a positkN:I in HUSA ror alhlctic 
representation 
Qr. Oswaldo Castro has been named the new 
director of the center. 
Smit the fi!SI board certified bladt 1 • "The studcntS need 10 gd back and make 
Virginia Beach believe they can behave,·· 
sa~ lolin Pe~toc::oM, \sophomore English 
''From what I can see he seems 10 be very 
receptive to the student needs. He scen1s 
very interested in student needs a11d and 
black people as a whole," she added. 
-create a Black Student Network 
-restructure HUSA 's Community 
' . 
pediatrician in the U. S., began- studying 
skkle cell disease in the late 1930's, long 
before the significance of this hereditary 
ill~ss was recognizied. Siclde Cell is an 
inherited chronic anemia found 
- maJor. 2 
Silver has made it a priority to ch«:k the 
c:onstitubon, the document which governs 
Action Network 
• 
• 
• 
-
1···11··· •1. fl• 
• 
I 
• 
• 
·implemenl a student body-alumni . 
oorrespondcnc:e program . 
, :'/11 1 
' ' ' • 
• , 
~. 
. -1 
• 
I I ha d ~ I II for·-- Iha. 40 I ut PIGIO BV l(E1TH OOfWAli The goa of the new registration p1ocess s to ve stu ents' wa,, n ne ~ n m n es. ~ 
Registration: Fewer te.ars, mor~ headache~ 
. ' Say~!;'!!;f6 administrators , facultlJ test out new . appointment !,;Y!;!'f!!!;,00 and then hike over to y I Pl · .' SmileS, tears. anxiely and a JO( of phone registration, according lo Barbara Walker, the non·.air conditioned Burr 
calls home describe the first ~·eek and one- registiation coordinator ror. the College. of Gyrnnasiwn in ·ah .attempt 10 beoome Campus Editor half of the registration process al Howard ' Lberal Arts. The process includes meeting lid d I . vaate. i University lhis £all. • with an advisor. , sc. lccting ro.urses _a nd A-~'ng to Dr. Lawrence LJ.. ......... 1 in the cafeteria, .on .the .Y:itli and in '"" Bel 1....: • •-~- -' 1 c .. 'd of al da ed ( h ch h ~~ ~·~• 
'1 ore 1KO was sci=1cu o uc: pres1 ent fma11y becommg v 1 • t w 1 mig I . di ~ · - -· , th Cramton AuditoriUm similar words H d, . . project rector 1or regi-• 1or e 
owar Dr. Franklyn Jenifer proo1iscd 10 include finanaal aid.) 1990-91 school tenn, the changes made rouJd be heard all over t1'f campus in make the .slow registratim and fma11Cial aid The students in the College of l.J.bernl thi. h de things "a lot 
t h f ti ''I " ' . i--- . . . , 
1 11 
s year ave ma 
snr c es o conversa on: can t pr~sses more eftic1enj. However, despite Arts, the un1vers1ly s argest co ege, . le ,, . tllC. 
be:lieve this ... ' bbtter ... much his efforts. many st~dents and faculty usually complain the most about the SJmp r in - gym.. 
lbeiter ... oomc; bad? ... four hows!.. .. it's members say little has fchang'ed. .-g: ... .-ioo .................. Because the college is 
-cl~? "deS? '' + · , .. .._,., r~ 
1 · ... no ovem ·· '- There is a thre~ -part process to so large, the students have to select their 
I • • • . • 
• 
see REGISTRATION 
.. 
page 6 
I ' I 
Born in Houston. Texas in 1909, Scott blacks that they shou~ be ~d of and need 
has oontributed abundantly to pediatric to know more about 
research and to the wcl&re or children both Scott said if Blades arc e~ to 
· the u s and ~ He was honored this oombal , whether it be sickle pell Wseasc or 
in er. by, the 'Ronald McDonakl Owitics racial injustice, then they must be 
summ • bou b th ' with a $25,0CO checlc 'for the Sickle Cell knowledgeable a I w at ey re up 
center for his \ years of researching the agairist. . 
d. J "If you want to protect younelf against 1scasc. · II he I • Although ma have said that Sa>tt has anything. espcc1a y ot r peop e s 
made Howard ~niversity a national and prejudices., you must know ' lol about yoor • 
· temational ICSOUrte as a center for skkJe :race in order to be able to defend yourselt 
'" ..........,_ • be said. 
cell Wseasc Sa>tt said greater awareness You must have ....... """"6"'> 
labout the di~ is needed among the Black .1£ you ~·t learn about your own .1 •· heritage, you're dependent on the white man commun1 y. 
''I think sometimes ~ as a group ~ a 
liUle ashamed of thinp that relate to us.," see SCOTT page 6 
render • vanous Students 
• • 
verdicts • 1n Barry's trial 
By Jennifer Golson 
The jury could not render a vcrdid on all 
14 counts., despite eight days of deliberation, 
in the drug and perjury trial of O.C. Mayor 
Marion Bany Jr.; however, some Howard 
" " Haw many other 
people are in 
administrative 
positions doing 
drugs?" ' .. 
' 
• 
University students have reached 
conclusions of their own . 
After a 10 week trial with oontinuous 
coverage from 1he media and amid criticism 
from the public, Mayor Barry was acquitted 
on one count and was oonvictcd on a single 
misdemeanor charge of cocaine pnsscssion. 
On the other 12 counts., the jury was 
unable to establish a unified decision on 
Friday, August 10, creating a mistrial. 
Many Howard ~dents were out or the 
Washington when the bial came to ' a close, 
but classes were in session when the mayor 
was caught in the FBI's Vista Hotel sting on 
January 17. 
During the sling operation, Bany was 
lured to the hOtel by ronncr model Rasheeda 
Moore who ~lped government officials 
come down on city government, you should 
come down on all be~, not )!st a black 
man," said James Young, a junior 
aC(l()Unting major . 
Other! like April Johnson, laid that 
entrapnenl and race was not the isa.cs. 
''I have mixt.d feelings. He knew better, 
and it [the arrest] was out of his own 
negligence. But, he was 9Ct up." Johnson 
said. 
She ~d what really, bothered her was 
that he was a mayor that smoked aack. 
"He is no longer acdjble," Johnson said. 
''If be could do it once, I have no doubt in my 
mind that he could do it again." • 
Bany still faces sentencing and QJUld 
reccive up to a year in prison for the one 
misdemeanor charge. 
''I don't think he should get years and 
years, but I don't think he shoold )Isl get olI 
'Yith a pat on the hand," said John$OfL 
Students say they ~ not sure what sort of 
reprimand woukl be justifiable in place or a 
'. stint in jail. · 
''Some punislvnenl shook! cornc. [&If 
. he• s not as bad as those who m ·leaders and 
just haven't gouen caught," said Ryan 
Lawrence, a fR;shman 
Michael Parks. a senior 6naooc major 
agreed· with lhc Freshman. "How many 
other people are in administntive positions 
doing drugs? Mayor Sany just gci caught.'' 
Al 1hc Frank D. Reeves Municipal 
Center in N.W. Wa$hingt00. Bany appcaml 
on August 11, one day after his a:invktion. 
asking the city b fOlgiverea and for any 
''hurt'' he may have ca•1scd lhc city. 
throughout the Vista operation. \ 
Although the Washington POSI stated on 
Aug. 12 that the sting did not meet. the iegal 
test for entrapment, some ' student'> were 
more concerned with the govenuncnt's part 
in the prb than they were about Barry 's 
misconduct . 
Ba.ny's poli~cal future bu yet to be r... 
detennincd. 
"He was guilty, but if you 're going to 
Or. Stephen Bmervillc. a professor ol 
political science 11 Howard UniVersily, 
believes that even though Barry isn't 
running (OI" a fourth term. "he still has a lot 
or power i'n Washington and a lot or 
influence in the Democratic party." 
' 
• 
• 
Com111unity q.wait$ new mall open near Howard's . campus ' 
By TIKy VliUlan 
/ Mkiy were disappoinlcd when the sweel 
., smells of freshly bakdd bread stopped 
lingering ~ the; comer !If Georgia 
avenue and Biyant street, N.W:·bul many 
Howard students are anxiously 'awaiting the 
first lmajor shq>ping mall within walkii!g 
• disWu or the university. ' 
ne historical • si~e of the old Wonder 
Blcad_bakuy which was sokl for more ·, than 
five million doUars is scheduled to opCn in 
mid-qc&obcr, acci>rding to the owner. 
Despite' student enthusiasm, if Howard 
adminislra&ors had anything to do with it the 
new Wonder Plaza, might not have a plaz.a at 
.u. , r 
Ht>ward had been eyeing the property 
sincc ithe spriiig 0(1989 w1!<9 t,he OW?"' of 
Contf,cntial Baking, I who previously 
ocx:upied the building.·1 announced the 
,..,..,cy•, closing. I 
· ~ that Contincntial Baking would 
• 
i 
''dona1e" the property as a tax write-off, 
Ho'fard .administrators failed to pwchase 
the site bcfor.e the Douglas OcvelopmCAt 
Corpora1ion l loscd the mulli-million doJlar 
deal, accdrding lo Dr! Constance Rbtan, 
vice-presiden1 or administration and 
secretary of thcuniversi
1
ty. ~ _: 
"'We have always plahned to use fhat area 
I ··' 
as a part of our cam~ but because their 
oonunercial fum was Ible to move more 
quickly we couldn' t oornpctc, '' Rotan said. 
Douglas Jemal, prcsftent of the Doulglas 
Dcvelop_merat Ccwporation, said that the 
project will be a "'Ue.mendous uplift " f!X the 
community . 
"' I i m extremely tuned in to 1he 
community and plan to work closely with 
the school," Jernal said. 
Jemal said that he wanted to llaVe a 
shopping area with some stores that would 
cater to the needs of the oollege communi1y 
~well as local residents. He said that he was 
very open to having minority-owned 
businesses in the complex, bul so far there 
ue only two: Ncgril bakery and a Subway 
• 
• franchise. 
• 
•Wonder Plaz.a will be con1prised of 
' . 
offices on the two upper levels and retail 
stores on the lower level: !i1 
The Wiz record store, Blockbuster 
Videqs, Up Against the Wall, Capitals sl1oes 
and Kinko's Copies arc a few of the stores 
already leaSed. Some of the eateries include 
such places Kentucky Fried O.icken, tl1e 
Continental Baking Outlet and a minority 
owned Negril bakery, Subway or, Jehy'i. 
''.The malls. success will provide 
shopping convenience and employment for 
all Howard students and I believe that since 
students go to school there then.they should 
be able to work there.' ' Jemal said. 
Many students agree tha1 tl1e shopping 
area is K1"fe suitable than trave\i11g Oil tl1e 
bus to Adam's Morgon or dow111ow11 for 
shopping and ealeries. 
'' I think students are gettilft. tired o£ 
McDonalds," said Nia Adams, a 
sophomc.e. who lives at the Howard Plaza. 
Stephanie fialasio, a sophomore 
chemistry major who also lives in the plaz.a 
' 
which is across the Sb"CCI from the new silt 
said that she was \ pleased to hav~ a 
convenience cenler close to campui. ' . 
' 'It 's nice not to ha'!ito take a shuttle, but 
then again I pay a loc over there (Howard 
Plak1 so it shoukl be some type or store that 
I'm in wallring distance to." 
While some studcn~arc ready to begin 
shopping. others like R Tun Gibbs, a sc~ 
broadcast journalism ·p.., are concerned 
that there may~ be a decrease in the number of 
Black-o~d busine~es on the ~a 
Avenue stnp. 
"Blacks should tab 1 key from this idea 
to expand Black owned businc§es in dtis 
neigl1borhood, '' he said. 
KUtko's Cq>ies poses a threat to the 
Black-owned Howard Copy, which sits 
directly att<XiS from the School of Business, 
according to Salhe MCilcs, manager of 
HoWanl Copy. 
"Kinko's is· a threat to us because they 
might try to lake over," said the H~wd 
alumnus who is concerned about the 
faithfulness QI the student body. 1 
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Briefs 
DIAL 0806° -.HOWARD 
• 
--~-,-...---------·· =~ 
' 
• • On Jui.y 1, the first throe digits for campus office numbers changed from "636'' 
1o "806.1' . . 
The O&P TelephonC Company "Mlacxbamtod all of the cximbinations for. the 
nwnbers as<;oriated with ''636." Other locations in the Washington Metropolitan 
Area a1So utilize the original combination and there .were no longer any 
'Bltcrnatfes. . '· • · 
· Jn inany, cases only the first ~ Cligits have changed while other cases the whole· 
number has been changed • . 
For," i.OOividuals having difflCUlties with .any riumbcrS, call the Howard opcratQr 
. . 
at l:IJ<>6!00. 
· GFS NO LONGER ON MENU 
• 
• 
' . 
. ' 
• 
cbmpiaiW about Good Food Seivice have. resulted ~ a switch 10 a new 
oompany, daka. . . 
·The administration responded to the continuous gne:--ance about quality and 
.quantity by taking out a Contract wJth the public ~~y, whidt serv~ over 250 
roUcget. and universities including GalJudet UmvCBlty , and the United States 
Merchant Marine Academy. 
daka offers only two meal plans in.stead of three. The 19 meal per we.ck plan oosts 
$780, while the 14 meal?«\ week phw
1 
costs $750. An all-you-can-cat buffet is the 
scrvK:c'f1 main feature. \ -
If you tlavc any questions lfgarding pfices and menus, call Mrs. Jean Vines, Food 
Savicc Diredor, il.t 806-7 402 · 
;) 
• •• 
AUTHOR DISCUSSES PLIGHT OF BLACK MALES 
The ·.;Howaid University Student. Association will f~ture the re~ed 
. eckl!=8tOCj/ Dr. Jawanza Kunjufu in a program titled ''C.00.nte~ the Coosptraey to 
Destroy tslack Men'' at 7 p.m. On Wednesday, Septem~ 5 .. 
The u-:dcnt of African American Images. Dr. KunJufu JS a famoos lecturer. ii•~ • ~ 
educatoc and bas authored several books. Among the list of titles arc CQWll.enng 
the. C~racy to Destroy Black Boys, volumes 1 and II, Developing Pos~ilie ~-
fmage.s, and Discipline in Bla<;k Children. , 
Di!cd any additional questions to Assistant Public Relations Director Ce.coo 
Quiet ior Mauhcw MiddJeton. assistant public relatioos director at, 806-700.718: 
. I 
CAMPUS PALS PROMOTE CONCERT 
' . . 
Tb(: Howard University Campus Pals arc promoting ' 'The Back to l{oward 
, Funky Joint Super Jam" to be held on Saturday September 8, al 7:00 pm in 
Crampton AuditOriwn. . . 
Working in conjunction with Dynasty Productions, they have estab~ished the 
i&a to hold a concert for not just the FTUhman a~ of 1994, but t~ entire student 
bdd).. According to Campus Pal Vice Olainnan Phil Suggs, the purpose will be 
tolprivide a ''good outlet for freshmen and other Howard Univers.iiy students.''.~ 
decision 'to include concerts in the activities arranged by the Campus Pals dunng 
oricntaiton week will be depenent upon the rcsul~ of next Saturday. 
Sche.duJcd to appear are Spetial Ed and The Brotherhood, Poor Righteous 
Teachers. and Kwame, the featured group. 
~ Tickets arc on saJc .. in Crampton Audtoriwn foris IS..SO General Admission and 
will be sold at the door. For further infonnation contact the Campus Pal Office, 
roorii 107 in .the Armour J. Blackbum C.cntcr at 806-5381 or the 'Officc of Student 
Life and Activities, rOom 117, at ~5990 . 
• 
Summer renovations 
• 
1 fail to solve problems. 
• 
. . 
By Rochollo 'rnUory 
Howard University President Dr. 
Franklyn Jenifer and studenlS who live in the 
dormitories had a chance last week w 
e~uate the rooms' conditions for \ the first 
time Olis semester and OOth agr~ despite 
mindr renovations over the summer, a lot of 
work is left to be desired. 
• 
' · 
HAs ·always we have 
received 1 s0me . ' • 
· r:omplaints. " • 
''The damage in Truth ·ffaJ~ was like lhat , 
last year, and there ii still a major problem 
-that inconveniences the students," she said 
Despite repairs on the freshman female · 
·1ary, some students arc still ·satisfied 
conditions. Teresa Griffin, a 
residing in the Harriet Tubman 
~rangle, Baldwin Hall. agreed !hat the 
. s arc 'rice'' in comparison to those she 
has seen on Olhcr college campuses. 
Freshm~ males have ~n experiencing 
· difficulties in Drew I-fall. Resident Walter 
H"ghcs said the dOnn WQll)d be bell<r if the 
water didn't taste .like chlorine and there 
wasn'1 a roach problem. , 
Problems have not been confmed to the 
freshl1\cn dormitories. Keene pointed oul 
' that 'a week before the dorms were scheduled 
' to open, Sutton Plaza's air<00ditioning and 
heat pump broke down. "We have been 
· ·~ , · wOrking on those problems since they were 
~ ,·,' ~ ll . T/ discovered," he said • .-Wi iam I.\.eene On• of the ~. noi «siding in the • • 
• 
~ ., on,-carnpus donnitories, Mic~ael Henry,. 
···-· .. f .. 1) ' 
" • ' \. • Meridian Hall resident. said "it's great," and 
: "l'vc beCD ~gh e'fCfy buildin~ and is glad he got one of the few air- conditioned 
every dorm 'lllld mo9t of the ~ l. hope rooms. "However, in my bathroom, l leaned 
. they [students) will see me fu;st~hariikdly . ' ig.ainst the towel rack and it fell and broke . 
' DOI Aruy looking, but doing somelhin~~t Now J need a· new one. Also, I saw a roach 
it." Jenifer saff!. . ' 'i .~ jnd ~ou know that where there is one there 
' ~ , , . ' . Accordin~ to. ~illiam ~ne, ~. of . ·~~an)','' he added.. : 
;• . Residence life, mmot repairs w~rc·~done to Slowe Hall resident Tony Best, a 
' the '&rmi¥>0es ~ ~f -.complCXi:s. . ~e, said he has "no complaints at 
' · , inclu~ jtw;, ~ ., Plaza 'rowers; o~."' all, ~i:ic:lalty since the -air-conditioner is 
· the SUQ1nfr ·moo • workrng. . 
:; ~major proj werc ;~\iiflly ~ The ' tepairs bCing dolle in lhe Howard 
,. ·. andP!lintingjobs." ncsaid. ·~C61.ofthe Plan were Similar to those in the 
d ~ _ • '. stµdeW setm 1cd with ·the housing dormitories: according to Keene. The 
1
' .~ •• situadOn this year. " always, ·w~ rcceivCd money' to pa). fc;>!' lhc "Tower repairs came 
SClf11C. comPlaints." from genera] ~ycnuc g~nerated from the 
· A.coording to V "ne D. Scott, the nFw Towcis projecl · · ~ am ~ry pleased lhus 
Harriet Tubman uadrangle resident far with the Towers; I just moved in and 
director, the COIJdi of this oo-ampus evcrylhing works, '~ ii. Wai clean when I ~ dormitol)' is fair _with few c.omplaints from moved in. I guess I am so use IO moving into 
jhc ,. stlldents. f the dorms and having IO scrub i:"t~rylhing. II 
,• . '"They ,have requested ·minor repairs like was good noc to have to do.lhat this time," 
~ \ ! ·:. rcpJacing new light lJ.llbs Of fLXing door said senior Barbara Rhoden .Who resides in 
! 1' ' bin&~ she said. / the Towers. t 
J , 
t . 
' 
· .. ' :·· ~ ·' :~r a major problem that is noW 1 Ouiside of repairs Keene says lhat two 
!' : " f bellf' worked on is water ~a&c in Truth I major projects are still in progress. 
· Hali " Scott said. The damage did noc hinder "'We are still on target for the Cook HaJI 
the Studenis from moving in and they are project which is due 10 be compleled fm the 
0 *ing."patient''. as the Wlivcrsjty corrects. the fall of '91,'' Keene said "Right now the 
luat1on. interior is being nxooslructed." 
Ailhou&b _lhe un~Cni1y is wc.-!Png on .. Also the aq:hiiecturaJ design is almost 
water darhage in Trudl Hall, ~ completed for the twin tower next to 
eguia Hudson, 1 resident assistant in BelhWle HaJL We are looking at cost and 
dall Hall said !hat slic hasn't s<en any conuactbn fOI !hat project," Keene said. 
' . upprovements. 
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. Pl IOTO BY """'-' ~Howard Pim Towera evicts residents for beck rent and places their taggad belongings In a ~rge storage room. 
' 
• Howard Plaza issues eviction notices 
Severai r~sidents find themselves homeless b(:'.ca11se of debts, unsigned leases 
I ' 
By Ertc L Smith 
Managing Edlor 
Several residents of the Howard Plata 
retwncd IO school this week only to fud 
themselves without a place to call hone. 
Eviction notices from the Plaza have be:n 
going out to students who have fallen bchi1d 
00 lheir ·rent or failed to renew a housi1g 
. ' agreement over the summer. 
1..any Frelow, the property manager of 
the year-old Plaza, said the evictions wtre 
taking place because !he complex -...as 
facing a tremendous debt, exceedi1g 
;$500,000, stemming from students 'NlO 
failed to pay their rent. 
"We arc not going to kt any student s:iy 
in a unit over 60 days if they have an 
outstanding acc6unt. There will be rto 
excuses," · Frelow said. 
'1'hcre . are major obligations that he 
Plaza must meec, and we can't meet them on 
promises.." he added. 
AU fees owed to the Plaza, includng 
back rent, will be placed on the stude1l's 
' 
' 
• 
• 
' 
' 
• 
' 
• 
account, acrording to Froclow, and will 
have lo be paid before the scudent beromes 
vaJidated this semester. • 
&sidcnts of the J>F arc given a five-
day grace period after the fust of the month 
before a $25 1a,e fee T ~s.sed. 
''If V'fe still ~ave response, v.:e usually 
send out letters aro the 15th reminding 
lhem that the account is past doe,'' Frelow 
said. 
The belongings oC many of evicted 
residents were removed from their rooms 
and moved into large storage rooms in the 
Plaza. If students fail to claim their 
belongings after 30 days, Frelow said they 
would be sent to a local storage company at 
lhe owners expense. 
While many of lhe 1 ~udenls were told 10 leave immediately ~use lhey owed back 
rent, others., like o_r;ieu David Jackson, 
encountered ,trouble bf not renewing their 
housing agreements inj the spring. . 
Silting in the middle of his tloubl~ studio 
apartment shrrounded by his belongings all 
packed away in cartons and bdxes. Jackson, 
a recently enrolled stufscn1 in lhe Graduate 
• 
School of Arts and Sciences, said he was 
considering taking legal action against the 
' Plaza because he was repeatedly "harras.sed 
by management officiaJs al the complex 
who "insisted lhat he vacate the premises. 
. ' 
• 
'' I was sent a notice in April asking me if 
' I wanted to renew my lease and they asked 
• • for a SSO dollar dcpos11. I wasn't ready to 
deaJ with that lhen. 1 lhought it was too 
early," he said. . 
The apartment, occupancy agreement 
that Jackson signed on Sepl 1, 1989, ran 
through Aug. 31. 1900. But he said he still 
had a month to go. on his lease when he was 
told that he had to leave. 
• 
··1was1oldonJuly31 that all of the leases 
had been tcnninated. What happened was 
the Plaza got caught with its pants down. 
1bcy promised these units to other people so 
they're trying to ge1 Ui out." Jackson said. 
Jackson said that he has 'been continually 
''harrassed" the pa.st few weeks by Plau 
oCfK"ia1s who demand that he vacatCthc 
building immediatley. 
··1·ve had notes lef1 on my door and visits 
, 
' 
., ~ 
~ 
'fr} ~ 
' 
' in the middle of the nighL People have been 
literally banging On my door," he said. 
Danielle Robinson, ·a sophomore 
political science major, said her problems 
aJso began when she failed to rCncw a 
housidg agreemenl 
•• IJ received a letter in April which said I 
had to pay a $50 rc-applic8tion fee even 
thou&h my original lease w~'I over until 
Sept. 1990." 
When I got back into town, I found out 
lhat someone else had moved ir]to my foam 
and some of my belongings had ·been mOYed 
out," she s:iid. 
For the past few days. Robinson said she 
has been crammed into a Plaza apartment 
' . with five of her girlfrK:nds who arc 1n a 
similiar predictamcnt. 
''lf I didn't have any friends, I would be 
homeless." she said. ' 
Robinson said that she ii still trying to 
locate some of her belongings lhat v.'Cre 
removed from her room. Among the items 
miss"ing are her bed and some other petSO?aJ 
see PLAZA page 6 
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After ta:s't year's pu"tbreak of· violence in Virginia 
Be ch, which was'. the resull·of' the reckless disregard shown 
i ards· Black college studen;s by Virginia Beach' officials, 
it · imperative· that we return l-0 the beach this year. 
1 The tum of the decade has been characterized. by 
n erous- threats to" our civil liberties. 1n:Jight of the fa'ct that 
Black people 's rights are usually the first to be restricted, we . 
should be seriously concerned with the ramificatio~ of not 
returning to the beach. Staying away from the beach this 
year , could send the ·message to the Virginia Beach 
authoriti~ that they were success~ in what appeare_d to be 
an attempt.to forcefully restrict use of the beach. The twenty-
first century is ours, and during th_is r.ipid time of change we 
cannot afford to continue letting others control our destiny. 
The audacity of some-\'Caple living in Virginia Beach is 
amazing. For them to think that anything in this country is 
. ' . 
solely theirs, is an injustice to our .people. We had a hand m 
building nearly everything in this "cotintry, and should be 
entitled to the uninhibitep use of nearly everything therein. 
Returning fu the beach doesn't necessary mean we 
have to support their b't'.iq~. With a little ~ffort and 
sacrifice on our part, we coµld effectively bbycott the 
•• business in Virginia Be~ch wliile attending Greekfcst 1990. 
Either by choosing not to stay in hotels in the city overnight 
or by choosing to Jodie outside city limits, we could sharply 
cut the amount of money going into the px:kets of Virginia . 
Beach merchants.. , 
Picking an alternate Site for this years event with the 
Welcome· 
( I , 
• 
intent of supporting Black bilsinesses is an admirable idea, 
but securing the rights and privileges we stand to J05e by not 
returning is far more important. There are other events that 
offer-us the opportunity to .support Black entrepreneurs and 
businesses of which Howard students seldom take part. The 
time fOr us to support Black enterprises is all of the time, and 
supporting them for just one period of time without the 
interest of all of out people wouldn't help them very much. 
. Even though a task force ifi. Virginia Beach, 
organized solely for planning the Grcckfes~ has tried to 
prepare for the expected large crowd by scheduling events, 
there iS still the ever-present p:>SSibility of violence.And 
although we may feel that they deserve rebibution for the 
beatings they gave some. of us last year, we should be 
.cautious of returning ·to the beach with chips on our shoulder 
looking for a fight with the authorities. This would only 
ensure a repeat of last 7ear's horror show , as well as provide 
the media )Vith the perfect opportun.ity to portray us as 
animals 8gain. 
We cannot affoi"d to coward-out anytime we are 
discriminated against If we tum and run because we see 
trouble up ahead , we stand to lose many of the 
advancements reaped from our people's struggle. And just 
as_ turning o:ver school buses full of innocent Black children 
be.Came a commonly used method of protesting school 
busing, we can expect to see incidents similar to those last 
• • year in Virginia Beach whenever a Black presenc.e 1s 
undesired. ~ 
Freshmen! 1 
I ' ' , t• ' 
carried out, it can also make ~any memoratile contributions. 
• 
. ' . 
\ 
. \ 
\ 
• 
• 
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Letters to the Editor 
' ~CLC says stay away frbm the beach 
veer Friend for JuSticc, m&jorily of lhe citizens cOOdonC the ~~ 
• · beatings inflicted upon Oreekfest 'Theri!bf.;J!i 
' 
• 
The Vuginia Unit of the. Southern participants, severaJ idcumbent city council fctla competll,t1if 
Christian Lea de.Ship Conference has members were defeated at the polll _in ~y 1tte.nded the 'Na\lonil fe1b 
studled, with gn:at inlmSL the r<port of of thw year. Two """ r<ptaced by poHao SummU I oJXir Doy t!Ya.t ~IJ!G~li>d 
.Grcclcfcst 1989. Throughout that report. offKttS who·participatcd in the lat ye1t'1 Afiic:an-Americ eva7Wbeiet li''6; 
.,. observed thal the prevailing anitude fiasco. away from the beacli. & ttppe•rl lllit 'Viii 
.of the Virginia Beach officials and The election results send a strong SWW bc:sl Wlf IO 1void a repeal of tho poDc:e 
business community was lo do to Black visitors who are thinking ~ brUtality of. &pl n1ber 1989, ii \o DCC be 
everything possible to discourage going lo Virginia beach for fun and there Scpccmber 1990. 
promoters from assembling Greek!est entertainment, thai !fteir lives and limbs arc 
1989 at the beach. in grave danger. 
Since the incident !Mt year, there has Blacks arc Wldcr represented in 
I am foc justice, peac< Ind li=lom, 
and 1 hope dW ~ are with me. 
been one rover·up attempt after another employment at Oty Hall, the sdiool system 
<lesl-'e:d 'lo" 1 divert· 'Cititbns"""I:,' aittntioh ·1· antt the pniVal!l lstctotl1m., \rll'gifill~ Bcadi. ''"11 4 ' • • :tf~ r ·~· . . . . 
a'wiy from t'fie:real LsSuc or .raciiffi, As a O>mPw,nittes :, ap~ .. fo be segrcgatCd ... Cw1is w. ffani.t •l • ' ~ ~ 
'tdWt· of illest '"divcrsidtr"mltn1~~ by lesUltlttg'1if'emp1oytnc'nl"discrimlnitioo and Pi'esideiit of a\e""\>iijinia. Unil"Of'O..-
Virginia Beach officials, and because the every dollar being spen1 helping to SCLC • 
I 
' 
CongratulatiOns on your ii.cceptance and successful 
enrollment into Hov.'ard 1Jnivers~y. As most uppciclassmen 
kni;iw, these are (eats ~orthy of praf~. Hopefully your 
1 choosing this legendary institution as the · place where you 
' . -will embark in the instruction of your ct1oscn pursuits will 
.You DJU'il remen1bei, however. 1h\ii. you aiO::lult,lledged. 
members of H.U.SA. ·,and that you each have equal input in 
its policies and practices. It is of grave importance to you, as 
freslunen, to assume an active role on canlpus. If you do not, 1L-------------------------------'-' ---:--------' 
prpve rewarding. 
1
w,e welcome you to our family, and 
earnestly hope you will become active family members. 
' ! ... 
The head of the Howard University household is Dr. 
, . 
/ Franklyn G. Jenifer. As the President of Howard University, 
Dr. Jenifer faces many new challenges. With the dire need · 
for po,sitive chanies in !,he university 's administrative ;. 
policies, our seemingly bold leader says he is up for the 
challenge. SiDce assuming tl'le presidency just last spring, he 
has adopted, key new administrators into the Howard Family 
who appear conlrnitted to improving the overall quality and 
integrity_ of the. Univers~!Y· Hopefully the administration 
Wider J)r. Jenifer's leadership will work conscientiously 
toward achieving -their goals and correcting many of 
problems that h~~~ existed here for far to long. You must 
remember that you haVc the ,power apd the responsibility to 
ensurt- their remorat if they do not. 
. SomC of -Q,,_ur older .brotliers and siste.rs ~have made 
lasting contributiqns to· the, Howard Fariuly.'!. The new 
admfnistration Of the H~ward University Student 
.AssOciation has co~tinually ~ ~rfirmed its commitment to 
making similar contnbutions~ Hopefully by ensuring that the 
changes ncccssary for our faQJily_'s coritinued su~ arc 
• 
your interest will not be represented and this university will 
operate without them in mind. 
Hopefully it is your intent as our new-arrivals to try to 
love and resped your other brothers and sisters, although 
t1 there may not always be agreement amongst you. Howard 
UniVrrs*i1y is one of the most culturally diverse universities 
in the natiOn. You should try to appreciate the differences 
amongst your fellow students and to learn from your vastly 
different experiences. This is .a time of growth for you. 
Hopefully during your years as a member of our esteemed 
family, you will look beyond merely obtaining your degree 
. and 
1
towards developing skills that will help you .!\>Lift our 
people. We are all deeply indebted to our forefather. who 
broke chains to give us the opportunity to atte-nd universities 
like this one .. W e .owe it to them to secure {1 future for all 
Black people by taking the knowledge we acquire off this 
campu.s and to oUr people. 
We wish you well in all your endeavors at this 
university, and are sure that yoW' stay at this preeminent 
Black univer.;ity will be gratifying. Your rejection of the . Don't fear tutoring 
' idea of attending Howard University just to get that old pig's • 
skin, will definitely aid in your development u rommined Dear Editor, 
individuals. 
: . Divided· on the ,Mayor 
i . .- 1· \ 
_s_ubjccts involving any form of math, 
from Elementary Functions I 10 Accounting. 
have been driving many students to cringe. 
cheat, or drop classes.fer many years. Given 
that educators have consistently commented 
on the lO'N number of Blacks and Hispanics 
succeeding in mathematics and related 
fields, it would appear to be worthwhile for 
aJI Howard students to ~vwigatc the matter 
1fwthcr and seek solutions. 
• 
·Iii the shado\\£ .of the apparerlt ·victory by Mayor 
Marion Barry in the. ~iand perjury trial thi~ .summer, lies 
a bitterly divi<ied oty. ·· ._ . . 
and his confidence in his own ability to provide it is 
understandable. It unfortunately seems as though the. mayor 
fails to realize that he is not the only capable black politician 
in the city. There are many others who are equally capable of 
• • leading the city. 
students to reflect on thoSc subjects that havt! 
caused them difficu1ty in the past, and to 
rededicate themselves to finding new and 
effective avenues of assistance. W.E.B. 
Dubois once wrote, .. Before the temple of 
knowledge swing the gates of 10il." As. we 
move into a new school year, it would be 
wise for all or us to think about what we hope 
to accomplish academically ilnd SO prepare 
owsclvcs for the work l'C:CTSSary IO reach 
our goals. 
Tracy L Mcferrin . 
Grievance Director~ UGSA 
I. 
Freshman registration 
is disheartening 
Dear Editor, 
held at specif.,: limes. When she llrived al 
the orientation $1' 1 5 ion at the' appoinled time, 
no administrators w~ there 10 explain the 
university's regi.Walion proocdures. later, 
she d~vcrcd from 1 fellow studenl that an 
alternate time had been announced ix the 
oricnlation session at the end of lhc two ~ -
hows allotted for the math OXllll. . She, 
however, was instructed to leave the 
examination room upon cnmpldion. ' arid~ 
ronsequently did not need the entire time to 
oomplete the math a1111. Thcrcforc, she 
mis.<cd lhc announcoment allcr leaving the 
room. There was virtually nO other way she 
oould have known aboli the chanae in 
schedule. 
To 10p thlnp off • DO ~IOR 
came to lhe room when one of her heign 
language placement exams WIS 10 be held. 
The time wasted by fRshman waiW. to tolre 
the test could have been used doing 
something oon.wuctive. This rouJd hive 
bocn easily prevented l>y aondina as 
~ simple a& I sign po&ted k> inform pMpic of 
the dlangc in sdlcdulc. 
This lack of communication and 
disregard for students is needless and sends 
a message to the most impressionable 
pe.cple on ~ thal Howard docs not 
. ~any\ District _r~iden~ .are~ adamant in their 
beliefs that ~the ~m or ·shOuldje~ ·his political career a~e~ ' 
• ' being ,found 1 .iltr,_· of . a m1Sdemeanor charge of drug f. Those who supported the mayor were ,justified in 
The university, offers a nwnber of 
tutoring services for math that have yet to be 
fully taken advantage of by the student body. 
Part of the reason is the stigma that is 
care. When the administration conveys this 
attitude at the beginning of one's 
undergraduate career and usually cooti:uJCS 
to reinforce )he same • me.uagc during 
regimation in the years that follow. How 
can ii expect to} produce graduates who will 
give the conccm that they never received'? 1 
am disheartened by the way in wb.!:h 
students seem to acc:ept the treatment ~ 
receive, and ooly air their grievancc:S 4- to 
fellow students.. 
possessibn. 'Crs, r discoveripg the tru1y awesome 
degree of . ' r during _the Federal government's 
investigation the yo[ . ~d ·. reaJizing that the same 
' associated with being tutored, particularly 
' . resourcb ~ ~efmitely not Used in investigat1ons of white 
public. officials. wc:re compelled to defend the mayor. 
their concern towards the Fe.decal government's flagrant 
abuse of power in attemptin_g to ... oonvict the; mayor. The 
government's track record is far from sparkling concerning 
people of color, and their iJealings with Mayor Barry have 
been no eX:ception. We cannot help but to question just how 
far will the government go in investigati~ings. Their 
actions against Mayor Barry were only ·the tip of the iceberg . 
Several other black public officials have recently been 
subjected to invCstiga,tions of questionable nature. For 
example, in Louisiana a federal judge, Justice Robert Collins, 
, is now standing trial accused of accepting bnbcs. JUstice 
Collin,, was also the focal point of ·an FBI sting operation 
which was • initiated bccau.se of rumors questioning the 
judge's integrity , even though the investigation of federal 
judges is rare. lll!tice Collips now faces a prison sentence as 
by those services offered by the Center for 
Acadcmk Reinfon:emcnt. Tl)is feeling of 
embarrassment is ridicuJously outdated and 
will only render us helpless in a socKty that 
is bt.cor1ting more and more tcdmologically 
advanced. We mum be cooctmed enough 
about our future 10 acknowledge lhe 
problem and cow:agcous enough to do what 
it takes to COTCct it. ' 
As I pr<parcd to begin another year of 
cl~ here ar Howard Univcisity, I felt 
some excitement as well as some 
disappointment. I am always bewildered by 
the large number of new entrants who arc 
given a rough time by0 the administration 
during the registratioo P,Criod. Because I 
havc'1 enjoycd my past two ycaIS at HoiNard. 
I usua11y encourage high school students to 
strongly coiuider altending ~ university 
whenever I come in contact with them. 
Therefore, I am always hopeful that those 
students who choose -to matriculate here will 
experience a smooth transition into college. 
Unfortunately , this never· seems to be the 
,. 
• 
, 
, 
• 
' 
• 
' 
' 
• 
, 
• 
Although most of the division w~ along racial lines afid 
clouded D~ deist viewpoints, there ·was some truth to both 
sides of the' Coin. .r. J 
. . 1Mse seeking the tennination of . the ' mayor's 
politi~l carCer, arc partially fl>rrect . It appears to be past 
"" time for the rilayor to get oUt of politics in this city. His 
1 retirement Would prove beneficial to both himself t&nd the 
city, sparing him the. pressure · associated with municipal 
politics and sparing tJie city the pain of ~er division. 
NeVertheless the mayq.. has insisted upoa ,staying in District 
politics, continually speaking of the healing that the city 
must undergo after ~e · vere damage . caused by this 
summer's painfi!l, Qrdial. . appears by slaying in politics 
and ruMing for' other I itions in government, 'the mayor · 
will be twisting the 'deeper into the city's wounds. 
, Mayor B has don~ plenty of positive things for 
this city and should be remembered as the principle pioneer 
• • 
of advancement in Washington. The longer he stays in 
politics, however, the greater the lik~lihood th~t we will not 
have any positive memories of him at all. H~ compasSionate 
feelings towards the city's need for capable black leadership 
' ' 
• 
' 
. ' • 
a resul~ while thC individual who participated in the sting 
operation had c ges clroPPed against him. 
.I · ' ·that Mayor,Marion Barry was a victim o( 
blatant abuse of power, but his admitted 
drug use seem to furthe( suggest the need for at least his 
. ' temporary withdrawal froni District politics. It is clear that the 
" . inv~tivc agencic"s in America .have further established 
themseives as enemies of black people. In these grave times 
• • 
• • 
we should be BWJI'< of theu past deeds and wa!ch them ckloely. , 
in the future. We cannot afford to kise aft¥100rc of our leaders. 
Soon the time may'\omc when they t1y to, steal1us away. , '<-
J , 
·~ .' • 
• ' 
• 
. ... 
·:'· :, I 
• .. f ' • •• 
' 
• • ,. 
I would like to encourage aJI HO\Vard 
case. 
' For example. a freshman in the College 
of Nursing Wa<i given a schedule which 
included the orientation activities for new 
entrants, According to !he schedule, a 
registration orientation ~ioo and the math 
and foreign placement exams wtte to be 
' 
Oiange can ooly occur if students and ~tots arc willing to -
with each other to initiate effective 
improvements in the registration i:roccdi're& 
of both freshman and continuing students.. 
We welcome your letters and comments · 
I 
1bc Hilltop weloomcs your views 
on any public is.9.le. We routinely 
condense letters for space. We also 
oormct errors of style, spelling ahd 
punctuation. 1 
.~e publish only original facluaJ 
materiaj addJcssed to us. We do DOI 
publish poetry or open letters. 
' 
Faculty -and administrators are 
enoouraged to write and share their ideas and 
innovations. 
• 
Send to: Lellm to the Editor 
. The HIDtop 
2217 4th St. N.W. 
Wuhlnatoa, D.C. 200S9 
• 
Letters u well • commenWiel mmt 
be typed and slpd, a>mpletc - fUll 
address and telephooc DUmber. _ 
• The opinions expreped on the 
E<laorial Page of the Hilltot> do ,.. 
necessarily renect the opinions or 
Howard University, ils adminislrab.ln, 
The Hilltop Boord or the !ludettl body. 
' 
' 
• 
• 
I 
1' '' • 
• • _ii 
• 
·' -
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J · ~n ~ou~~~ , ~£ , pteyention 
I f '· " • • . . .. 
· · M~ ~ ~mering ~JC~;(~ !fie~ k~~ledge·abtc ~bout c;r,irllc prevention 
first t' arc also -e~~~ ~g.: ~~ Y00:-rn~ becomF more aWaJC of 
. iway the . Ef\l1¢ctiv~ ~ CnvlrQ~~~ ~~· and ·i:ietpetralors.You m~ become 
0( the hoine ;fo~e first·. time. ' ThC .. ~orl' ',-discipliried, . c,ontrollcd\ and 
·.excitement , ," ... 'Of. . cstabfishtng ;lfCSpons~le. to couhtetact this, what 1 call, 
, ,..,. · iri,dq\endence, . ':_;-• '· individOaii~y, ' natural · i:le.Yelopmental vulnerability, by 
through education. 
In an effort to provide better p-otcction 
for students and the University community 
l • 
( _. ; 
- " 
T RY 
~ 
. I I I \ 
• • 
' ' i 
I AS 
' 
I 
I C9 I 
.. • ~hips a:nd the' anXiety sunoundirlg . _ ~~rcisinf; timely and appropriate actions/ 
-.. '.;.·:. t~~ s~ial aclfvit~ ~~d. events of -•. ju'dgment, to . elimii18teand /or_ re<!uc:c the 
. ~-C: . .. . ; ~ers1ty life - ~uf\,ftirtuna,tely, at. unfortuntlc consequenixs of cnme. ' 
and to promote a safer university 
environment, the Oimc prevention Unit is 
se.eking final administrative approval on 
getting Howard University designated as a 
"Drug Free _ ~e., Drug Free Zone's are 
drug prcvcn~oo barriers, which means that 
any drug related perpetrator that is arrestCd 
within lOIX> ft. of the deSignatcd ·areas, will 
be subject to double C)r triple the aiminal 
justice penalty. This would also mean 
increa.sed assistancC ftom local and federal 
~ r:...:· t ~' . ; , • --~ _ :._ :. - \ : ~ ·; , ~ .• Ha~ Univers'ity has undertaken a f;;:~. i_- ,,· : ! ~ COyal .. .:!'~n 1 • .ma~sivc ; cri~ prevention eff<;irt t~at 
i'·:·t."~i... _ · > ' . . , . -, _. ~ .~ ~yolvtS thc: ~ entire. uniyersity oommun11y, 
~· :_ ~\.: . · :'·'. •. ,fii~ 'time ·wh~n . l~ey , '_arC t~e, rilosl lh':°1'gh _ !~ Cam"pus \Va!ch Coo~ators 
_.:.·-.''"";' .- . i;._V\lfuerable. 'Ihey~d-J? " ha_V~fili~ir gua!JI I Pfogrami\ The ewe P!ggram includes. 
, ;;"; ~·; t ·.: °" • doWJ!. 'W\aware ,lnd/or preoCqipied, j~ ~ qciiltf, staff and administrators, and the 
"' ·,'·: ·~- sitt'tng duc;k$ :· fqr ~rpelrdlors oi' SlJ'dent Qunpus Watch and Esairt ·Servicc. ·, : ·~~i~; · ' opporhil~-who afe""a,iway~ '100king rOr • .• ~hiCh ' illvolves !host of the student 
law enforcement, and allow more latitude 
for university police in pursuing and 
apprehending such pcrpc:trators. Displaying 
Drug-Free-Zone school signs is viewed u 
an efficient and effective method of 
protecting our young people and other 
memben of the University arnmunity frcm 
the perils of drugs and the dealers who traffic 
;,, ·• · : · "the •: perfect ··-viCtimJpe~fect 'Situatiorn' . Organizatio"ns. • , 
· ~:(_:>• , ~ · ... °Qt>zt't ~t the· vj~illt •qto~e. · l'ou inwt;,-_ ,- The program objective is to organiz.e 
~ · · ··:· ' rem.embe1 that college.WniVmities are the uniVersity community into a collective, 
-· ~ , . . . - ' 
':; • "'" . ~ 'lorrger ' pet'ciiv~ .8s sanctuaries, .conce'iiQtl, crime prevention force, that 
·, ·:$ ;_-,,. •: -, ~~te from' thC 6utsidC ~ety, but in* sti-~sseJ people involvement. fl also 
all 3Ctaall{y, a dyilamic.aod integral part emphasiies com..bining and sharing them. • ' 
• 
.· "lo ~:.the ·.larger- d~,Ye'!51Ring _society. ) · 'resourceS. and establishing partnerships .~' .. Crime iJ1 Otir-sociejy~ is an ongoing' with I.Aw Enforcement Agencies. This can 
'"pJOblefn. Crime /~ prev,ention and ,- be aCOOmplishCd by using the eyes and ears 
aWareness n1uSt be a:n-ojigoing process. ' approach, to remove or reduce the 
. Remember, our crime prevention 
motto for 1990'1991 1' <lAlL US NOW, 
DON'T WAIT FOR TIIE CRIME TO 
,. 
·r;. •i( 
HAPPEN. You can contact the Howard 
Univcnity rity Division at 806-1100. 
' I ! 
I 
I . 
I 
' -! 
•• J 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
. ' 
• 
' 
' 
' 
; 
' - ' I • , , 
·so 1 irt iorder. for us to have a safer · unfortunate consequences of crime aiid 
uniVersity ·e.nvironment as ypu pu~ viCtUriization. 
·your educational objectivesj it is The ' main focus of this crime Lt. Coy01 Jason is a Howard Univusiry 
Security Pr....,.,. Officer , recommended that you become more prevention .effort is to heighten awarenas \ 
• 
• • 
' Dr~ · Jenifi r . • • 
Dear Dr. Franklyn Jenifer~ -
~ l regrel the de@y in welco 'ng you to 
Howard University. Ill grieves mb tb say that 
ml!,ch remains to be done in Jnsuring the 
e.ducation and opportunities for II African-
Arneri~ns. 
• 
I 
Da S ence 
• The powers that be are d9ing, .well in 
kc;eping Afri~ from moving forward 
• • • 
The reinoyal or Ci'1! Rights laws in recent 
years is a prime example. Many of our 
people · died to get those equal opportunity 
laws passed. Yet they c,:ontinue to get struck 
out--,,of existence. Wofsc than that, sir, ,W 'how 
we havC been , manipulated to ~roy each 
·other ,!hrough ' drug use, and the division 
between ' the African( miJ.le jll:kt his woman, 
which is the main cause hf'the destrudion· of · 
the- African American family. Qestroy the 
family .and that entire society will self-
! • 
. . 
.Now is the time fo~ m~ch needed cHange .' 
destruct due to the family being at the core of build these great civllizatioos because the~ seriously about. Even the ol~ time boot- : -~ell Ji;nown institution, and its people which Take~ ;_ 
the society. were economically independent liclcing; saatdl their heads when it don 't ' have 1 have come to love, must set an 
Ali the destructive prOblems we face Your being one _of the most educated itc::h; ~a~ wheil there ~·1 oothing funny; fxarnpl~ Lr the African community to h 0 
could be off set with proper e.c!ucation. and e
1
xperienccd eklers of our. peqlle in the butt·ldsstng, weak-kneed Uncle Tom selJ. follow. • · . . . · n 0 t 1 n g 
Proper e.ducation exists when an inaitution education field. I am certain what 1 have outs o~ our peoples aspirations have fallen I So I f Y m the spmt of_ the prophet Dr. -
educating Africans such as Howard written is on your agendL However, ii takes prey to these investigations. ~ Lu~r ~ ''NOW IS nm TIME''. . . _ 
University is in luned with present day great courage and skillful political tactics to Dr. Jenifer, the realities which WC face f?r ~ tji~~ our people to move in the! .£or granted 
·realities. One of the most obvi~ realities create an educational cunicutwn that W in are as dangerous as the gas chamber. But are light cliru;t10n wtlh hurry up speed before! J.1 
f:1c:in11 ,i., i~ th:it white<; will never 11ttemnt to h1ned wi1h the re11litieR. we f11ee: d1.e to the maioritv Of J;loward students in tune with · it 's _too late. Before we find ourselves :f 
wido the damages of (our hundred years of Howard University itself Qeing financially t the realities of the limes? Forgive me for ¥aging oJ ••SU:r Spangled Banner'', while For ~ decades, ~Howard Unkrersity has 
raping our de'fenseleSs people. When we . dependent on l~e enemy1 Of our rise. being ~k Dr. Jenifer, but the use of Walking futo concentration camps. Dr. been cekbrated as the capstone of Black 
were not giveJT the Cony aaes and a mule, I write respectfully that if H~ Shanoon &. Luchs tp rBanage the Howard franklyn * nifer, I love you, and all African educatiOn, both nationally and 
our people should have woke up. We must Universit~ would have cducalcd its studcntS Fta:za complex sends out to all Howard men: and women who dare take a challenge intematWnal!y. oui institution has always 
begin to do for self before it is too late. in the past to do for self, then the students University students a kind of non- ~ liftourlf"Ple up out of the hellhole we are been instrumental in improving the 
• reading this letter would !X>' be financially . intentional sUbliniinal message. It says lhat 1n I · conditions of Black people through6ut the 
1 
Doing for ourselves meaiis creating dependent on racists who have shown again African -Ameriams can't manage such a . Sir, with aJI respect, your success is our Diaspora (the disbursement of African 
businesses fof comple1e ownership by our · and again that one of their lop priorities is to ptQpcrty and il's going IO take a white man success. Thus I pray that the gods of our people throughoUt the world). lt probably 
people. In lhis way w..e can create jobs for the , "destroy the black man.! I kl do it. fillican aricestors protect you from life's , I 
millions of ~can men out of work, which For exaniplc, les! i 1~ one percent of \Vhy is it that right here ¥1 the District many arrol.vs, and rontinuc to drive you '· 
will aid in pre.venting the total destruction of all elected offacials in ~erica are African. of Columbia, Africans who maf up seventy orward. ...., _ • April Sliver 
the African family. African- American Yet this one percent has been subjected to pcra:nt of the population do not own real ,~. -~--.,.-, 1-.-.---. -. -1.,-,1-,-,, ....,--
students in~ ncit siQlply be told that it was ninety percent of the FBI investigations estate in, proportidn kl our ~ra:ntage 'of1 ~ arryl_ SP;Cnce is a Howard Universit;\ has the , highg;t concentrati:Jri ?iof taleilt, 
our ancestors that built the """'"'kk of 11aains1 elected officials. Now isn't this --•1 .. tion. ' or 'COufSc H~aitt Uni~e'rsity Ty· Officer and a student in the School · 
r-i·-·· -e t"-'r-- 1 resources, money l\fld positive energy Egypt, but that our ancestors were ab!C to statistic something for all of us to think , can't be blamed for this, but this great and f Bus~ · 
among Black people in the world. "' 
• 1 In 
Is . Iraq the· re~l eneµty? 
As I watch some of my W'IC!es an~ take the focus off of ~e miShandltng of tax 
• 
However, our generation cannot afford 
10 live ofCthc glory. 9f Howard's past. Frantz 
Faoon, a renowned Black psychiatpst, on,te• 
said ''Each generation must, out of relative 
cousins in the military leave for Kuwait, I payers funds and Bush's threat lO raise 
- . 
grow fearful of what might be inevitable. So 
I ask ~ question. Why is the United States 
• ' ? prepanng 1or war . . 
African-~rican men are being sent 
into the Midd.IC East to fight a War on foreign 
soil. Will they be fjghling in a war whose 
fwidamental issu~ are ju~ as foreign? 
· Surely, the battle bef\\•een Iraq and the 
, . United States cannot be a crusade of truth ,' 
justice <i!!d democracy throughout the 
. . 
Quentlna _Johnson 
. " . . 
world, when -,African-Americano. men 
stationed in Saudi Arabia suffer from racial, 
economic. and political di.sparity.' " 
More than a j decade . ,ago, __ African· 
American men fought in Vietnam. Jn .the 
.. 
midst of racial diswiity and discrimination, 
the United States forced lhesc men to fight 
1 for its hypocritical principles. 
As Iraq faces Saudi Arabia with a huge 
. ' 
army · outnumbering United S1:3tes troops, 
the PQ$ibi.lity of an active draft may occur if 
a war begins. There are some Afric.an-
American men ~orried about Bush;s call on 
the men 'within r~rves. It is ironic how the 
lives' of African-American men can be 
• 
solely , affected , by decisions that are oot 
thein, in a country in which they have so 
little influence. 
I I • . . 
1bc question that the United States has 
, oot &Mwercd is why are we preparing to 
fight a ·war? Could it be the surrounding 
circumstances of Neil Bu!ili' s. Sand L 
endcavois? A fiasco that has cost bjllions of 
dollars that will never be tta:)Vercd. JS it true 
that war is gocxl for the eronomy? Will -war 
taxes? , 
What system of democracy are we 
upholding in KUwait when religion is 
practiced alongside with politics? Is an 
Islamic culture dependent on a Olristian 
government ·for leadership? There are ~--~ 
intricate iss(Jls involved, but they involve 
power and a monopoly of who controls the 
world'~ economy. 
HOw does the Arab world view the United 
States,~ as an enemy or friend? Moreover, 
what does the third world think of United 
• 
States relatiom and policieS? It is 
interesting IO hear the response of those who 
live outside of this' c:Ounuy. 
Years ago, South Africa sent troops into 
Angola to restore order. The United States 
did not condemn the government which 
OOmmitted acts of violence and blood shed 
against its population. Israel and Palestine 
have had struggles with ensunrig a peaceful 
,setUement. The Uniied States has not 
interfered with Israel polic~ addressing the 
homeless population of Arabs. 
.. 
If African- American men are being sent 
anywhere 10 fight for democracy, it should '---~ 
be South Africa. It never ceases to amaze me 
how we can go all over the world for a 
crusade of 1frecdom and still have such an 
oppressive system toward African-
Americans. , 
In Vietnam; African- American men 
f3ccd a population woo did not welcome 
their-help. The issue of what gove.mme~I the 
people wanted was overshadowed by the 
interests of Unite.cl States . • Thousands of 
African-American men lost their lives. 
- These meh died withool knowing what wha1 
' they were fighting for. Such a crime should 
not be repeated. 
• 
0 
I 
' 
' '. I 
• 
' 
• 
' 
Africeptricism· on the\ rise at Howard 
' Africen't~Sm ,has come to Howard . the Black Diaspora. AJI other grciups, 
University. 111 the months kl come,c students E.uropeam; Chinese, Japanese, and N~tive 
,ahd_ facultY Will be' di~g the meaning America, all see themselves as sQcial 
of this concept Howard 'f~ joins a giowing aggregations with a common ancc~try, 
number of educational systems and history and .basic orientation to the wprld. 
institutions in defuiin8 i~ meanfug. µIre the Peoples ,of the Black Diaspora haYe a 
idea of "soul'' or ''blackpess," ~ntrism common history and against their will, 
1 .-• · continue lb expetience a common pligtt. In 
Dr' R' ussell L Ad the United Stai.s, pc''?"' of Af<ican • ams descent are still fighting . for a situation 
r wherein their ethnic origin has no ne~live 
· can be many lhm°gs.IO many people. ~or this bearin8 on their life chances. Whether we 
writer, AfricCntrism covers both a wish to or not, in the words of John Hope 
·perspective and a; tJPC of oonduct by 6oth Franldin, the eminent black historian, we 
leachers and students. still live in "two worlds of rice ." 
' As 1 perspective, Africcnlrism simply Africentricity is intended IO capitalize in 1 
means viewing the world Crom the vantage p;>sitive manner on that ''IWO-ness" of the 
p;>int of Afiican-Americans ~-or 10lhers in American black experience to further 
? 
. ' 
• 
empower African-Americans for the on~ 
going liberation struggle which must be 
won. General american educ~tion 
perspectives have gCnerally ignored its 
experiences with african-Americam, even 
though its only Ovil War was about them. 
Africentricity as conduct means 
involvement of all teachers and Scllldents in 
maximizing positive . educationa! 
opportunities, patlicularly in a 
predominantly African-American 
educational seuing. Defined in this ~r. 
Africentricity does not exdudc individuals 
on the basis of their partiadar ethnicity. II 
does ~ that everyone at this university 
should find ii helpful 10 jnlemaliu ill Slal<d 
mission which "is lhal · of producin& 
individu1l1 committed to academic 
excellence and social .- responsibility. 
In practice. this means that students 
should leave. this hill with knowledge and 
skills necessary 10 continue their ascent into 
a multi-eUuUC world and to remain actively 
aware of the unfinished quest for social 
justice. Howard eraduates shoold be known 
not only for 1compc<ence, bul alw for the 
values they exhibit and the tf.nP, that they 
do. A &OQfl Africentric education thus 
promotes both a c::omtructi-l-e perspective 
and positive liberation . values. 
As 1 twenty-year veteran iii the field of 
Afro.American studies." I have become 
aware of the following lessons: I) Africon· 
. ' American orientatioftl are best promoted 
lluoueh specific activity in a discipline or a 
course; 2) Some problelllll ,"1- decidin& what 
- ,-"" ' 
f obscurity," discover its mission, fulftll it, or 
betray it." I believe that the most formidable 
' 
way for us to fulfill our mission while we 
spend a few shon years here at Howard, is to 
obtain a well-rounded education, both in and 
~ outside of the classroom, and use our 
'~::::::-:--~----1 education as a means to empOwer' oursclves ( against racism in all its forms. 
-
Before we begiO 10 be educated, 
however, wJ must first understand ttie 
meaning and concept of the word. Dr. Abdul 
Alim·Muhaminad, National Spokesperson 
for Minister Louis Farrakhan, recently 
explained ii very clearly by stating that 
®ucation (which means 'to lead out from') 
is supposed to develop and nurture hwnail 
potential. This hwnan .potential, of course, 
is innate and rests with every individual. 
Therefore, the role of t±:Ucator is to draw 
out, stimulate and nurture ur greatness•to ils· 
highest degree. The · iversity setting. a 
place where individuals earn degrees of 
higher learning, exists for this purpo.-le. 
Training for all h~an eiideavors 6 id~y 
suppose<;( to be housed in the university 
'~""'-" environment and this concept of educ.at ion W 
,.... the Standard by which we mu.st~~re our· 
• 
• 
' . 
I 
' 
is and wbalj is not African or Africentric defy 
solution; 3) friOentric studies must be seen in 
a wider CQntext than that of Africiln-
Ame~ I as a socia.1 group; 4) Ex~llent · 
teaching ri ~ m ~ fi~ld of Afncan· -
American studies is not a monop:>ly of 
African-Americans and; .5) Africentric 
studies can hi&hligbl th~. positive and 
negative potentials of human beings 
regardless of their ethnic backgrounds. 
The forthcoming discussions and 
implementation of some version of 
Africenlricity at Howard University should 
be a aood test of the · decree to which the 
above conclusions "" ~ A&< ii~ the 
educatic;Jn of African·Amcricana bu been 
about the sem:h for truth and for liberation 
from unfair UICI of iporant power. 
institution. 
We must challenge educators who 
believe 1ha1 a good education is measurW by 
' -
regurgitation of facts and information On 
examinations. We must equally challenge 
educators wOO believe that a good education 
is the imitation of ~ll thin~ European. 
Education is not meant to inhibit or generate 
fear or anx~lies, rather it is supposed to 
develop. stimulat~ ,a.aj nurture the total 
individual • intellectually, Jl5YChologicall:f, 
and characteristically. It 'would follow then 
that a 1ruly genuine education benefits all 
members of society, nol an elite class that 
selfishly keeJ15 blowledge for itself. 
With the meaning and concept of 
education established, how can we make it 
practical? To answer this question, we must 
first ask ourselves, practical in what sense? 
Do we measure practicality primarily by 
how much money a post-graduate job can 
give us ( &MUming that we can get a job after 
gntduation), or do we measure it prirnarilf 
by how our usefulness can help improve the 
a>ndilions of Black people. We 'ooly have to 
look around US to \Ulderstand that WC li:S: 
Black student! mu.st suspend our immediate 
gratification and · our hope . for pcfsonal 
aggrandiz.emcnt for the total liberation a 
people. • 
April Silver-President of the Howard 
University Student Association. ' 
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Patrick Ewing of~ New York Nicks will 
bt: tho Gtand MllBhall of a parade down 
Atlantic Avenue starting Off the weekend. 
Entertainment will be prOvidcd at three 
stages1 in the oceanfront area Satruday 
~ah Monday Md is being arranged by 
Vira:Utia Beach Events Unlimited and paid 
throuah private funding. Activities wfll 
include music in aditK>n to a Basketball 
• 
Competition/Foul Shooting Contest/Slam 
Dwikina Contest. 
Concerts will also be held at Red Wing 
Park on Salurday and Sunday and arc the 
responsibility of Norfolk State University, 
sponsored by the Coca Cola Corporation. 
Bc&Ullna on Saturday ~ith a swim suit 
contest and national step libow competition, 
activites will last inlO the evening with 
music from a list of• entertainers includin& 
Today, the Good Girls, E.U Boggie Down 
PrOdoctions, Grand ' Mast~lice, Miki 
Howatd, MC L)'Je ' 111<1 Bask Black. The 
coo1'4ination committee has required tl1at 
• 
• 
• 
• 
i 
tiQtets be J>lUChued in adv~ and access 
to the park events will be by. shuttle service 
only. The shuttle service will oost $3 for a 
round trip. 
Besides music, NSU will host a pep rally 
and dance and job fair, in additK>n to the 
National Regligious Human Se.rvice 
Conference and a (ootball game against Fort 
Valley. 
·Although the name has been changed from 
GreCk Fest to Laborfes~ there will still be 
grcck panicipation through the step show 
and a Delta Sigma Theta Boat Ride on the 
Spirit of Norfolk, sponsored by NSU. 
Fo~. the events, although sccwity has not -
been increased, police will be more mobile, 
in compliance with the 21 
recommendations. ''We're not gqing to tell 
you exactly wh~t our plans our,"'>iSlid Master 
Police OffK"Cr LB Thurston of the Vir_sinia 
Beach Oty Police Department. However, 
they intend to hand it as a ''festival" and 
volunteer assistance will be ·provided by the :. 
National Black Police Officers Associa1ion. ·r 
There will be no assistance , from t!Je 
National Q.uard and they arc using state 
police officers for traffic as many streclS in 
the ocen front area will be closed; accor'!ing 
to the coordination oommittee. To· wist 
·t 
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with traffic, si.att&cs will nm to and from 
satellite puking areu throughout the 
weekend for which there will also be a 
charge. 
No curfew will be enforced other than for 
those 18 and under, and local ordinances 
will be folk>wcd. · ' 
Also for security, the coordination 
oommtcc has rccommcnded the use of ID 
bracelets for lhe identification of registertd 
guest. Aa:ess to hotel roow will be limited 
to these individuals. 
With the installation of such rules and 
tegulatioos, oouplcd with "" bt:licC thal the 
disturbance was racially inspired, students 
arc considering whether or not to return. 
_ "I think w. should go back. "' blaclt man 
can go anywhere he wants to ao," said junior 
radiation therapy major Courtenay 
VaJentine. '1'he fight hasn't stopped." 
Students Crom organizations on the 
campuses of the University of the District of 
Columbia, - tht University of Maryland 
College Park and Howard have ·come 
together to form Peace Productions. The 
group, represented by 14 campus and 
independent orpnizatons, is apinst the 
tetum or indi~uall 10 Vlrllinia lkaclt and 
is advOcatina a boycott oC lhc area and 
produc::ina; a '"viable al~ve." ~na · 
10 Sheri Wam:n, a spolt<swoman for Black 
Nia F.O~R.C.E., an organization from 
Howard affiliated with Peace Productibns. 
"Bade to Blade'' will include aclNoitics 
scheduled to take place on both HoJ.m's 
11,nd UOC's campuses. in addition to 1 r 
area locatiom. All events except parti will 
be fte<: of~o. 
"This is the first time in a long time 
and Howard Iniversity ~ave ~ome 
together.,," said jul)ior Mark Thompspn. a 
member of UDC's Pan-Afrikan StUdc:nt 
Union affiliated with Peace Productidns. 
''We want to enoourage cve.r:o{ic to 
bridge tho gap between UIJC 111<1 ""'fan!." 
The weekend will start off toniaJll fith a 
''Party for Peace, Vol. r• at IOlimonjaro'L 
Tomonow on the yard of Howard's ~~us 
there will be a combination peace ral and 
picnic lc:ading into the evening with a Party 
for Peace, Vol. tr• and step~show at C.Clebrity 
Hall. I 
On Sunday, all cvcnta will take J>IF at 
UOC'1 Dennard Plaza beglnnin&t -:Vith 
"Amaz;'ng Peace," a prayer scrvk:c ICd by 
Bishop Georae Stallinas and Mi:nister 
Abdul AUm Muhammad. Followi~ tho 
, scrv~, there will be both a. Jazz B j on 
~----------------...._ ____________________ ___ 
• 
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~ wen: canceled. • · 
Ombwalc was a honor student. a member 
of the c.amDean Student Association and an 
active member of Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fratemiry Inc., Beta Chapter. 
He. was killed two days before he was 10 
report k> the Alpha Phi Alpha national 
convention in Miami to be inducted as the 
Eastern Region Assistant Vice 1President, 
whlch is the highest undergraduate position 
~ a member can hold in the fraternity. 
• • 
For many student'>; administrators, and 
dose friends who knew Njisane, the death 
came as both a shock and a loss. 
According to Dr. Philip Fanara, 
• chairman of the Finance dep<irtrnent and 
Omowale's advisor and . professor . last 
• 
semester, Oll\CJVl>'alc was expected to receive 
his bachelor's degree in May, 1991. . ~ 
''It's a great loss to our department. 
Academically, he was an outstanding 
snidcnt. He was one of my top students in my 
course last semester," Fan~ said. 
''Pcnonally, he was a gdpi.le an~ quiet 
ll,ldividual. He had a quiet spirit. It's a tragic 
1os.$ for J:loward Univers.iJy. I think tl}at he 
would have been one of our outslanding and 
s11CCCSSful graduates," Fanara said. 
' 'J • -Paula Mitchen, last years ptt.sident ol 
the Cartbbcarr Student . Asscilciation, also 
l'\ITICmbcrs Omowale M a ''quiet and gentle' ' 
persOIL • 
.. 
• • 
r , , 
''I would see him in front of the 811Sincss 
school just coming and going to class." 
Mitchell said, adding. ''I nCver saw' him 
hangina out on the yard. He was always 
tak:ilig care of businCM." 
• Acoordin& to Omowale's resume, his 
career goals included operating a s•l(X'Pssfu1 
multinational investment banking firm in 
the Caribbean. : 
Brian Williams, a senK>r business ·major 
who pledgCd AJPha Phi Alpha with 
Omowale in the spring of 1989 said that he 
is dealing with thC 'loss of a close friend the 
only way he can, ''day by day." 
'"I'm not {'ationalizing Njisanc's death, 
I'm just dealing with it everyday," Williams 
said. I · 
He added that Omowalc's death has 
changed his outlook on the value of living 
and has made him a stronger person. 
"He has made me grow up in a way that 
I never anticipated. His death has made me 
realize that truly tomorrow iS not promised . 
I think a lot of times we aJJ just assume that 
tomorrow will be here and everything will _.:· 
be okay and why not wait until tomorrow," 
Willams said. 
In rcmcmberance o{ Omowale, some of 
·his friends and fraternity brothers liave come 
together to create a scholarship hmd for 
Carribean students in his name. In addition , 
a relief fund has also been established for his 
family, and a reef will be placed on canip~. 
''The brothers have come together a lot. I 
think the brothers have come to appreci<lte 
and ~alue brotherhood ~uch more because 
we see how important ~t is. '' Williams said. 
The reef to be set up in remcmbcrance of 
Omo,1rale in front of C.amegie Hall is a 
gcs1ure made by "NOmen who arc members 
of ,the Alpha Sweetheart organization, a 
sister group 10 the fraternity. 
, Rachelle Andrews. a sophomore and 
Alpha Sweetheart said the reef is something 
that they wanted to do because they 
,remember Omowale as a very kihd .person. 
"We would like to see Njisane 
remembered as a fun and k>Ying pclSOO." 
Members of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity 
will have a memorial scrv~ for friends oC 
Omowale Thw.day, Septombt:r 6, at lffi 
p.m., in Rankin Oiapcl. --
"What we're trying to ao, u oppose 
IQ being sad, is to try to celebrate his life and 
it (the servK::c) will have sorhe things that 
were special to Njisane." 
ComeUu< Bates, olso 1 member of, Alpha 
Phi Alpha Frai:emity, suggested that the . 
Universiiy should award · Omowale's 
parents his degree since he would have 
graduated in May, 1991 . 
Picnic 
continued from pasc t 
majO: said the university should be maidng 
more efforts to due away with "careless'' 
spending. 
"It's a 1rcal waste. ~ Ten percent of the 
hospital staff were laid off and people arc 
crying about not having a piallc. We need to 
usF the money for something more 
important. 
But the picnic is not permanently 
canceled, and according to Jenifer, may 
return next year. 
• I 
I 
Scott 
continued from ll8'e 2 
to say anything he wants. You can't defend 
yourself. He can say anything. "Scott added 
Following his high school graduation in 
Kansas Oty, Missouri in 1927, Scotti came 
to Washington, D. C 10 attend Howant. He 
had been accepted al the University of 
Ol.icago; but he said his rrother urged ~im to 
choose Howard because she felt he might be 
more comfortable in a social envi,qnrrcnt 
consisting pn:dominanUy of. blade st~nts. 
"When I came here there was vCry jlittle," 
Scott said, "The campus wu very fPUSC· 
I've been on this campus since I was li yoats 
old. This is my home," he said. 
Scott has watched. his "home" uifergo 
major changes in the cowse of 63 ~ not 
the least bcin~ the recent changes 1n the 
administration oo camp!.6. [ 
Scott said that he thinks President Jenifer 
is up to the job at band. 
''When Jenifer hit the campus, I m;n1c he 
moved around io parua.!arly all the Schoob 
and it was a big session for him in the· Jouegc 
of medicine. ~ 
I think he made a very itive 
appearance and the faculty seemed o like 
what he said'' 
Scott's goal when be first ca to 
Howard was to teach. He maj Ln 
chemistry and al one time pl'anncd • r in 
chemistry; however, after co,npletion of his 
junior year in oollege, he applied 10 "cal 
. . 
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The new HP 48SX and 
a free 'library card' can 
get you there. , 
' With over 2100 built-in functions, ot1r 
· new HP 48SX Scientific Expandable 
'11: calculator takes a quantum leap into 
the 21st century. Buy an HP 48SX 
between August 15 and October 15, 
1990, and HP will send you a free 
HP Solve Equation Library card (a 
$99.95 retail value). 
The plug-in application cant alone 
contains more than 300 science and 
engineering equations, as Well as 
the 'periodic table, a constants' library, 
an(I a multi-equation solver. It's like 
having a stack of refer:ence books right 
at your fingertips? 
The HP 48SX calculator is so advanced, 
it will change the way you solve prob-
lems forever. It integrates graphics 
with Calculus, lets you enter equations 
the way you write them, and does 
automatic unit management. 
Check your campus bookstore or HP 
retailer for HP's range of calculators 
and special back-to-school offers. 
Then check out the calculators that 
are years ahead of their class. 
There is a better way. 
' 
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Dennard Plaza and a Black on Black Forum 
held at the Amphitheater held 
simultaneously. A "Party for Peace.Vol III" 
is again scheduled for Kjlimanjuo's. 
Concluding the events Monday will be an 
"Afrikafest" on the eannecer Fteld and Vol. 
IV of "Party for Peace'' at Kilimanjaro's. 
A wek:omina party has been sdieduled to 
take place al Kilamonjaro's on Friday 
evening. On Howard's campus' a picnic has 
been · arranged Jor Saturday and an . 
Africafest on Monday for vendors to sell a 
variety of products. 
ActivitiCs at UOC on Sunday will include 
a "Prayer Service for Peace" and a Jazz Bia.st 
featuring several local aroups. 
Warren said the idea is not just for 
students to attend the activities here, but to 
stay away troiti Virainia Beach. 
''Students should not ao 1*k to Virginia 
Beach,'' Ras Baraka, president of the 
Howard University Student Association, 
affiliated with Peace ProductionSi, firmly 
stated. "We !ICCd to put our money back into 
the black community.'' 
A ciJYi"'Kle alternative will be available 
in Baltimore, Maryland. ''Unity Now!'' the 
Afrikan·Amcrican/Orcekfest '90, is· bcine 
' sponsored by The Mossago, 1 group or 
1 school and was acceptt.d. 
One of Scott's oollege professors was Dr. 
· Ralph Bunche, a professor of political 
science and later bee.a.me an important 
official in the United Nations, serving as the 
U.S. Ambassador. 
Scott said one> of his greatest concerns 
has been about promoting the importance of 
culture in the black community. 
"I think you neul to know something about 
your culture. But since we're living in an 
ennifer 
• • 
continued from page 1 
wa.s the roly school not to degree Mande1a. 
''You got to come to Howard to get a 
Howard degree," Jenifer said. 'That's the 
way it always has bcelL We're not going 
down to Morehouse and Spelman to give out 
a Howard degtee • we doo't do that. 
Oianges in Administration 
• Several new administratOIS have been 
added to the Howard family. Usually when 
a now t1• mi~stration oomcs about key staff 
posjtio will change but, at the close of last 
year sc e;aJ were ~tiring ~ving Jenifer no 
no choice but to search for more personnel. 
The president has :. had to make a 
decisions . in filling four ~itions which 
include: the vice president for academic 
affairs, vicc president for student affairs and 
the dean of the 'School of Utw . 
The vice pcesideqt for development and 
the office of the general council have not 
been posted. In addition t6 finding 
replacements for these positions, Jenifer has 
' created a new pW:, special a.Wstant to the 
president. 
'' I believe that with a new administration 
then: should bt: change, nothing drastic but a 
mixture of the okl and the. rrew," Jenifer said. 
Dr. Jcyce A Ladner, newly appointed 
vice president for academic affairs, 
sucoeeds Dr. Mic~l R Winston who 
announced his retirement pCans la.st faJI. 
Ladner has been a professor in Howard's 
School of Social Wotlo since: 1981. 
Ladner has a Master of Arts and a PRO 
• 
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African-American owned businesses .. 
orgainization1 and individuals. After 
planning since May, the mcrap: has oomc 
up with an altematvie that, instead of being 
c:entraliz.ed in one area, will indode different 
locations all over Baltimore. 
The Me.v.age's Founder Edwin Avent 
said, "'The only way you will be able 10 act 
"'°" pooplo bade (Vitginia lkach] is by 
boyc:ottlng them.'' Therefore, in May, The 
Mcssaae began plannina various eveJltS in 
different locations to benefit area businesses 
and to keep individuals being conjcstcd. 
Startng on Friday there will be a Welooming 
Reception in addition to a "Unity J&m'' at 
Odell'' one of tho atea clubs. The weekend 
will continue with an Afrikan Film Festival/ 
Workshops/Seminars at Morpn State a. 
city-wide ~ 'party and ouftest on 
Saturday; "Unity" worship scrv'K:es and a 
step show oo~tition and party on Sunday; 
and a picnic, swimsuit contest, Afrikan-
A!11Crican j Vendors and live entcrtainrrcnt 
all day Monday. 
The pupoae of 1the cventa held in 
Baltimore will. be both to boycott Vif'&inia 
Beach and to ''economlcally ewp::JWer the 
African-A.merican ccmmunity,'' acc:ontina 
to Avent 
• 
adopted oounlry, we have· IO knoW bclh 
cultures.,'' he said. It's cssentiaJ to your 
growth. You live in a white and Hack 
culture." 
He added that it was also important to look 
out for th;e welfare of youtlis in the, ~ad: 
community. ~ 
"Since the children of today will become our 
leaders of IOmorrow we should do more as 
individuals and as a nation to provide for . 
their current and future needs." Sa>tt "d. 
• 
degree in sociology from the Washington 
University in SL I.Duis in 1966 aOO '1968. 
She gradWlted from Tougaloo Coli.to fo 
mis.sissjppi in 1964 . . 
"She brings a combination of skills. She . 
is a nationally recognized and hu tun a 
• faculty here for 'a number c1 years. We 
expect a lot from her," Jenifer said tbout 
Ladner. 
Dr. Steve Favors, vice preside t for 
student affairs, sucueds Dr. Carl An:Sctson 
who retired last spring after 32 years. 
As vice president for" student ~ 
Favors will oversee the opcratiops of 
athletics.. rcsidcnC:e life, student ac:\ivities 
and financial aid. He oomcs to Howarfi from 
the Uni.vcrSity of New Orleans with 2Q years 
d exPcriencc in the area of student ~alls. 
''He has a heavy backgrou~d in 
' . counsc:ling 111<1 has • great teputatjoo ri 
getting along will\ students," Jenifer :Said 
- When Jenifer a"""intcd the new dean at 
, , ·~· 
the SchQol of Law, supreme cowt judge 
Heruy Ra""'y Jr. from Alameda, Calif:, he 
said that '' the school's repuiation will go 
beck up. We will sec a significant inaeue in 
student$· GPA's and of thme who pass the 
BAR exam.'' 
Ramsey has been a judge on the'Superior 
· OJurt of the statd of California's Alameda 
County since t 98d. He is a 1963 graduate ci 
the Sc.bool d. Law at the UnivctSity d. 
California, Berkeley . 
. The special assiwnt Ls now Dr. Hassan 
Minor who Jonifer calls "my riglt hand 
man.'' 
Minor was a prcicssor of.a cowsc cillcd 
"Organizations and Public Policy" and also 
served on the Massachusetts Board of 
Regents with Jenifer. 
.. I want the quality the faallty and staff 
here to be second to none,'' Jenifer said. 
• 
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.Thousands 
attend 
• 
annual · · 
- . 
-block party 
By ESHA C. llAmtEWS 
Hundreds of District children 
occupied Georgia Avenue lasl 
Saturday as, they anxiously waited for · 
the eighth annual Georgia ..Xvenue Day 
parade. ~ :: 
-
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Klan plans march 
. . I . 
'on Washington 
By IESI IA C. MA I ii EWS have the righl to prt* c1ed sp e e cll under lbe 
rust Amcndmem .oo ""' lhe .....,...... is 
' 
• oblipr.d to pro1ect KKK mardim. 
All Peoples ConJP'csa, a 10-yeu-<>ld 
The same Klu Klux Klan JP'OUP alleg«lly nalioowXlc organizalion. whooo mPll pl 
rtSpOllSible for the Grcaastx.o Ma cie of. is co be ~ the front line of. any lb'Ugle to 
1979, where five anti-Klan demonslraton maintain and support j•sstict llXI equalitJ for 
were killed will much in the District on all people, is ooc o( the many orpnizations 
Sunday - f~g many coDcge studen&s IO in the forefront of thc anfi..Klm march. 
change their Labor Day vacation plans to Refuse and Resist. • 3-year-old 
I nationwide ixpnizalion. whooo mPn pl ;:,:;::;;::;;::;;:;;;:;:;::====:::; is to combat ript-wina polic.c slate 
mcuurcs, is also in the forerront of the anti-
Klan march. 
• 
Brighi and eailY in the mbming, 
parade participants calmly lined up in 
attempts 10 get lhe bes.t seat· in the 
house. Some brought folding chairs, 
while others sat patiently on the curb. 
And, as the hour grew closer, the crowd 
became impatient. · 
Pl 10 I OS BY l<ErTH OOfW<'>l\I 
( Above) Thousands of local residents enjoy 1he festivities of Georgia Avenue Day. 
Ralph Andenon. • Howard ooPhoniore 
and OraplUc Design major , laKI lhot KKK 
members will meet 11 the Washington 
Monlallcnl at 12 p.m .. and lhcrc they will 
sland and recruit fur an how. At. I pm., Ibey 
wiU march ~ C.onslilutional. .Avmue. 
.. Anli·Kl•n marchers will be at thc 
monumenl ID exp;a: how thc KKK is -
supported by the us _..,.,....... '""' 
Andr:non. "Ow plans arc IO eJI.- how the 
KKK i the moll extmne manifes&ation o1. 
what's &Dina on in du. country now-, " be 
People stood on their' roofs and Jarvis both had a unique approach to (Below) Two girts enjoy a swing on 1he scrambler. 
others sat.in their windows trying 1o get soliciting voters. On ·. a bicycle, Clarke 
the ~ glimpse o{ the parade.'_ mingled wilh the crowd and Jarvis led lhe 
Debra ,. Nova,--, a nalive parade with a 14~ motorcade. 
Washinglbffian. who reltlrfled from Also in attendance were democratic 
1 
vacSition cruly ·IC!. attend the event, said mayoral candidates Walter E. Fauntroy and 
1 
''I had' to be here, I heard~thls year's John Ray and republican candidate Maurice 
cvenc would be spci:'~ul;u: and the ~ Turner. Democratic candidate Sharon Pratt 
children waited all sunlmcr iQ attend." Dixon, was not in attendance. 
'"Ille DiStrict has gc;>ne through a lot Banneker recreation fw:ld was the focus 
in the past four months, it feels good to of the main evenl While hundreds enjoyed 
sec our people celebrate," said Je~e the entertainment, others swam, played 
Jtierce. a native Washingto~ ._~ho tennis, shopped and barbecued. And, just 
rCtumed td attend the parade. . , across the field were children eating 
Finallr, as police officers traditional carnival popcorn and colton 
" attcntpted to clear the \,arade routC, the candy. Qildrcn were especially amused 
first parade leader bc?me visible and with the many carnival rides and games. 
the crowd blossomed with a delightful ''This is exactly how I like it," said James 
. -
cheer. _.)~ Miles, when asked about the calmness in the 
au . , Along the para" route - which 
started al the Dis~, i line at Eastern 
Avenue south to _ rd University • 
. • ~-ere marching ban _-QITT.Sed in bright 
. .. - -
The height of the day were two young ' 
men. who decided to put on a show of their 
own. Standing on top of a refreshment truck 
dancing. two young men dressed in bic)·cle 
outfits stripped. down 10 their leopard G-
stting underwear and gave on-lookers a 
show to remember. 
' 
colors. carnival rM......i-.. ballOOns and ~"' '"' floats. ' ~ l :.'f · -
And, wilh tv.·o ~ks left to the 
mayoral . C<¥Jgrcssion'I and school 
board primary cJ~iO~s, candidates 
~-ere out campaig9i'ng in ' ',futt force''. 
Democfatic mafO-ral ca'ndidates · 
David A. Oarke . illd Olarlene Drew 
1\ ' . -
I 
• 
• 
', 
-· ' ; , 
, 
• I • 
The American Red O~ was also on 
hand to assist partic~nLS in any way . 
FOftwiately, the only assistance needed Was 
fOf treating insect bites and minor bruises. 
" 
·-
Trame has been unbare 0 ble along 1treet11 uprooted by aubway construction 
• 
' 
Shaw eagerly _ awaits new subway 
By, Mha MatthlWI ~ ~ Robinson, a seven year District resident who 
works as 1 security guard. •· I want my 
property will probably increase once the 
station is completed. Arca residents 31\d 
store CJ1Nners say tha1,.thcy are waiting to take 
full advantage of their long wail. ~· 
Local Edit6r I neighborhood back," she added. 
Metro 'o£ficials a':re holding pnto lheir 
commitmer1t to open the Shaw-Howard 
Uni~rsity station this Spring. 
''We haven' t set a target date, but we 
expect the Shaw-Howard, along with- the U- ) 
Stri;et Qmloza and the Mt Vernon stations 
lo open in the Spring of l~l," said Maiy 
Buckley, a Metro spokesperson. 
Metro's previous contractor, Mergen 
' ' IJ'ime, was tennffiated last May and a new 
. fOOtracU>r, Perilli, was hired to complete the 
project. Buckley added, ''Basica:lly, Mergen 
Time was frrcd because they were behind 
·-~hedule '' ~ · 
I F~i~g has not been approved fix the 
G~orgia Avenue- Pet~orth station but 
officials hope to rOC"eive approval in the .near 
future . 
Some rcsideritS anc! Store owners are;oot 
enthusiastic about the new ~lion because 
of thc poor street · condition~ 'while lochers 
' - . 
are wailing p:ltiently for the subway's 
completion. 
'~g the route o{ of the construction 
area on 7th Street and - the immediate 
vicinity, concrete cement pavement f has 
been replaced with heavy wooden boards. 
~s acatcs a poblem because the 
- ' rodents come out at night,'' .said Paula 
Witherspoon, a 15 year District resident who 
works for the post offn. 
' "Metro buses have not been On schedule 
sIDa the oomt{Uction bepa;" sai4' Palric:ia 
, 
' 
' 
Various studies show that neighborhood 
• 
Here's looking at 
• 
' 
" 
I i 
-
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THE NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER 
Featured in the September issue of 
U. The Natiotfl:ll College Newspaper: 
_ •Top 20 Football Poll 
•Is The 4 Year Degree 
More Difficult To Attain? 
•Student "Batman" Combats Evil 
Coming to your campus in September 
PlEAsE llEcYCJ! 
• • 
• 
• 
• senior. 
' 
added. · l 
Grand Wizard, Vir&if Griffin was for !ht 
Greensboro Musaac but la&cr . he· wu 
""JUiu.d and charpd wilh conopincy. 
Anli-Klan orpnizcrs eXpccl QpilOI, 
metro, national, part .00 variouri polQ 
demonstrate. unilJ IO be on the scene. HoweVer, • 
• 
"KKK members should not be allowrd to 
march in W&Wngton; a city with a large 
elhnic population, " said Janet Stolr.es, a 20-
ycar-okl native Washingtonian. 
A1thouah many indivk!uals are oppcsc:d' 
to the KKK .00 their philo&ophy, ochrnl 
believe lhM lhcy have 1 constitutiona:I ri&Jd 
that aJlows them to flecly voice their 
opinion. 
Anika Oarkc, a !'J!lllonxm 11 lhc School 
oi E.cology, said "KKK mcmbcJs should be 
allowed to march because ii •s their 
constitutional right, but as an African. 
American I 1ni offended by their 
philosophy." 
Loren Siegel, an Attorney fo.r the 
American Clvil Liberties UrUon, said that 
lhc KKK have lhc ri&(il IO _... their 
opinion and pcq>&c have lhc right co CXJUlller 
demonslrate. 
Siegel also said that KKK membcn 
organizen do nol •xped - and insisl 
that thcy will cond11e1 • peaceful march: 
'We in&cnd IO hive 1 peaceful, orderly, anti-
racUI mlrch." said Barron. 
Anli-Klan orpnizm laKI lha1 Ibey have 
federal and dislric:I permill lo counler 
1111rch . 
Accordllli IO Famin. in 1982 2S KKK 
people attended a march in Washington and 
lhcy weie met.. by hundred.I d. anti-Klan 
demonstrators. Police officers isolated 
KKK members IO one particular aru ~ 
when African.Americans allanplCd IO enlU 
the same ...., they '""" .- by rioJrnl 
police of(iCCIS.. She added lhal police 
otrars on horses used tear-gas and ~ly 
dubs lo clear lhc llU. 
"I wili no< Slay home", .W Judilh Grrcn, 
1 Howard senior and socioJogy maP.r. 
.. We have not come this far without I' 
suugalc," ~ added 
,, . ·\ ~.••tit 
I 
, 
The George ·Washington University Master ' of Public Health Program 
is pleased to sponsor a live interactive' television course . 
AIDS 1 TBB BPIDBllIC 
Begins Septelll>er 4, 1990 
Tuesdays 2-5 pa • 
Three semester bour course . 
(Consortiua Course t ISD0-701) - · 
No prerequisites - undergraduate 
. I . 
Subjects to be covered include: 
or graduate 'o,redit 
, 
o The In(ection: Biology~ epidemiology, and clinical disease 
0 The Impact: 
aspects 
Soci81, economic, political, and international 
I . 
o The Personal Consequences• Effects of HIV 1ntection as 
perceived by those who are involved 
o Controlling AIDSr Status ot prevention, vaccination, 1 
screening, and t r eatment 
- . . I 
This course is ottered· through the · Consortium of Universities ot 
t he Washington ~e-tropOlitan Area. I 1 
, I 
For intormation on registering for the course, call Dr. Earl West 
at (202) 806-2550. 1 
I 
mail 
To learn more -about the MPH program offered 11-Y the George 
Washington University~ please complete the cq.upon below and 
to: George: Washi!lgton University, Master ot 1'ublic Health . 
Program, 2150 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Room 28-422, Washington, 
D.C. 20037 or call (202) 994-2807. ) l -
George Washington University 
I intormation on the MPH Program. 
I 
• 
Send me more 
• 
I 
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• • u;.s. troops in the Persian · 
Gulf: Why · are: .they there? ' _Failed coup ·attempt rocks Tri11idad 
By D. Me- Car-. 
International Editor 
Through the hazy confusion of the 
massive war propaganda campaign which 
has been launched by the U.S. government 
and their allies within the media in support of 
a full-scale war in the Persian Gulf, I would 
just like to ask one simple question: Why 
should we go to war with Iraq? 
· Some would answer 1hat ~addam 
Hussein has violated international l4w, by j 
Commentary 
ruthlcssJy invading a small and ~pltss 
country with no provocation. Yes, ihls is 
true, but by that reasoning somebody3 needs 
to send 200,00J troops right down 16th St. lo 
the White House, whcrC, for the past &b.dc, 
those in power have again and again violated 
intematioria.1 law. 
Docs anyone remember our mining ol. 
, 
Nicaraguan waters, our invasion of Grenada 
·· and Panapia. all in violation ~ ~le'Ftiooal 
law? Israel has been occupying the West 
Bank and the Gaza Strip in dear violatioq of 
intcmatk>na1 law for over rw9 decades Ind 
yet does America send 200.CXXl troops, to 
fig.ht Israel? No, instead America sends over 
3 billion dollars 10 Israel annllf'lly in military 
aid. : . 
Others might say that Saddam was going 
IO invade Saudi Arabia. Saddam haS never 
' -~xtrao"rdinary ll~i pollution which we 
-c:icpcrience in this country. Maybe if oil 
prices went through the roof we would get 
serious about clean and renewable energy 
rc;~s. which would leave us much better 
off in the lqng tun. 
Al the bcgirming of the deployment the 
u~ States stated that only aboUt 50,(XX) 
troOps would be necessary fo defend Saudi 
Arabia, an -amount which hM already been 
tripled. Apy analyst is forced to admit that 
the amount of tropps , over there now far 
exceeds the number necessary to d~age 
the suppnscd threat of another inva.Wn. 
With no publi< '/'bat<, Bush caSually mo><:d . 
from a defensive effort to an offen.\ive one. 
The so-called legitimate rulers of KuJ.ait 
were never elected by the pc~ of that 
country who are living Uflder al.. af>artheid-
like system in which the majority do not hold 
' Kuwaiti ciliz.enship and thus do not benefit ~ 1 
• from the wealth. llley have over $100 j 
bi.lliOn inveSlcd in the Uni~ States alone. -
One Arab journalist stated lh31 the ~est 
loved the Kuwaitis so much becausC ihey let 
the West keep all the money gained from the 
sale cX the oil. 
·When you get right down to it, the only 
-re~ the United States is tr~g to. defeat 
Saddam is because of the · which lies 
Wlder the sands in the Persian ulf region. 
Everything else is pretense. And that is 
wrong. 
By Dw r>ov.·11 
Hilltop Sta1f Writer 
An Afro.. Islamic group called Jamaal 
al·Muslimc.cn. led by Yasin Abu Bakr, 
attempted a coup of Trinidad and 
Tobago's goverruncnt on July 27. 
About 100 rebels simultaneously 
stormed Trinidad and Tobago's 
parliament an<t S,tat~·run television 
statioo, taking 47 ho&tages. including 
lcgislatOB, Cabinet ministers, and Prime 
Minister Arthur N.R. Robiiwoo. 
1be organiz.ers of the roup ancmpt 
voiced cooccrM about the deteriorating 
state of Trinidad and Tobago's 
coonomic: ,conditions. Bakr stated that 
the coup was ,intended -to Slop ''the 
poverty and the destruction'' of Trinidad 
.and Tobago, which is currenlly 
struggling with a troubled economy. 
During the six-day scige, fires, 
scattered gunfire, rioting, and 
widespread looling erupled in lhe capital 
of Port-of·Spain. Al one poini. gunfuc 
and explosions betw~n rebels and 
government troops broke 001 around the 
rebel-held Parliament and lelevision 
siation. The station was set afire. 
-. statc:d an intenlion to invade Saudi Arabia, 
\\'hilc he had often threatened Kuwait. 
Kuwaii. unlike Saudi Arabia, ":1"as for 
thou.sands of years a part of Iraq. Indeed, 
after the West ended their colonial rule of the 
region nQI even 30 years ago, they set up all 
of those little sheikdOms in lhc Persian Gulf 
in order to ensure a consislcnl supply of 
cheap oil. Kuwait was separated from lraq 
and reconsti tuted as an independent co\lntry. 
To invade Kuwait in order to reirutall the 
sO-cal.lcd legitimate ruJcrs of that country 
would be not only wrong and immoral, but 
potentially disastrous for the United States. 
It_ could end up having the. effect of uniting 
the entire Arab and Muslim world against 
the United States. 
None ,of !)Us should be interpreted as 
·being a statement of support for Saddam 
Hussein. He is clearly a negative man who is 
willing to sacrifice hundreds of thousands of 
lives in tiis quest fo~ power. 
According to UPI, local sources 
reported as many as JC() people killed or 
injured in the coup anempt or during the 
k>oling and rioling which accompanied 
it. TrinKfad suffered as much as $50 
·million in damage. 
The scige ended when Robinson and 
Bakr reached and agreement .which 
called for Robinsoo's resignatkln with 
elections to•be held within 90 days and 
granted an1ncs1y for the rebels in 
exchange for the safe and immediate 
release of the hostages. , 
However, Robinson made this 
agreement under duress. 'Thcirefore, the 
agreement has no legal standing and its 
principles arc now null and void. 
-
• 
c· 
But even if \\'e as.sume 1ha1 he was going . 
to invade Saudi' Arabia, so what? Why do 
our soldien have to die the honib1c death of 
war, particularly chemkal warfare, so the 
. ' ' rest of the \\'Orld can gel cheap oil? Nobody 
else has any significant' numbers of trdops 
there. For thal maner, why "'-'OUld anybody 
sacrifice 1housands of lives merely for the 
sake of cheap oil? • 
1be facl remairu, howe\'Cr, that ~s is an 
Arab problem which should be solved by the 
Arab community, and the United States .has 
no business sending hundreds of thousands 
of American troops inlO lhe fray . lt, or when, 
the soldiers start coming hJme in bodyba~ 
k>oking like fried chidccn, the American 
pooplc will realize that and they will hate 
their leaders. But by then it will be too late. 
The coup attempl had repercus.sions 
on nations !hcoughout the Caribbean as 
many Slruggle with the same problems 
of poverty and economic 
underdevelopment which plague 
Trinidad and Tobago. 
/ ' 
• 
• 
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Oil is the main cause of the 
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.J\VAILABLE FOR UNDERGRADUATE AND 
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$100 MINIMUM .. PLUS 5% SIGNING BONUS 
' 
AND AN ADDITIONA(10% OFF AT \HE . . 
' HURRY! 
REGISTER------
.A LIMITED NUMBER OF PLANS ARE 
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Howard students and professors react 
By Da"1I Po"'I hj '-- I lhe ~-·•' fut ...._, . 
_ muc .......... or DlllltQllate urc, .._..,.te awareness of the problems and the 
Hlltop StaW Aepo!tet 
Like their brothers and sisters in 
Trinidad, many Trinidadian students did not 
support the recent coup attempt which 
occurred in. lhat country on July 27. 
To many students the coup was a bad w~ 
to find a solution to some very real probicmS. 
.. The problems arc a spiraing Stflation 
ate coupled with wiempk>yrnenl, corruption 
in the govemmeni. social problems, and a 
di sadvantageous outflow of foreign 
exchan$e, '' e~plained Anthony Walcott--
Joseph, a graduate student from Trinidad. 
"The government's economic problems 
have thus far been wiabk 10 alleviaie the 
problems," said Dr. Nilcwongo, a 
Trinidadian professor of African.American 
studies. 
•·it Was clear that poople were genuinely 
disgruntled with the economic: situation, 
which 10 them dicil 'I appear to present very 
, 
the ea>noolic: growth that the country began need for progressive, viable 
to un~rgo in the last siit months," continued solutions; most Trinidadians arc 
NiJcJ.ongo. conscious of both their country's 
However, students and professors at plight and polcntial and were 
Howard viewed the coup atlcmpt as an prepared to vote out the current 
inappropriate means to express the general government in the next elections. 
publf's dissatisfacton with Ille: government The couP led to an estimated $50 
and desire to oust' the CWTClll regime. million Si damages ca11scd by rioting 
"The intention to have a change in arid Loomg. Furthermore, according 
government was iood, but~ manner in td Nikwongo, "the cQup had a 
which Bakr did ii was totally unaccc~blc," negative impact in that it creates an 
said Winston Smith, a freshman from atmosphere unfavorable for the 
Trinidad. tolerance of dissenl of any kind. Fbr 
"It wasn'I Bakr's intention k> have a coup 
but (for him) to take control and~ on the 
reins of control to someone generally 
perceived lO be within the established 
political structure as a legitimate ruler," said 
·Walcou.Joscph. 
' . The general sentimenl of Howard's 
'Carribbean community is thal the attemtcd 
coup did noc help Trinidad by heightening 
• 
example, a non-mainstream 
organization could f111d :itself un~r 
continuous sur--eiUance if not being 
aliogether outlawed in the name of 
public security." . 
' ' The unpact of lhe cqup on other 
Carribbean nations · concerns 
' 
see HOWARD page 9 
j 
The. Disman g of AparQteid 
By D. Mek:olm c.,_ ./ of lhe armed . ~ruggle, and for that malt•r support for lhe righ~g for= in li>e' 
-------------- have rejcdcd the concept of negotiations in country, both modc~te and cxtre~c . 
tntelnational Editor. general, vowing to continue the fight to the Already de Klerlc's ruling National Party 'l85 
erd. • begun to lose local elections to ire 
The South Ma that Ne~ MJn<iela ~ 1f Mandela docs not deliver some real Cooscrvative Party and violence has ~ 
returned IO this summer after his triwnphant ~vidcnce that negotialioqs will ';O Oare on lbc part ol right·wing cxtre~ 
tour of the United Slates presents infinitely fundamentally alter the condition of the De Klerk, however, is nOI required to id 
more complex diffw;:ulties 10 him in his black masses, be Will be !aced with growing anOlhcr election until 1994 . 
attempts to Scad that nation into the pomised opposition IO his course of aaioo H the , 
land of a non-racial democracy. impatieDCC and anger of the oppres$cd The mos! hotly awitested issue i.n he 
As Mandela and President Frederik W. grows. ocgotiatioos prooe.$5 will almost certainly be 
de Klcrlc sit down together in !heir hiSIOric fin~y. Mandela has to be very careful the question of the economy. The F'="'I« 
attempt 10 forge a transition away from aboli the dose alliance the African National Charter, which has guided the AN 's 
News Analysis • 
while minorily rule, bolh are f~with 
considerable threals 10 their leadershii> from 
within their own conslituencies. 
O>ngrcss has forged wilh the Sol.di African struggle for the pasc 35 years calls for he 
O>mmunisl Party (SA(]l) (Mr the years. nationalization of certain sectors of he 
The SACP bu caisistcntly been the ANC's economy and a redistnl>ution of wealth. 
strongest ally within the country and some of Olrrenty whites, of course, main · a 
the members· of the ANC's National virtual monopoly on South Africa's nat 
Executive Committee (NEC) are and induserial resources, and black politi 
' ' sim.-y mcrnbm of ,!ht> SACP. power may prove mcaningks.t IO lho m''*' 
Although the ANC is mi independent of the ~ people of that country it 
organization aod Mmdela has committed is accompanied by a major redmnl>ution of. 
himself to a mixed ecooomy under majority lhe natim's wealth. R&alistlt: whites woWd 
ruJe, many whites fear that ANC rule would like to e·merge from the negotiatidm 
mean a Communist takcovcr1 of South maintaining control over the econofiy 
Nelson Mandela, as the leader of the 
African National C.Ongreu, the nation's 
oldeSI anti·apartheid organiz.ation, has to 
contend with threats to his organiz.ation's 
dominant position in the movement from 
both his left and his right. 
Africa. through some sort of cons_titutioJ al 
The major threats lo de KJerk's guarantees. ' 
On his right, there is the lnkatha 
movement led by OUef Gatsha Buthelezi 
lnlcatha consists primarily of members of 
South Africa's largest tribe, .the 6 million-
strong Zulus, although only a minorily ol l· 
2 million Zulus belong to lnkatha. Although 
lnkatha does oppose apanheid, they have 
traditk:inally taken a more conservative and 
accommodationist stance, espousing 
capitalism and rejecting the armed struggle . 
Buthelezi could be considered the Booker T. 
Washington of South Africa. 
In the Na1al province, and more ~ntly 
in the blaek townships surrounding 
Johannesburg including Soweto, there is • 
v"ic:ious civil war raging between ANC and 
lnkatha supporteis. Over 4001 people have 
died in the violence within the past five 
years. 
• 
• • Mandela and most independent 
observers have blamed lnkatha lor the 
violence, and furthermore, have blamed the 
South African govcmmen1 for ~
lnkatha's anempts to physically intimidate 
the ANC as • useful divide.and-cooquer 
tactic. As South Africa moves closer to ·• . 
negotiated solution, internecine warfare iii' 
the black community may intensify as 
groups contend for seats at lhe table. 
On his ~ft. Mandela has r.lOre radical 
and nationalistic: groups such as the Pan 
African O>ngte" (PAg and ·lhe Azanian . 
People's Organization (A••po~ Both of 
these groups. which are abo al odds with 
each other in sometimes vioknt fashion. 
have rejected Mandel1'a ~nt "'Kpension 
-
' 
leadership come from his righl .• The South ·Another major issue which will hav 1 to 
African right-wing ranges- from the_ be addressed before negotiations even begin 
rdatively mmstrc.am Ca>SClvativc Party to is the quesOOo of who will participate. The 
·the extreme right-wing vigilante groups ANC bas called for a democratically-elected 
whlcb arc currently springing up all over the a.w:mbly and the fonnatioo of a sovereign' • 
country: interim goverruncnt to rule during the c 
The righl wing has agreed upOO the need b"&IWtion, while de Kledt wants all ~ . 
to presc~ the integrity of the "white who can show support to send delcfltes k> a : _, 
nation" at all costs, even if it means forum, which would likely increase the 
ex~ bkJodshed and a greatly rcdiia:d white representation. · 
land mass. In many of lhe rural areas. far- Finally, there is the sanctiom issue. 
right Afrikaner nationalists are becoming Mandela has allNI on the intematiooal 
heavily armed and many arc talking about an .community to,, cOntinue to niaintJtn 
all-out war if there are any significant ~ until lherc are fW'ldamental l.oo 
cooc:cs.Wm given to' the black fuajcrity. inevcrsible changes. M sanctions p-ovide 
Every move by de Klerk toward reaching him with another bargillning chip. De Klerk 
common ground t with' Mandela increases has called for the lifting of sanctions. 
I 
Plelson Mandi .. 
Alrtcen NaUONll Congreu 
• conservative: 1nkatha 
• radical: PAC, Azapo 
• pat1ial nationalizalioo; 
n:dislribulim of woalth 
Polirical A.gttdl: 
• one man. one vote 
' F. w. de Kle<k I 
National Party 
• Conservative Party 
• right-wing extremists 
• 
• • pn* ction of priVllC propeny 
(wbik OOlllrol OYCr lhe ccmomy) 
.Po/uiad Agenda: 
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Before you hit the books, hit the stores at 
Prince Georges Plaza. You'll find one of the 
largest selections of today's latest fashions . 
Choose from ove~ 100 great stores 
carrying everything fro°! classic 
• 
_.... 
• l 
I 
' , 
• 
• 
, .. 
• I 
• 
• 
I 
Prince Georges Plaza. loo)< our way and 
shop the smart way. Athlete's Foot.· .. 
Cavalier ... Kinney Shoes ... Stride Rite ... 
Wilson's Town&. Couotry ... t8erman's ... 
• 
• • 
Up Against The Wall ... The Limited.,. 
.' .. aowprd 
Donald Wilson, a 1990 graduate from 
Gtcnada. 
Wilson noted that a similiar 
consctousoess arose among the ' Ouibbcan 
nations as a result of the Grenada revolution 
of 1979, in that ''the governments became 
more militant in doing th.irtgi for the people. 
science, points out that the Caribbean 
Economic Community (CARECOM) 
condemned the coup attempt. expressing 
their solidarity with the Trinidadian 
government in the hopes that similar 
attempts will not happen in their countries. 
Some of these countries volunteered 
military assistance 10 1Trinidad . 
sweaters and supple leathers to Baker. .. Jeans West. .. The Gap ... 
knapsacks and notebooks. 
I 
Font Locker. .. Kids R Us ... 
Casual Corner ... and more. 
• • • 
' 
'·· C.OOtinued from page 8 
' 
Caribbean students, as well as all other 
Haward Sludtnts.. 
The coup raised the consciousness of the 
· Trinidadian government and other 
governments In. the Eastern Caribbean, 
letting them know that they have a 
respotWbility to serve the people and not 10 
rape the country or i~ resources," said 
• 
• • 
' Uut now thc1' re complaant." 
• 
• 
Valerie Brown ," pre sident of th 
Canibbcan Student Association and a native 
of Jamaica, beliOve.~ thal the attempted coup 
''will make Carribbean nations exercise 
more security at the govcrfUllClll level and 
will create more unity'' in 1he Caribbean. 
Dr. Steele, a professor ot political ' 
• 
• 
I> 
More imponantly, Dr. Steele notes, 
CARECOM did not request outside 
• interference from the United Stal:es IO aid 
Trinidad. emp~ng that the incident is a 
Caribbean matter. '1bey remembered the 
United States' ·~ance to Grenada and 
Panama," said Dr. Sleelc . 
-
• 
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· IBM PS/2 •• \. ····••··· · 
\ 
.. 
lliE HILLTOP 
I . 
s 
• .· .... ' . f ·.·· ' '"'' 
' 
.. ·. -. '· .. ·.· .· ,• . . . -·· . .-~ .. -:· ;:·:' 
' 
., 
::: 
:::· .· . ' 
·. . I~M PS/2 , •,• 
, 
· .. -
.. ·. . . . 
' 
' ... ::·. . . ' 
• 
' ' 
. .· \. 
IBMPS/2 
. ' ~. '·'' ' · .. ·.·.· .. "" ..... -~ 1'fodel 30 286 (U31) .·,_ .....• ,. / 
'·: 1 IMB mem~y ~-. •· ,/ . 
. Model 55 SX (U31) 
..,,,..;;. .... J · 2M B memory r . . . Model 55 SX (W61) .-1;> ~. ·. · .·. 2M B memory ' '''''"''" 
• 
,. ' .. ' ..... 
' ! 
• 
. : 
· 1 
,. · 30MB fixed disk drive l · ·· 
'· 8.513 Color Display . j 
• 
Preloaded software: · 
· IBM OOS 4.0 
Microsoft"' "«i• i ndo,.·s ~ ,3.0. i 
Word for 'l'iodows ··• 
hDC 'l'indow• l itilities ••• · l 
ZSoft SoftTypc'·t ' 
Sl.799 
' . 
-· 
., 
•, 
,-;.;.;. . 
• 
..: ~·· 
~ - '•, . 
,. 
' l 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
30MB fixed disk drive 
8513 Color Display 
Preloaded software: 
I IBM OOS 4.0 
Microsoft 'l'indows 3.0. · 
'°rd for 'l'indows• 
hDC 'l'indo•"s l ;tili!ict;* 
. ZSort Softl~·f'<' t 
$2,349 
. ' 
... . ... . . . ... 
. ..... 
, . 
. . ...... ... . 
. Printers 
IBM Proprinter '" 111 
• 
" 
' " 
' 
· >'1 ·~ ..... 
' ~.. 60MB fixed d. k dr' i . · IS Ive 
; 8515 Color Display 
! 
I Preloaded sohware: 
• 
' ' IBM 0054.0 • 
• 
• 
.. .. 
M icrosOf t .,-iodows 3.0. . 
'lOrd for li'inmws and Excd"* . 
hDC 'flindows lltilitic•• i 
ZSoft Sof(l'ypet ~.( 
$2.799 ~ 
' . -, 
.-. . 
' 
·, 
, ...•.. ,_.... .............. . :., ........ : . . '' .. ·· . 
,,,....., , ,... . ·~ <:io11 : 11>o111 I · 
, 
.. · <· . . . . . . 
• 
\(' \ Model 30 286 (T31) ,.J;i ,.I'. 
' ;;;. ' ':> $1,649 ' ·····. ' ;'i;,.1· 
w/cable (Model 4201-003) $ 349 
IBM Proprinter X24E 
Model ss sx (T6l) I 1 $2,699 
w/cable (Model 4207-002) $ 499 
IQM Proprinter XL24E 
w/cable (Model 4208-002) $ 6 7 9 ' 
J IBM LaserPrinter E - .. Model 70 (T61 j : .· ' $4,399 • • :; 
' 
. '
' • 
• 
' 
I 
• 
w/cable (Model 4019-EOI) $1.039 
Hewlett-P.ickard P.iintJet f 
color graphics printer 
(Model HP 3630-. .\) 
• 
\ ' 
$ 799 ' 
Preloaded 
with IBM DOS 4.0: . 
' ' 
and Microsoft Windows 3.0 
'· ..... --- ~·-- .. '~ ' ' ..... ·- ..... _
• 
'Whether you need a computer to write papers or' 
· create gqiphics, ch~ts ~nd spreadsheets, there's an 
IBM P~rsonal System/2" that's right for you. ~ 
Tr.y one o~ for size. We're sure you'll find one 
that fits just right. 
-~ 
The IJJM PS/2~ family of computers has every-
thing you asked ,for ... including preloaded software, 
a.special student pri~e and affordable loan pay~ 
ments.** All model& come with IBM DOS 4.0, 
Microsoft Windows 3.0, 3.5-inch diskette drive and 
And if you bu before December 31, 1990, you'll 
· rece.ive a Tm' Ceritificate entitling you to a round-
trip ticket for $149t /$249.tt Plus 
a free JM Getawa ® Student 
• 
Discount Card app cation. You'll 
' an'IBM Mouse. 
also get a great low price on the 
PRODIGY~ service. . 
• 
' 
' 
• I 
• 
• 
l . , 
• 
' 
' 
FOR PRODUCT AND ORDERING INFORMATION, 
CONTACT THE ACADEMIC COMPUTIN CENTER 
AT 806-5566 OR CALL YOUR·IBM COL EGIATE 
REPRESENTATIVE AT (301) 279-6855, R NYNEX 
AT (301) 670-4031 . 
, 
'• • • 
~ ' • 
I 
- _., 
- ----
-
- ---
- -----
---
-·-
" - . ; 
••Thos ofter os available only to quahhed students. faculty. staff.and 1nst1tut1ons that purchase IBM Selected Academic Sciuto , ns through partocopatong campus locations Prices quoted 
do riot include sales lax. lilandhng and/or processing charges. Check wolh your onstotutoon regarding these charges Order are subiect 10 avaolability. Prices are subiect to change and 
IBM may withdraw lhe offer at ariy tome without written notice •Mocrosofl Word for Windows. Microsoft Excel and hDC Wo dews Utihtoes are the Academic Ed1t1ons. t ZSoft SoftType · 
os the Academic Version . tVahd for any TWA destination 1n the continental U.S. or Puerto Roca tor travel September 16. 1 . through December 19. 10Cl1. at the following round·trop • 
fares . $149 00 round·trop for travel from September 16, 1990. through June 14. 1991. and 0September 16. 1991. through Dec mber 19. 1991. $249.00 round ·trop for travel June 15. 1991. . 
through September 15. 1991. Sea's are hmoted. Fare os ·non·refundab1e 14 day advance purchase. blackout dates and cert in.other restrictions apply. Complete details will be shown 
on certificate. Apphcants for TW1's Getavyay Student Discount Card must be full -time students between the ages of 16-~. ®IBM. Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered 
trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation Microsoft is a registered trademark of Mocrosott Corporation. PaontJet os a registered trademark of Hewlett-Packard · 
Company TWA is a registered service mark of Trans World Aorhnes. Inc TWA Getaway os a registered trademark of Trans arid Aorhnes. Inc PRODIGY os a registered service mark and 
trademark ot·Prodogy Services Company. a partnership of IBM and Sears . .. IBM Propr-onter is a trademark of International usoness Machines Corpqration. Windows, Word tor 
" Windows and Excel are trademarks of Mocrosolt Corporation. hDC Windows Utohtoes (hDC Windows and hDC ForstApps) are trademarks of the hDC Computer Corporation. ZSolt 
SoltType·os a trademark of ZSott Corporation. • 
l!ltBM Corporation 1990 1 
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~osby show battles Simpsons eud • in ate 
' artists and ers such a lonf time to axnplcte even ' By Uta M. .. lltr 
, 
• 
Two of America's favorite T. V. families arc 
coming out with their dukes up this falJ as the new 
tClevision season begiM. -
Thwsday ni~ts al eight o'clock have usually been 
reserved by many of ~ for microwave popcorn, a 
glass of kool-aid, and The toshy Show; but another 
T.V. family, The Si~ have decided to attempt to 
change all that this season. 
The Simpsons, a p~-time cartoon shown on the 
Fox network, swept the country by stonn last season 
and has been moYed to a Thursday night, 8 p.m. time 
slot to battle The CQsby Show for viewers. 
Fox
1 
de.cided to change thco Simpsons' time slot 
' be.cause the network felt that according to network 
ratinp the Cosby show was "showing their weakness'' 
' ' 
I 
Jesse 
' 
• 
knows 
• 
} I . 
ay uaa M. .. n .. 
• 
. ? tstn. 
I 
, 
, 
• 
and so when an ''opportunity lurks you should take 
it .. " 
'They claim that there are a IOI of people who aren 't 
watching The Cosbys any longer and tha:t it is time for 
another show to pick up those viewers. ~ 
The difference bttwecn the two ~ows. ~rding 
to fans of both, is that 1be Cosby Show tends IO be an 
unrealistic s.itcom about the All-American family , and 
The Simpsons is a realistic cOmedy about a family of 
the 90s. 
Acoxding to a telephone poll made by USA 
Today, earlier during the summer, most Americans 
will watch the Sin1psons and videotape the Coobys or 
simply ju.st watch tl.e Simpsons. 
But do Black viewers feel a special sense of loyalty 
to The Cosby Show, especially because the show was 
the fll'SI of its tcind to depict a positive black family? 
In a Hilltop poll, 'one-half of the students 
int.crviewed said that they will watch Cosby and either 
catch a repeal or miss the Slmpsons. 
Several students sharing a house together have 
decided to plaa one T.V. on top ol• anothcr in the 
living room and pot on both shows at the same time, 
because they can't choose between the two . . 
The Cosby Show is not taking this new addition to 
Thursdays lying down though. ' The shpw plans to 
have some new sto~· lines which will be very different 
for the show. 
Because of actress Tempest Bledsoe' s 'real life 
enrollment inlO New York University, she will not 
appear on the show as often and so there is a new 
' 
addition to the cast il 
Actre~ Erika Alexander will play a niece of the 
Huxtables who will sui)poscdly be from the social 
undcrclas.s and will have a hard time_ adapting to the 
Cosby's lifestyle. 
The Simpsons will start their season late, Cstimatcd 
sometime ,in October, because ii takes the show's 
one sho\.v. 
Fortunatel r.the new T.j season will bring sane 
new shows sc ·ng black <n to the airwaves. 
Fox has a w show.t~ True O>lors, which wiJl 
air on Sunda~ and is a sitcOm about an interracial 
marriage an~ their (amil\cs. Unfortuna1ely 1he 
conunercial f~r the new stiow kaves a lot to be 
desired. It aplj>Car5 to be a railed attempt al humoc 
about the aXnmunication ap between black and 
wttl~ people. I I ' 
The hit Tedy, In Li "ng Color, starring the 
Wayan famil~ and compan will return to Fox on 
Sundays also.J 
NBC only ~as one new sh_ s1arri~gta bl~k act°'.'", 
The Frc.YI Pripce o~ Bc~A , ·teatunng Philadelphia 
born rapper F~ Prince of hip-hop duo Jazzy Jeff 
and the Fresh frincc. , A ing IO NBC, !he show is 
about the obvious • the cscar of tho F<CS!t Prince 
• 
in Bel Air, California. 
NBC also has a new cartoon, Kid 'n Playl wbich 
will air Saturday mominp and is boond IO hive the ~ 
duo rapping while doing the cartoon usual -·. solving'a 
mystery. 
The ~tcom ZJ.1 bas beat canceled and Amen will . 
be a season filler, which means that if another show 
doesn't do well mid-seasm, NBC will replace il wilh 
Amen. 
ABC ~ the home or the surprise hit New Attitudes, 
a sitcom about two sisters who own a beauty shop 
starring Sheryl Lee Ralph. Th. show also rcatmcs 
singer Morris Day aS the only male hair dresser who 
loves the women. It airs on Friday nights. 
Another new sitcoot on fABC is Manied People, 
where the landlord of a buildf g is a black "Art:bic 
Bunker'' type, and it will air Cf Wednesday niglts. 
see COSBY page 4 I 
' 
or nds ln
1 
· "enzy 
:By:!,;'~11:•:.:M.~':n:or:. ______ ~ ; viewers k, make a contribution of $32 and the station would meet their goal. which his been $4.5 jnillion b the pu! five yws bas been cut ID S4 million !his year. 
•;.,. *''"' incjeased and _, have 
risen. the budget haf,ii't increased to meet 
those cosas," Hcndc:rSon said. ''A Jewel in Washington's backyard," · 
how public re.latioos coordinator Angel 
Henderson of I WHMM 1V Channel 3 I 
describes the publk: television Slatkin. 
But Ibis goal has not been so easily 
attainable hy the station this year according 
to Hendersoo., and they don't know why. 1 • • 
''We F.m to have a core group of 
members who arc very supportive of the 
statK>n and even give more money when ~c 
The CcrponHoa for Public Broaclc:ulq 
supports 14% of lhc remaining costs, 
oommwli1y support i$ 2%, ~ Olbct claims 
!%. 
J~ whco you thought Jesse Jackson had 
tried it all, he tries something else. He is now 
i • televWoo ho.st of his O'Nil show - The Jesse 
~ i Jrlsoo Show. 
But this jewel is in dire need of funds 
$500,<XX> to be exact • to meet growin 
financial costs. So the station is present) 
having ks annual fund raising campa" 
entitled "Oiannd 32 Partners for Success 
The goal of "Partners for Success" is ~ 
attract gifts from the community an 
corporations which will enable the station 
continue servk:ing the District with a varict~ 
of local, regional, and nationa 
programming. 
What makes th'is year's fund·railCr 
dilferenl from past 'campaigns is Iha! lbe 
station prcc111pe.ed rc&ular programming and . 
scheduled a cluster o!- special programs to 
inacasc the numbd- of viewers. and kr. 
between each special they ran a Spll asDlg 
for people ID bccx>mc mcmbcn. They haYC 
also used direct-mailing. which ronsists of 
sending people ldtc:tS ttqUCSling donations 
for the station. 
• 
' 
The Jesse Jacksoo Show will be a 1atk 
&how focusing on different tbcmes and 
~'CS facing the nation every wccl 
Valeris Scotl, a public relations 
consultant for tbe show said, the program 
may have topicS that range from the plight of 
the coal miners to fannen to affumati~ 
actioo,.but it will ncvCr d~ss sensational 
issues or tabloid-like maleriaJ. 
ProckK:er/c.omposC.., Quincy J~ is the 
euc:uti~ 'P'oduccr of the show and between 
him and Jackson, the two plan rO-have a Wide 
varioly of guests on the show. 
llc<ause the two know so many people. 
fr<xn many walks of lite "the caliber of the 
guests should be very lll&h." Soou said. 
According w Scott, Jones and Bob 
Pittman of Time.Warner approached 
1acbm ~ limes with the idea of hia· 
I , 
~· 
' ' Pl IOTO BY PAU.."'1Wiff 
This tall JacksOn wtn1 try his hand at televlslon host 1 
own show and Jackson a.g?f-Cd lhat it would show do not quite know themselves ''where 
be .a good idea, so the tdea has took form at he finds the energy,. to do everything on his 
• lime where there are endless subjects in the agenda. 
news for hearty debate. Soott said 1ackson plans to continue 
The show will be taped in Wa.Wngton on campaigning for the ''shadcMI' SCal: in the 
the s;ct of .WRC ~~ncl 4 ~levision and will Senate and also still~- helping with the 
be med If! the OISlnct on ~unday morning<>. organization of the POSH boyootts against 
The time sloe for District viewers is not yet oompanies such as Nike and others on their 
definlte, but acoording to Scott the show list. 
should run after Meet the Press. 
Production begins the week of Sept. 17 
and J(K:ksoo will be taping shows for the next 
six months whidi means that he will be a 
very busy man. Even his aswci11tes at the 
• 
Jac~son has also recently traveled 
overseas 10 attempt to interview Arab kadcr 
Sadam Hussein and some of the American 
see JESSE page 4 
• 
• 
1'ie campaign has four levels 32 Friend 
aub 32. Studio 32. and the Endowme 
Program. 
32 Friends allows for an individual 
"make an annual contri>ution of at least $32. 
Oub 32 is an opportunity for individuals 
to give $1000 or more annually for a three· 
year period. 
Studio 32 is a airporatc membership 
program with an annual $3200 minimum 
giving lcvd for a three-year period. 
The: Endowment Program 1s a plan to 
bdp ICallC Cllannc1 32's future through the 
-- of endowments. 
The genera:J idea is for It least 18,000 
• 
~ the~ to dQnate Pl(l'e than USl 181, but 
when it O"Jrnes .tO getting pcop&e ouistde that ~ 
core group to donate. it becomes very 
difliwlt," Henderson said. 
The slation has found that they have a 
la!ge atodF al leas! 345,000 ibouseholds 
watch ~I 32 ~week. but they tend · 
00! to. , tri>ute or bcComc membets of the 
station. 
f"llllllCLally the station reocivcs &3911 of 
its monk:s from Howud and theW budget I -
In the past, they have hid only a few 
-ial programs and simply "" the "'I""' 
for donations spots in be<wccn their ~ 
programming. 
WHMM is not just an •Ym&C piblic 
television slation, k produces !he only live 
daily publK:: affairs program it the market, ii 
provides more community-based-
programming than' the other public "elk)ns, 
Ind k provida ................. de 'ved 
for the Black commllllily ii.n 111y odxr 
commercial or public television s"'°' in 
the MC!ropolilon Ma. 
~ Mation ia in the nation •• c:apbl and 
• 
seeWll91~4 
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• 
CAREERS 
• 
' g: A dedication .to education can Teac 
By 0...121111• Johi-.on make them become well-rounded, a lot of 
-----------·--·.r children now have negative images," 
Poople/Caraer EdltOr 
• 
.. I have been teaching for 20 years and I 
feel I made the right choice. I am dedk:atcd.' 
J find it a rewarding experience preparing 
children fur lhe futuno by &i"in& !hem 9'lf-
mot.Mtion 'and 1tlf-Oiredion," said l. M. 
Johnlon, an elementary sCbool teacher 
within the New Y otk: IChooJ system. 
IohMOn said 
She also believes an Afro-centric 
education would make sl\Jdenls more proud 
-of themselves~ willing to !Cam. She:recls 
that Black children in elementary schools 
suffer from lack of self-.steem. 
' ' ' 
"There is a demand for Black lellchers m 
colleges and universit!es. There is. not 
erough Blacks with docto~tcs. l ·don't think 
undergraduates know the magnitude and the 
"Yet the the teaching system lacks Blaclc · demand," says Or. Lawrence Kaggwa, 
teachers; therefore, role riling for <:Minnan of the joumallsm de~enl 
, Black children i.9 oot preva1ent." she said ''For Blacks in universities the starting ~Careers in education are on the rise. ·--. pay for professors is high. Some deans have 
Teaching i.s listed among 25 as one of the even set aside special funds to find these 
most rapidly opening fields in America by candida~ he added 
Money Map.zinc. It also reports that an Colleges and unives1t1es have 
increuc in enrollments will add to a demand recognized the shattage Or African- · 
tor ~t one million new positions for American professors. T~is has 1 been 
tiachtrs 'during thls decade. Unfortunately, reinforced by certain guidelines /within 
acx:o.dina to the mapzine only eight accredation bo8rds. · 
percent of oollep &eshmen are interested in ''If you're looking at mass · 
J)ursuin& teec"ing u a career. . ~ oommunK:ation.s and journalism the demand 
! Johnson reflects upon the problems in has been made more crucia1 by standard 12 
sociologist blaOO drop out at a higher rate 
because of the shortage of black professors 
as role models. If there were more professors 
studen'ts wou!Ct be ill'ipired," Kaggwa said. 
''Someone 'tms to be there to help guide 
·lhem" he adds. 
' . 
College students are often disa:iuraged 
from seeking a doctorate degree unaware of 
the benefits they can obtain as an 
educational profe.%ional. 
"I'hey shouJd be encouraged. Sometimes 
professors convince students that ge.tting a 
Ph.D. is hard. It's not bard. it just taJccs a k>t 
of effort. It is no harder than getting a BA 
or even a high school diploma," Kaggwa 
said. 
On the average Kaggwa says professors 
put in 12 hours a week. ''The pay is 
lucracrative. It can go up as high as a 
hundred thousand dollars for a full 
professor," he said 
Sttidents needed immediately 
· for telemarketing. Mondafs 
through Saiurday. Flexible houtS 
between lO:OOam and 7:00pm. 
Salary is negotiable with very 
attractive sales oommissions. 
Interest in African-American art 
wil~ bee a plus,, but not necessary. 
Cap (202) 667- 4028. 
Volunteers are needed at the 
· LighthouSe. The Colwnbia 
' ' Lighthouse for the Blind ne<ds 
· Jhild development caused by lack of of the accredation guidelines. The standard 
~-Americans involved with teaching is only two years. Yet there has been spown 
in lht elementaJy 9Chool level an effort to recruit minorities," Kaggwa 
Teachers have a flexible schedule along 
with vacation time othe('J>rof~ions do not 
offer. They are able lo reside home on 
holidays and summer breaks while 
rece1vu:ig pay. 
volunteers to serve aS readers. 
drivers, and shopping assistants 
for -blind and visually impaired 
residents in the W~hington , D.C 
area. The next volunteer 
orientation and training will be 
'held at the Lighthouse at 1421 P 
Stree~ N.W., on Saturday, 
September 14, from lO:OOam to 
noon. For more information 
rontact Monica Shuman at (202) 
462-2900 . . 
• 
' 
• 
• 
.. The Black child needs self- said 
identification, they oecd &o know who they Professors are expected" to . provide 
Yet, a teacher still faces an enormous 
responsibility. · ''We are guidance 
counselors, parents, sociaJ workers and also 
teachers within the classroom. The teacher 
deals with a student on a wick ranj!IC or 
problems," said Johnson. 
are and where they came from. Black African-American students with the 
teachers can help them identify with incentive and support to excel. 
themselves and , ''Depending on what you believe· 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.-
• • • 
• 
\in communications .. 
-
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' 
• 
\ . 
Introducing.A18J 
Student Saver Plus. 
' This yeir irU be easier ro 
get through ~· Because 
A1&T has put together a 
program of prcxluccs and, • 
services that can save you 
money: Wherher you live on 
or off cap1pUS. 
•j 
''"' j 
·- · 
' 
j 
• 
Keepyour _ 
roommates 
ihline. 
-
• 
j 
• 
• 
1 
' 
• 
Y@u don't need 
to wait till spring 
to get a break. 
With the A7&/' 
- Out" America 
Pfan', you'll get savings 
24 hours a day 7 days a 
week. inducting ~% off 
our already low 
everling prices": 
' 
' ..... 
. -· ...." 
. -· 
- ... -· .. 
- ... . ·- '"' .. ...,_ .. 
- .. .-...... ... 
... __ . 
..... _ . . .. 
• •• 
\1\Cll separate 
your loog dis""J"' 
calls from your IQOm· \, ,,·' mates' dills with ' 
,.;J&/' Cali Ma'iaf!er" . 
--· 
---- . 
.,. ... _ . 
• .... . ...... "' -- .. ... .. '*" ' 
. ..... ·- .. "'""""' ... . ... ,,., .. · -· ...... ... _ .. ,,. ... ,,... 
--· 
• •• 
' . 
• •• 
' . 
'' ... 
And well do it fdr free. · --
' 
' 
" ' 
• 
i 
~ .... 
. -· 
- "' (-~ ., 
- ·~ .... .... .. 
--· 
-··· ' • 
) 
... .,,__ . 
........... . 
. ,, 
' . 
"''-"" - ' ,, f ,.,,..,... .. .. ,., 
.,..._ .,.,..,, ,,, .. 
• 
• 
' 
60 fuinutes of 
long distance. 
fur free. 
Movies. Videos. 
And more. 
fur less. 
Just by choosing any Stu-
dent Saver Plus program, youll 
get up to 60 mLriutes of free long 
distance calls. Youll also get a 
free mupon booklet good for 
• 
savings all 
around 
town. 
Call from 
anywhere to_ 
anywhere. 
well give you a 
free <'J&/' CaJJmg 
Card, even if you 
don't have a phone. 
So }UUll be able to 
make a call from 
almost any phone and 
have it billed to you, 
Mierever you live. 
• 
• 
Tu enroll in the AJ&T Student Saver 
Plus programs tharare right for you, or to 
get the best value in long distance service, 
call us. They just might be the most 
profitable electives you1.1 ever take. 
' 
1800 654-0471 Ext.1230 
~Helping make 
college lire a little.easier. 
' 
. . • 
=An.T . 
,..,.The right choice. 
• 
I 
• 
• 
• 
ch nge lives 
I . . 
• 
Capi Consulting- 1301 Oillton 
Drive, Silvel Spring MD 2m04, Dave Edwarml 301-384-2594. Fstablished, 
aggrcsst'i" job huntmg adVt<:C tailored 
to individual's specific needs. Free 
bookle4 Getting a Job On Capital 
Hill," is available upon request. 
Scnale Placement Of!iceC142B 
Hart Sc~te Building, 202-226-6731. 
Bipartisap placement of!ioe which 
intervieWs and administers typing 
tests for jSenate job hunters. Assists 
House o~ces in filing p>sitions. the 
DeffiOCn\lic Study Group employment 
bulletin is available here. 
Democratic Policy Conunittee-619 
Hart Sc~ale Building, 202-224-~232. 
Mainf.ains resume bank for 
Dem 1 'c Senate offices. 
' 
•''Shakin' tht Trtt'' 
•''Set'' 
I . . ! Conservative Network- Dave 
;Edwards 301 ·384-2594. Membership 
otganization of over 4,000 • 
ronservatives which holds monthly 
networking receptions and spo~ 
political events. Maintains one of 
Washirung10ns most active job ban1q 
for thooc looking for CoogrcasionaJ • 
federal agency iand private sector 
positions. Sponsors internship 
program. 
• 
House Republican 'Conference; 
Conuniti..,- 1620 Longworth llollsc 
Office Buildini/, 202- 225-5107. The' 
"Black Book" lists Houac Republican 
Openings. 
' loaderahip lrutiiute- 8001 
Road, Suite 502, Springfield, Virginia 
22151 Elwyn Darden 703-321-85&'.l. 
Morton Blackwell's job bank for ' 
conservatives who seek public p>licy 
work in public and private sectors. 
Hugh , 
Masekela 
•''I/You Don't Know 
Mt By Now'' 
•''Sarafina!'' 
•''Grazing in tht Grass''• 
Saturday, Sept. 29, Spm 
Constitution Hall ' 
18th and C st. N.W., Washington DC 
Tlcilel1 on sale a1 an TckelCenler outlets including all Hechl C~ 1'°"91. Americ:M Univ. 
(Beiidef "'-l. UniY. of Mary-~ (Studenl ~). kar'Vir1 Cenler (George Y' l'li:~o UniY.) 9'ld 
all Tckelron outlet& incU:l•ng mo&l Wood-. Nied«! Seals 11cn1 ...t Tow.. -cO'dl . 
To ch~";'g"; by 00ph'One ~~ii1':000:S43-3041 
' • 
A Dim1111 io 111 U 11liai it 1d Produc1io11 
\ 
• 
Eagle Barber S.ho\> 
) . 
' 
2800 Georgia Ave. N.W. 
• 10-3 Wed-Fri 
By Appointment Only 
745-9159 
I 
. • 
5 courteous skilled 
barbers to serve you 
Wallace Potts 
John Hall 
• 
• Leon Spart • 
rthur Simpkins 
Craig Henry 
George Allston 
Ernest Myers 
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conveys a 
. 
• 
of message 
''auJareness '' 
People/Career Editor 
"llS going to be a prodll£9vc year , we 
, want to affect 11.1 many - people 11.1 
pc:&il>le," said April Silvet the recently 
appointed president of Howard 
University Studcn1 Association. The 
native New Yorker h~ appcartd in 
Ebony Magazine's ' August edition 
addrcs.iing young African-American 
leadership issues in the 90's, 
As ·she sils in her offK:"C lhe phones 
are rinaing consi.stcntly. She pauses to 
answer incoming calls. A liiigc poster 
with poems dedicated to the strugg.lc of 
South Africam is pinned on the wall .. 
• 
• 
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Baraka: Guided 
. 
by strong images 
. ' 
in _his. past 
• • 
\ 
Amidst a desk slacked with papers and an offic< drapod with pos1e1> al influential 
African·Arncricans, sits a dctcnnincd Ras - Baraka, vice-president oC Howard 
University Student ~tion (HUSA). _ 
Baraka has been described as a progrmivc student leader with a potential fcx 
greatness by varioJs news media during the 1989 student protest al ltoward 
Univc:rsi1y. t ' 
Now serving a tcnn in Howard University leadership. Baraka, along with April 
Silver, presKlcnt of Howard Univcrsily Student Association, plan to make substantial 
changes for the 1~1991 school year . 
Baraka plans to broaden the scope of student's awareness with a new 
administration. ''Our administration is different than in previous administratiom is a 
holistic since:, in that , we plan to broaden the scope of student's awareness through 
cultivating a healthy exchange bctv.'.cen Howard University and the surrounding 
oommunity ,' said Baraka., 
In the paSt. Howiµd University students have shared an apa~ view in relation 
to politic.al issues, whether it be of a campus issue or a national iuue: 
"I don't think there E. a Joe of student apathy. Student apathy essentially stems from 
the leadership. We {HUSA) plan.to bring enough information to the students to help 
them get more involved," said Baraka. -......_ I 
Baraka along with Silver helped to alleviate student apathy this past June when 
they participated in "Student Call'', a National Collegiate Black Caucus, awed and 
developed by oongrcssman Ronald Dcllums (d-Calif.). The CauaJS focused on the 
currenl rise of racism and disaimination in the Uniled States. .. ' 
' . . The political scieiu senior likes to wrile poetry and read in his spare time. lt is 
no surprise that poetry is one of his pas.siom. his father ii acclaimed African-American 
poet, Amari Baraka indiredly inspired him. 
' 'My father indirccl!y inspired n1c subconsciously through the nurturing me when 
I was growing up., I remember goi(lg to hear him speak at various protests, and sitting 
in ~i'> clJMCS in Stone~ ~-J:iland," · said Baraka: Banka admits. h~ real_~ 
inspiration did no1 trigger until he came '° Howard University. 
Other influential African-Americans have inspired Rae Baraka. One is' no other the 
infamous Minister Louis FaralchaJi. Baraka has a framed pictUIC of the minister 
hanging in his office among other dynamic African-Americans. "I admire that he 
(Minister Louis Farakhan) is un-compromising in his beliefs. He is willing to do the 
ground work for the African-American people rather than ju.st talk," said Baraka. 
• 
When asked about her expectations 
toward having respomibility over an 
cntilc student body, Silver said, "It's 
what I anticipated as far as being hectic 
.and ~ the Univcrs.ity pnadurcs, 
the administration has been helpful i.n 
April Sliver and Ras Baraka contemplate plans for new school year Baraka plans to go to graduate school.after obtaining his' degree from &-.yard 
University. \\i'hcn asked whal he plans to be doing in ten or twenty ycan Baraka 
proclaimed, " I would like to be doing what I am doing now·bul en a higher level. l 
believe you have nol lived until you have helped m the positive progression of 
humanity.'' 
' ' 
, 
, making the adjustinents." 
• • • 
' • 
I 
• 
' Often times described by students 
as soft spoken, Silver is 1mCrtivc in 
addressing the occd.$ of the African-
Amcrica.a community. She diSo•sscs 
the re<ducation of African-Amcrcans. 
"Education is power to work ~ 
destroying racism," she said Silver admitl'S 
its hard to sum up the direct steps to solving 
the problems within our African-American 
' ccmmuoity yd, she docs give a dirt.ction 
towanl - ~ 
"It's a liberation of mind, body and soul 
from all oppressive forms. Work out 
formidable and feasible stragegics. I see a 
lot of Black youth. working tow-ard that end, 
getting the .mewigc out to1.uhcr people and 
dedicating their lives to the re-education of 
the minds <X Blacks," Silver said 
.. We oecd to promote our own schools 
develop and establish our own educational 
' system 10 teach us correctly. Howard can be 
used as an outlet, .. she said. 
When Silvcis is asked about a massive 
push for afrocentric programs within the 
cducatiooaJ system i.n public schools. 
''While we need to push for it publicly 
but we need to establish our own schools," 
she said 
. Awuc that d!C conununtiy is sufffcring, 
• she exp~ that drugs, lack of self :stecm, 
Jack of koowlc:gdc of history and lad: of 
positive environments arc affect ng its 
people. Yet, she attributes these Bilnrc;_nts to 
a greater cause. 
.. All thcsc things arc symtcms _of racism. 
Racism is the biggest war, once this source 
is attacked we can ccmbat the system.," she 
' .d sat . 
' 
She also acknowledges that positvc 
role models in the community can be: a 
means to allc:viate lack o( self esteem for 
children. 
"Otildrcn do need positive role models 
and the community can provide as a family, 
we arc a very family oriented race. There 
was"a time when wealth Was attributed '° the 
amount of children and the respect they had 
toward elders." Silver said 
..We can pull together and make a way 
as a support group beyond anything." she 
added. 
In response to a question about her 
cxpcricocc at Howard she answers. "I do sec 
A true African-American 
' 
" . 
, hom¢coming for a new student 
By OU•ltll• Johneon 
"A sister said, when I came on to 
ampis, wckcmc home," says Talib Karim, 
a new arrival on campus. The 20- year- old 
·native of Detroit is a student who has 
' 
.. ..... 
.. . ..I 
recently left the Air Force Academy in 
• C.olorado Springs 10 finish his senior year at 
Howard 
'"'Whc:n I came 10 the: campus. I fdl at 
home. I fell as though oo other institution 
would give me the opportunity to express 
myself and allow me the nourishment and 
• 
amfort to bcp:ime involved in studc.nt 
activism," he said . 
When asked about his pwposc for 
attending an African-AmcriCan institution 
ol higher lcamllig·Karim said, _.:-.:_"11 .. is my 
aspiration to work for the c:mpowennc:nt of 
an entire African Diaspora by building 
bridges and working toward coalitions 
between African-Americans. and people of 
African descent cvcl)'Where." 
He says that therC is a need to break down 
a k>I: of stereotypes _!hat Africans have of one 
another in diffcreDi parts of the wodd 
Karim attnbutcs his connection toWard 
a new African-American movement to his 
mother. "She was a force and a mentor 
within the civil rights movement, along with 
my father. My parents met working inside 
the Civil kighls movement in Washington," 
he said. 
His father waS a controversial role 
model. " My father worked with Khadifi and 
the Libyan govcnuncnL He wa.s also a 
regional minister for Minister Louis 
Farrakhan," said Karim. 
Since arriving in Washington D.C., 
Karim has been cmpl.oyed as a $§.udent intern 
for c.oogrcssman Mervyn Dynmally ·of 
California. His officc 1 is involved in 
a~ng major issues .affecting A!rican-
Amcricans. 
" Karim is also involved with the Student 
Call organizatiba..w~ch is an active group 
focusing on issues of racism and 
diKrimination within the African-
Amcrica.n ccmmunily. 
"1 fe.cl the ~riencc I cnc.ountcrc:d al the 
Academy was ~ry and it had a 
• I 
pwposc. But, now that I am here, I am 
=ly," Karim said 
lbcre wcrc:.several encounters of racism 
that faced Karccn1 when be attended an 
inslitutioo--ol-: highilr:.i~wtsidoaitf a 
African-American community. H~ was 
coined a troOOlc maker and a radical. 
'1 was given a IOI of hard times, I could 
oot play the role the Academy wanted me to 
play. Espccial/y. when I was looked upon 
negatively for being an African- American 
Muslim," he 1statcd. 
" I started a newsletter and I was not 
allow-c:.d to print information concerning 
issues that affoctcd African-Americans in 
the aca.dc:my. I had to publish it sc:crc:tJy and 
finally they stopped i1 from being published. 
All I wanted to do was strcu the importance 
of African- Americans being rccogniz.ed in 
the: military, " Karim said 
Eventually, he bccamc discontcnled and 
became actively involved with the 
Academy's Black studt.ol oqpnization. 
.. Our organization would 9°' be 
idemifoed by the ""demy because of them 
not wanting to crcate attention to "black" 
problems. Afterwards, they started 
documc:ntirc a lot of things and there was a 
concerted effort to force me IO leave," said 
Karim. 
Taking out his frustrations in an 
aggressive but acreptablc IOUle, he joined 
the Academy's Boxirc Team. .. I had to 
reJcasc tens.ion and I became •All American 
ranking third ' in the country within my 
division,.. Karim said. 
Almost four ycara later, Karim has 
enrolled to finish hia 1asl year at Howard ~ 
(eeb Iha~ now he is at home. 
Howard University a.s a family, a wannth 
around Black people I would not find al a 
predominately White institution. We share 
similar experiences." 
see SILVER, page 4 
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SPEAK OUT! SHOUL WE GO BACK TO VIRGINIA BEAOl ... EVER? 
• 
' . 
· Glen I 
Sophom re, 
Louisian . 
Mckenna, 19, 
New Orleans, 
'' No if they do not make 
substan ' changes. We can go , 
but we Should not spend our 
money I supporting their 
busi~. Yet. we should have 
an alternative, where our money 
I 
can go k to us." 
, 
Do iniquc Moxecy, 21 . 
Senior. Bahamas, Nassau. 
"No, Virginia Beach took 
' . 
somethirg away &om Blacks. 
We shobid try to take something 
away bf not going. I don't think 
we slK?uld spend our money 
there, taking our ~oncy away 
would be a slap in ~ in. the fac~. ' 
We sboWd have something Anll· 
VirginJ Beach and tum ii into 
saneth~ whet< Blacks would 
learn abollt present -day issues." 
lme Myers, 21. ~nior. 
Kansuj Oty, ~-
.. ~. I ~·1 think we should. I 
thinlt ]"" shoold stay here. I 
think ii would be a IOI better 
having! an altemativ~. f don't 
think 'f should ever go back. Jn 
Daytona Beach white stu&;n1S 
were not harras.scd the way we 
~re.1 
" 
' 
' 
Shaun Thierry, 21, 
SCnior. Houston, Texas. 
"I don't think it's fair for 
US 'to feel WC cannot go 
anywha<. I thin!< ""' should 
not be intimidated. I'm 
apprchcmivc about letting 
• them think they an: pusl\ing 
us aside. I have mixed 
cmotiom about iL ·On the 
other hand, it would be: wise 
&o coordinate something to 
.' keep the money in our. 
community." ~ 
Jessica Holter, 20, 
1u.uor. Ookland. Cailfmnia. 
"I didn't ao the fuse time. 
We should not boyCOU , we 
should'nt suffer because 
they have problans with us 
g~ng down there." 
Robert Wriaht, 24, 
Senior. Piltsbura. New • 
Jersey. 
""They don't wanl us 
then: and all you an: is just 
a cW\ar. I think M should 
find an ahemalivc. I doo 't 
think ,.. should .. ~ 
You don't a:indone pcopc 
'who aivc )'OU that kind of 
treatmem. There arc a kit 
.of places besides 
Virainia." 
' 
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• continued from page 1 time suppor_\5 the education m1ss1on of 
Howard University." 
Jenifer csl mates that if only ''10 percent 
of the staff and faculty" at Howard join him 
in becoming a mcrTibcr that it will tak~ care 
ol. at least l(lpcrcent of the bud&ct defiCit. 
it is -the only PBS statlon of ilS kind in the 
country, but I guess people just don't realize 
it," Henderson said. 
The cooccm is so great that the new 
.president .of the university, Dr. Franklyn 
Jenifer, wrote 1 plea to all Howard 
University employees.· 
. " ... upon ·movirig IO Washington several 
montM ago, I wa.s introduced to Clwmcl 32 
anc1' ror the first time, I truly understood the 
meaning of alternative tclevision--that is, 
television that accurately portrays the ethnic · 
• 
Th~ station has hclpc~ hundred~ of 
Howard students gain pracllc:al cxpcncnce 
in their respective broadcut fields as well as 
educate and entertain thousands of viewers . 
The , station has until September 1 to 
reach its goal of $500,00J and if you would 
like to join Partners for ~ or gain more 
inform~qoo about it, call 8l6-32CXJ . 
. ~ 
Si1npsons , move 
' 
to Thursday 
continued from page 1. Evening Shade ro-starring Ossie Davis 
Producer/choreographer Debbie Ailen 
will be ?ltting some of her talents into a new 
show entitled The Boys. When and what 
time this show will pcmiere is not definite. 
Friday night's' Family Matters will also 
return this season. 
.. 
CBS will also throw their hat in the ring 
with two new shows. 
WIOU starring J'hil Morr~ will air from I 
10-11 p.m. on wtd. nights and. is a drama 
about the cut-throat busine~ of television 
and its executives. 
J~ss~ 
c!ontinucd from page 1 , 
hostages.. This interview: i~ a separate 
1 
project from the talk show. 
I Jackson will tape two shows a week~ 
One will be taped 10 days before airing 
and the other will tape three days before 
' 
will be on Friday nights from S.8:30 p.m. 
and is about a family who returns to a small 
Arkansas town. Davis plays a barbecue pit 
owner and narrator of the show. 
It will be good to see a lot of the old fat'CS 
and new additions on television this season, 
and we'll watch closely IO sec how they fare . 
in the ratings war. 
Here's 
.. looking at 
. I 
TliE NATIONAL COLLEGE 
NEWSPAPER 
Featured in the 
September Issue: 
• 
• THE HILLTOP 
, 
· •Top 20 FoOlb>U Poll 
. . ,, ' 
+ \ This is to ensure thal a ~Jar sho~ 
1 will be timely if any news-breaking even~ 
ocaus. 51.dt as a dramatic chan&c witl; 
the Iraq oil and hostage crisis. · 
' I . 
The sOOw is in syndication and hopes 
IO;J>c infonnative and enligh1ening for all 
. · its viewers • young and old 
" 
• 
•4 Year Oq;iee DlfioJlties 
' •9>den "8lunln" Qx1bra Evl 
I Coming to campus 
in September 
Pl.EAsE REcYCU! 
INVITES YOU 
. ' 
' • 
. ' • 
• 
TO A COMPANY PRESENTATION 
' 
' 
TIME AND PLACE: HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
HOWARD INN, REEVE ROOM, 3RD FLOOR 
SEPTEMBER 5, 199.0 
( 
' 
• 
TO EVALUATE: 
' 
• . MEET: 
' 
7:00 TO 9:00 P .M. ' 
' 
INFORMATION REGARDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN 
ENGINEERING WITH MERCK & CO., INC • 
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES AND SCHOOL ALUMNI 
• 
. . , 
• 
ENJOY: INFO.AMAL DISCUSSlO.N AT,THE RECEPTION FOLLOWING 
THE PRESENTATION 
• 
-. 
1 POSITIONS AVAILABLE: I 
I 
• 
" 
' 
.· 
DEGREES: I ' ~ · 
• 
..r., 
• 
' 
' r I 
I 
' • 
. . 
• 
MERCK PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURING ·DIVISION 
ALL ENGINEERING DISCIPLINES 
MERCK CHEMICAL MANUFACTURING DIVISION 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
CORPORATE ENGINEERING 
. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-POWER 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
• 
.I 
• 
' 
' 
. ' 
Merck & Co. , Inc. 
P,0. Bo-. .!000 
Rahi,11a)', NJ 07065 
We not only develop e-1raord1nary pro<luc\s 
we dM!Op extraordinary careers Merck 1s 
an equJI opportunity employer MIF · _ 
• • 
\ 
I 
• 
• 
• August 31, 1990 
I 
SEN I ORS and UNDERGRRDURTES 
' Undergraduates w i 11 be photographed September 
4-7, September 1 0-14, 1o00 a.m. to 6:00 .p.m., 
Blackburn Center, Music Listening Room .; 
Seniors w i 11 (J photograp~ed September 1 7-21, 
I I • • 
and Septembe 24-2B, 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 .Pm., 
BI ackdurn •enter, Mus i'c Li st en i ng Room . 
• 
[ Seniors can call 
11-soo-222 - 81 s2 
tor an appointment 
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HEAL TH HINTS 
The ''eyes'' have it 
i 
The "eyes'' have it: A need 
for tend.er care at all times, 
e.5ptcially when you remove eye 
makeup, says beauty expert Hollie 
Alper, consultant to the 
Ncutrogena Skincare Institute. 
She offers the following advice . 
•use a moisturizer specially 
designed for the eye area which 
arc lighter and less prone to 
irritation than ordinary 
moisturizers. 
·M~t traditional eye makeup 
removers fail to achieve the 
delicate balance between their 
ability to remove ·makeup 
thoroughly and gentleness to the 
eye. Use a rinse-off gel that 
doesn ' t require tissues, pads or 
cotton to be removed - these can 
leave behind irritating fibers. 
•Also be sure the gel is oil-free 
- oiJS.can leave behind greasy 
residue that can cloud contact 
lenses or_ cause irritatibn. .. 
*Replace mascaras and other 
water-based eye makeup every 
' three months; other eye makeup 
every six months. 
*Never share eye makeup. 
• 
Mclain Ganett, administrator of ,Howard's Student Health Center, work8 to obtain larger facility. ' Study. shows most Health center 'suffers' from ·lack of ·space people are ·overweight 
• 
• 
Speclal to Tllt Hilltop 
Mclain Garrett, administrator of 
ijbward's health center, said students 
tbn't need PhD's to figure_ out why 
1they grow gray waiting for medical 
help. The IfK?lassis-slow service, he 
says, has outgrown its facUity on 61.h 
Slrcet and insfe'ad of being moved to a 
larger location, has been forced to sc;t 
up.shop all over campus. This is noway 
to nm a business, he said. 
women's heallh clinic • all of y.'hich G.kett 
f.'ould like to sec housed in the sainc 
building. 
''I have three receptionists that I have to 
spread out to these locations instead of 
having them aU in one place h~lping the 
students," said Garrcll 1 ' 'This is an cxaJ!lplC 
of how inefficient the current set up is." 
visits increased by over 5,(XX). While at the 
same time, Garrett says, his staff dc:creascd 
by two full-time physiciam. two physicians 
assistants, two clerks and one nurse. He said . 
the current pay is too low to attract and keep 
"A new building would reduce the 
duplicating of -services and grcat.ly 
decrease the time students wait in the 
health center," said Garrett, who has 
.• been administrator for almost seven 
years. 
However, in the health center's 73-page 
annual report submitted to President 
Franklin Jenifer in June, Garrett only makes 
brief reference to the inadequate space, 
saying the ''estimated square footage 
required for effective operaliOl)S is 30,CXXJ 
sq. , ft., double our current status ... Jabk of 
appropriate space limits our abilil(I to 
expand programs, institute needed 
programs and accommodate authorized 
staffing levels." !~----
I 
Presently, the health· center has foul 
loca1ions: the main building, the 
student annex, the pharmacy and the 
I 
The statistics suppon his concern From 
1987 jto l 9<Xl, the number of total clinic 
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GET READY FOR TBE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME ... 
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7-~SHZOn SHOW 
THURSOAY. SEPTEMBER 6 ' 
BLACKBURN CENTER BALLROOM 
5:00 - 10:00 PM 
• 
• 
•• 
ILII1F 1§~CO 
• 
' 
• 
• 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4 & THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6 
• 
' 
HUMAN ECOLOGY AUDITORIUM 
7 :00 - 10:00 PM · 
• • 
y~RleTy Sboro 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4 
BLACKBURN CENTER AUDITORIUM 
7:00 - 10:00 PM 
• 
' 
EVENT VOLUNTEER MEETING 
. 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 
LOCKE HALL.AUDITORIUM 
5:30 - .7:30 PM 
COM'E TJi:y O'U'T,5'.!J{iJ 'B'E P.M('T O:T !l{JS'TO'R!Y 
• i 
I 
Arrr.our J. Blockburn University Center • Room 1~ • (202) 636-5426 
• 
• 
• 
physicians. 
• 
"Our pay is lower than other 
universities,'' he said. "We pay 
physicians about one-fifth or what 
they could make 001 the priviate sei:tor." 
Spcci'1 IO The Hill!Op 
Sixty-one percent of Americans adults 
are ovetweight and only ooe _out of three gets 
regular strenuous exercise, according to a 
national survey recently released. 
high-cholesterol foods such as eggs. dairy 
products and fany meats. That's up from 42 
percent in 1983. .1 
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'The levels. are aboul "j'herc they were in ' 
1983, when Louis Hanis and Associates 
began the annual surve~ foe Prevention 
magwne. 
hearing lhc: message about the risks of being 
overweight, or we don't care, or we are 
woefully unsuccessful in being able tQ 
control our weight," the magazine said in its 
latest report card on the nation's health. 
The random telephone survey, 
conduc1ed last November 6 through 
December 13, also found some bright spots. 
including a continued reduction in the 
nW)lbcr of people e1ting fatty and high 
cholcs&crol foods. 
The survey showed that 50 percent of 
those llc.d "d they try to avoid caling po ... 
• • • 
' 
ATTENTION!!! 
. 
Fifty-eight percent said they avoid eating 
too much fat, up from 55 perccnl in 1983 arid 
54 percent in 1988. • ' 
Among those who arc . overweight, more 
than half are at least 10 percent over· the 
recommended weight range for' lhcir heigh! 
and build. 
within their recommended range, and 15 
• • percent were undQwc1gh~ 
About 35 percent sara' they exen:ise 
strenuously at least three times la week. 
including 42 percent or the m~n and 29 
percent o( the women. 
The 1,250 adults surveyed Y(ere asked 
whether they ''tried a lot'' to follow certain 
other nutrition guidelines., such as avoiding • 
citing kX> much salt and sugar, roods th~ 
contain Preservatives and . beverages with 
caffeine. 
Men were more likely to exc(cisc 
strenuously and frequently, while women 
'- ' rid '91 De A~~-QQA'sQous w11i (NI ~9Al 
• 
' 
,,., • 
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' 
-
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All RECOGNIZED STU0[,;·1 ORGANIZATION! 
' CENSUS FORMS . ' . 
FOR 
· 1990-91 SCHOOL VEAR ARE OU[! 
• . 
. 
IF VOUR ORGANIZATION WISH£! TO APP CAR 11'1 TH [ 
OIRECTORV Of RCCOGNIZEO ORGANIZATIONS , COMPLETED 
• 
CENSUS: FOAMS MUS:T BE SUBMlnED 10 TH[ OFFICE OF ' 
,SlUOENT ACTIUlllES: NO LAlER THAN: 
• 
) 
I 
' SEPTEMBER I 7TH 
' r 
• 
• • 
PLEASE COME BV TH[ BLACKBURN UNIUERSITV CENT[R , 
AM . 117, ANO Fill OUT RI CENSUS FORM FOR VOUA ORGR>HZRTJON 
TOOAV! IF VOU HAU[ RNV QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL~! AT 806·7000 
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HERRING FROM VOU SOON! ' 
' ' 
' 
. 
~PPLICAllONS FOR WHO'S WHO AMONG SlUOENTS lti AMERICAN-UNIVERS!l!~5 
ANO COLLEGES 1~9c-i~91 k' ILL BE :t.VAILAB ~ t S~PTtMB£R 7 , 1990. lH~ APP~ic :.-:-i of;S CA N I • 
BE P!Cl:EO UP IN lHJ OFFICE QF THt D~Af\ OR STUOEllT COUNCIL orFJC~ OF VO UP. SCHOO~ OR 
COLLEGE, OR .IN 1H£ OFFICE o~ SlUOEl~i AC TJl'ITl£S Rr..117 OF THE BLl.Cl'.BURr. CENTER. 
I 
NOTE. --APPL I CATION MUST B:: RETURNED TO lHE DEANS OFFICE OF YOUP. SCHOOL OR 
COLLEGE BY ONOAV OCTOBER 1. 1990 
. 
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H-BOOKS are now available for new anc 
~ tudent~ ' continuing in the Off ice of 
' 
Student Act ~ivities, 117 Blackburn Center. \ 
The H-BOOI< ls~ -rveS as a general resource for 
• 
Howard University Students. ' \ .. 
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SOCCER 
By Ouis!opher Taylor 
Many people in the soccer ~rld 
probabl)t figure that this will be a rebuildi!;ig 
year for tbc Howard Soccer team, after the 
lost of impact players from 189: year's t~. 
Bui, then again, 1989 Wll.9 suppac;e to be 
a rebuilding y~ after llic: 1988 season, 
when the lc~-~rncd most people by 
advancing to the NCAA Tournament final 
four, before losing to eventual champXln 
Indiana, 1.0. 
This 1990 team will look lb rebuild on the 
Nn from a team that advanced to the final 
eight in the 1989 NCAA Soccer 
Tournament. 
However, one ~portant member from 
Jut year's .team graduated. Forward Peter 
[Issac who scored 13 saals. and was an all-
:Amcrican is now gonC, and the returning 
J players have 10 raise the level of their game 
: to oofupensalc for his Joss. 
: "We will be rebuilding this season. We 
:· Lost our most productive group of seni~ 
·,.! under my ICJ:lUIC. You cannol replace the 
• 
• 
• 
group we lost, bul we have a good group of 
•. players that will make us competive.," siid 
head coach Keith Tucker. 
' 
• 
Tucker is entering his IO:h season as 
roach, m! has 85-43-20 lifetime record. 
Over the last two seasons, his teams are 33-
5·3. 
ether seniors from last year who will be 
m~ arc: forwards Ouis Con(t, Sheldon 
• 
Jones. and defenders Ouis Thomas, and 
Irving Williams. . ' 
Anthony Laird, 11 senior forward , 
who had eight goals and one ass~ and 
junior midfiekScr 0¥1)'1 -1 BrathWaite (two' 
goak) are needed alohg with others to help 
the team improve oq. a 144·2 ~d last 
year. .~ .,,.. 
Senich including, forward Harold 
Heath, defender Monday Kanu, and 
defender J.iikc Williams, along With 
sophom<X"C forward Muyiwa Qmo(ajo and 
sopbomcKc Cedric Rawls• had productive 
seasons last year, and must do the same this 
year if the team is to be s•icccssful 
Shak.a Hislop, a junior goalie from 
Trindad, could gamer ·all·American honors 
. with another fine season. In 1989 he 
rccadcd 62 saves., i 1 shUlouts; and had a 
0.495 goals against average. In his two 
yean at Howard, Hisk>p has neVcr allowed 
' more than tw.o.-goals in one game _ He h$ 
only allowed 17 goals in 38 college games. 
and has even phlycd in the field in certain 
l:>ccasions. fl • 
• NewcomefS that can make; a contribu1ion 
include: junior forward Kona !fislop 
(Shaka ·~ brother), fr~hmen midfielder 
Vaughn Ollivcrrc, defender GeraJi! Henry, 
midfielder Wendell Regis, and sophomore 
• 
' • 
forward Shawn Roberts. They could all sec 
some playing time. 1 
The -50Ct"Cr team, is ranked 13th in the 
lntcrcollcgictc Soccer Associationr of 
America poll, has a chance to get off "to a 
good start with six of .their first eight games 
at home. Their season opener is at home, 
Monday at 7:30 p.m., against Maryland. 
''We will be playing one of the toughest 
schedules in the coun1ry. Our schedule 
helped last year, and should help us this 
year. Hopefully our early home stretch will 
help us iron out the wrinkles at the start of thc-
season,'' Tucker added: 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
By: Ovislopher Taylor 
• 
The Howard girls b<t>kctball. team will tty and repeat as MFAC Q;hlcrencc Oiampions. 
' Head Coach Sanya Tyler team had a 18·12 overall rocord last year, aOO a 104 conference 
• • • 
• 
mark. • 
This season, Tyler sees, ''The f~ards as the key, and that the key playcr 'on the team 
is Gunior forward) Rosalyn Evans." Another improtant player wiill be scnicr forward Karen 
Wilkins, who was named MVP in lhe MEAC conference tournament. 
The Lady Bison will have a competitive schedule whiclt,includcs home games with 1989 
" NCAA Tournament teams Maryland and North Carolina State. 
The girls team arc going after their fourth straight MEAC title. They have also won the 
title five of the last siX years. 
''With the senion we have on the team, if We cannot get it done th.is year I do not know 
• if it is possible," -Tyler added ' 
MEN1S BASKETBAI I 
. ' 
• • 
The men's basketball program under new Head Coach Butch Beard is kx>king to make 
a draslic improvcmct oo last year's S.20 record. Beard a former New Jeiscy Nets assistant 
coach, college All·American at the University of Lousville in 1968--69 and NB)\ alumni 
began his coaching 1teo~ during lhc first week of July and will be looking to add some 
excitemenr to a program that was called dull by many last year. 
"My brand ofbasktlball is fast-paced. I want to open ll up the court, J>l'eM our defense 
and shoot a kJc of threes,." Beard said. "1 can't dwell on the past. the bottom line is winning." 
Since NCAA rules prevent Beard form holdAig practices J.ntil Oct. 15 he is spending this 
time trying to meet the returning players. -s 
"I don't knOw anybcxly. As far as I'm concerned I don't hayc ·a starting line·up. They arc 
going to have 19 prove 10 me that they can play my style of baskciball. 
From viewing last years tapes Beard says that he has seen a lot of positives sigm from 
many of this years .returning players. Beard also said that he will be holding opeo tryouts 
' for those. who wish to be involved with his new program. In his own' words, "Only time will 
tell." 
FOOTBALL I 
Like mosl schools the entire spon.ing program is often judged Oil bow well lhe football 
team pcdroms Oil Saturdays. , 
This formula has often drawn mixed fcaction when the' disn•v.on of thci Football Bison 
came into any conversation. But, when disn1ssing the 1990 gridiron Bison all talk seems to 
focus on one thing and that is winning. 
AJ. the annual fall prcs.s conference second year Head C.oach Steve Wilson said be was 
excited about this ~ team 
"I fcc1 lib: we arc oo the right track,"Wilson said. 11Us team has the potential to take us 
to great heights." 
M usual defense will be the strength of the team The Bison shoOld be cspk:ally sound 
at the linebacker postitons. . 
The addittioo of new defense back roach Jeremiah Castille should strengthen the Bison 
secondary. ~ 
"Dcfcmivcly our coaches can get it doiie,'' Wilson said. i ' 
-~ Another new o:iacb is Fred Dean, who will be responsible for th!; offensive line. 
• 
"Our offensive line is the key for th.is years team. We have be.en working on their mobility 
and a&grcssivcsess," Wilson said.· .. Overall my coaching staff is ooc of lhc best in the counrty 
at any level." • 
On offense the Bisoo will be led by senior quarterback Donald Carr who will be running 
Wilson'• "Pro style" offense. As well as throwing the bp.11 around liO per cent of the time the 
Bison have a running back in Senior James "JJ." Carpenter who Wilson S&)'I is due for 1,(XX) 
yard !ta"On. 
' 
- . 
, 
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• 
• • 
• 
/ 
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CHAMPIONSHIP 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
' 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
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.. 
I 
1'bc system is in and most of tbc work is done. We are ready as· a football team to go out swimmng coach, .. Howard said. ,,.... 
and play,'' Wilson said. ''We have a beby team with only seven returning seniors oomparcd Moultrie was not availblc tor rommcnt . 
i . 
' 
• • 
to last years 28, but we have a good J10UP of freslunan who have shown that they can play." Howard President Dr. Franklin G. Jenifer said that the situation is currently under the 
The Bison will open their 199C season tommorrow when' they meet the Jaguars of • review of the Vice President of Student Aff:a.irs. "I really have not looked at the situalion," 
Sou~hem University in the Los Angeles Football Oassic· at the Loo Angeles Memorial said Jenifer. . L ... 
Col1se~um. Jenifer did say 1ha1 af\Cr thc reviewing wascomplctc he would make the final cXcision Q 
BASEBALL 
on the ex.istance or non~xi&ance of the swimming program. 
Under Coach Howard, the Swimming Bison bcq.mc the first Black team to win a 
colligate Lille in a non--Black conference: ln 1988 and 1989 they won the Tri-State 
. Swimming and Diving Cbampiooships. 
, 
• 
At ,the conclusion of last years 23.25 season the Baseball Bison were looking for that one 
ingrident that would carry them into the champions circle. Last year's t~m which had three returning veterans finishc(S third in the Tri-State -
The Bison are looking to build on their second place finish in last years season ~nding. 
MFAC townament. The key ingridcnt for the Bison is pitching. When the pitchers have good 
days the team's resu1ts usually show that . The problem is that we have never had lhe 
required depth at the most. important position to be succcssfuJ. 
Head O>ach Chuck Hinton feels that th.is year's team is deep enough in it 's stock of 
pitchers to win lhc: whole thing. • 
" We have seven pitchers in camp and that is the, most I have ever bad," Hinton said 
··More important than numbers is the fact that this group is made up of veterans ball players. 
For us to be successful we arc going ~ need good performanocs from all of them." 
On paper the P.itching staff loob impressive . Darryl Carter (4-3) throws around 83 mph, 
Danell Moody (4-3) throws arowrd 78mph, Sh''""" Brown (J.2) lluow• around 75mph, 
Rober Maynard (5-5) and Kenny Oark (3·5) throws in the high ?O's. 
Swimming and Diving Championships. • 
Two swimmers placed nationally at the Uni~ States National Compctitoo, an cvenl that 
Bison swimmers have qualified for the scrond year in a row. Michael Houstoo plac:cd'nrd 
. in the 'nation in t~ 100 yard butterfly with a time of 50.18. Ouistopbc:r Gayk placed 53rd 
i'n the nation while competing in the SO yard frccstylc. He swam a Lime of 21.09. 
Gayle also qualified for the United States Open, a worid class swinuning championship 
• held in Indianapolis between Nov .30 - DCc.2 • 
Howard and Florida A&M arc the only two Black univer$itics that have swUnmmg 
programs. Only time will tell if Howard will remain in such an elite class. 
• 
TRACK 
. 
The addition of freshman Keith Rcgin who throws between 85-90 mph should give the 
Bison staff the depth needed to go all Cc the way. l ~ ' .. 
''We can hit, run and field with almost any team in the country. lbc pitching has always 
been our downfall. The key in college baseball is pitching . If you have good pitching yoy 
are successful , it is that simple," Hinton said. ' 1 
The team is currently preparing for the eight-game fall season which is used to giv the 
freshman and new players a look at colJ~gc level oompelilion and the returning playe time 
to sharpen up their skills. 
The Bisoo have as tough a schcdualc as any university teams. 
"We have 60 games on our spring sc:bcdualc and they are against some of the powerhouse 
schools. We will play Cidcl, who reached the college world series, Virgina] Tech, JamCs 
Madi.son and the University of Delaware to name a few," Hinton said. 
"We arc working toward winning lhc MF.AC." Hintoo said "We will win if the pitching 
oomes through." And that would be nice seeing that the Bison last _taste of MFAC glory was 
four years ago. 
' 
TENNIS • • 
One of Howard's winningcst teams can be found off campus, directly acaos.s the street 
behind the A-building. They arc 'known to all university students as the Tennis Bisoo, but, 
to all tea~ in the Mid Eastern Athletic Conference they arc known as q.ampions. 
For the past four seasons the mens and womens team has dominated the spring season 
finally tournament held a Florida A&.M with outstanding play from the whole line-up. '! 
Under Head Coo.ck Larry Strickland, the Tennis Bison have peaked at just the right time 
to defend their Litle. 
After going 12-9 last season Strickland is looking to ·two freshman, Devon Berry and 
Mason Harris to fill the holes left by graduating players. "ll the freshman play live up to 
their billing them we should be pretty solid," Strickland said. 
Strickland is looking to get off to a faster start than · usual and be c.ompctitivc at the 
Georgetown Invitational which takes place at the end of the fall scasoo. ln the past the Bison 
have used the fall as a warm.up for the spring season , but this year StrickJand is looking to 
be competitive against GeO<gerown, Goorge Mason, Geo<ge Washington and Olbers.) 
On the women's side, Strick!af)d says that his women are finally coming into their own. 
-Not-Ollly-liaVe they WOh the last two MEAC chaffipionships. but with returning MEAC player 
6f the year Anjantte McDwain and Stephanie Johnson, team MVP, Strickland is confidant 
that his women will repeat as champkwis. • 
The women are looking to build oo last years 11·7 record. Both teams open oo Sct(.13 
when they will host Virgina Military IJ\stilutc. 
SWIMMING 
The swi·mming program appears to be in danger of becoming extinct • 
AJ. prcsstime, it remains Wlclear just what ·the future holds for the swim team. Head 
~ch Eric Howard officially submitted his resignation 'to Athletic Director William 
Moultrie in March. , 
"Moultrie would not act;ept my resignation, but u far as I'm concancd I'm out," Howard 
said. · 
Howard, a part-time a.ch, said he wanted to be hired a.s a full.time ~ and the 
university was na: willing to do that. 
"Moultrie said Dr. Jenifer bad 'lllOIC important things to do' than hire a full.time 
• 
Bcgining Scpt.4 the fastest Bison will bCgin their campaign as the cross..oxmtry seasoo, 
gets under way. Under Head Coach I Athletic Director William Moultrie the)WOmcn will ,be 
looking to re~t as aoss-country champions. Moultrie says that be doesn't have any "big 
guns" so be is looking to all of his Lady Bison to pull their own weight. 1 • 
The men finished fifth overall last year and Moultrie said that he is excited about a lot of 
his new cntran\s. .. If they live up to their high school billing we should be 
compelilivc,''Moullric said . 
The indoor season begins on Dcc.1 b both the men's and women's teams. 
Last season the women finished fourth and Moullric said that be expects them to be vtt'f· 
competitive this year. With three All-Americans in Holly Walker, Camilk: Hcn<tix and 
Suzie Tancfo the women look vqy strong on paper. . t _ 
"Anytime you finish inside the~ ten you are doing a wonOOfu1 job and I cbl't ~x:pcct 
anything kss form this year's groJp." 
The men arc looking to fill so~)cs in what Moullric called "Att.ittudcs". Lasc ~ ~ 
men.. did not quaJify for the indoor nationaJs, but acoording to Moullric they will qualify this 
year: 
' Said Moultric,1'hc indoor season pcrformanoc will dircclly dictate bow the teams ~ 
run in the spring. The pattern over the last couple of years show \bal if we have a good indoor 
season then we will most likely have a good spring season." • 
The spring season offically begins the third week of March and Moullric feels that be bu 
the personal that can be SIMXessful. . I . . . 
On paper it appeares that thc women arc m pretty good shape. If they live up to their 
expectation they should finish near the IOp in all three seascx>• On the Olbcr hand, if the men 
fix those "Attitudes" problems befole the season begins and the new nanncrs live ~ to their 
billing the sky could be the limit for the Bison. Only time will tell. 
WRESTLING • 
' 
One of Howard's m9Q ' physically demanding spol1S is Wl<Slling. Under Head Cooclt 
Paul Cotton in bis eight year, the grappling Bisoo went 13-6 and finisbcd third in the the 
MEAC Conference and lllh in the Eastern Region last year. • . 
Besides attending the required 6 a.m. weekly practkes Cottoo is lookq: fcr pcopk who 
want to work hard and be siacccssful both oo the mat and in the dusroom.. 
"I want people to come to Howard and graduate and go on with their lives said Conon. : 
Cotton says be docs not need people who are just looking to ban& out. Instead be is looking 
for those individuals who want to be goa:essful and rqment llowud in the "bcsl" J>OSS11>le 
• 
way. 
A Howard alumnus, Cottoo received a BA and Masters degree in Nutritioo while 
winning· a nalional wrcsilinc title in 1983 . 
Cotton desaibcs his coaching style a.s that of a sticldcr for funduncntals. "I think that 
if your fundamentals arc sound and you arc in good shape you will be !ilJOl'l:sduJ at this 
level." . 
. • I'm looking foward to this season. fve gel """" good flcsltman plus """" ....m.. 
athletes. I doo't care who wins in pratice. I'm just lookin& for the bat person k> tepW 
• the university... . 
The grapping Bison of6ciaJ season docs not begin wW.I Nov. 3. IO come OW if you M. 
• 
I • 
• 
' 
• 
\ 
• 
' 
J 
• 
• 
• 
' 
I 
• 
' 
\ 
• • 
, 
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VOLLEYBALL 
, 
By: ~r Taylor . , ., · 
' Howard voJkyball roach Linda Spencer .is oonfidcnt that her team will gtt the job done. 
"We plan on winning again." Spencer's chance to prove that statement Comes Tuesday, 
when the se&'§On begins at home against MEAC rival Coppin State. 7:30 p.m. iit Burr Gym. 
Senior le*~hip will be important for the team as three of the six seniors on the team 
will be ro<aptaim." 
Arlinda Pierce, Charisa Courts. and Nocola Thompson are those captains, and will have 
to be imJ>BC1: players in the team is to be succcssfu1. 
speDCCt Says that, "everybody is heaJthy, our offense looks good. and the team is jelling." 
'The team had a 20-10 record last year, and is ranked 96 of 255 Divison I schools in a 
ai11cac poll. 
qLUB/l'EAM SPORTS 
.· I 
I 
• 
Last year the men finished tenth and the women finished third. 1bc men have eight 
returning p_layers and the women have five. ''Our youth is ooe of our strengths. I think. we 
can go for the gold this year. 
For more infonnation contact Mikc ·Newmuis at 806-7227. • 
LACROSSE 
Orie of Howard's newest sp:>rting progrwm is the men's l..acros§t Cub. Going into their 
third campaign the club is looking to establish themselves as • team that can compete IJld 
• win at the NCAA level. 
1be ~lub has progressed over tl\e years to the point where they can now oompele 1pin.st 
mid-level division I teams. ~ 
This was not always lhe case as player and ooc·tbird of the club's founder F.ric Deshildes 
noted. ''Our fust year was tougl\. We went ().5, we didn't ha~ a coach, moriey and in some 
cases the necessary equipment to ptai•. All wEld really afford were the balls. Last season 
""·e found a faculity advisor in Victor Dates. e helpei us dming the games. but we still had 
to coach ourselves in practice. We went~..() o the year and played our lust home game April 
28 against t™: University of Marylarid's Oub team. Although we lost that game 11-10 we 
, 
in six of the 12 spcatingevcnts ~for the entire school year. All cvenlJ are open to bolb 
male an females .unless stal<d otherwise. 
1be fall activities include : A tc:Mis tournament. flag.football, cocci- voileyblll • 1 aoa 
city run, a badminton tomamcnt and a city-wide flag football championship. 'Iberc ~ a rcC 
of $2.00 for all individual -'8 and $50.00 loam fee. • 
Said Intramun.l and Reaeation Adivities Cocl'dlnatcr Herb Tbomplon. .. 1bc 
intramwal program is desiped to provide both a physical and social outlet for thole lbldc:nts 
who chosC iiOt to participai. in a varsity spat" 
More than S,(KX) students participal.cd in last years intramwal program . 
M:ooling IO 1'boolpsai all of the maicy oolleded will be put bock inlO the popm ill 
the form of shirts and trop~. "Deriding oo the patticu1ar sport it ii pcaible for a madmf 
to win as many as four trophies. An example of this can be seen in t..sketball wbcrc b1¢5" 
are awarded to each Ffioo team• ,league MVP, Scague all-scar, Seague chaq>kmhjp tnm," 
Thompson said. 
1be winter and spring activities will include: Basketball (32 teamS ooly), mens IOOOf:I', 
a slam-dunk contest, a jump-shol contest , a physique conic.v, and a city-wide be1krb.I 
championship. ' 
Spring sign·upa begin Jan. 7. 
·• proved to ourselves that we cou1d C)[Rpete with those teams," said ~hildes. I BADMINTON 
One of Howard' jfasleSl grow:~g clu~ a~tivities is i"he co-ed badmittin program. j l 
students arc welco Ito partiQpate in the program which ~quires a $5.00 registration fl 1 
' ' per semester. , j , 
Under the guide . 
1 
.:etf Faculity Advisor Dr. Joyce Barker, the badmittion program ha 
alrcldy achieved na ' acclaim in their· ten years oJ existance. " Most of the student' 
that Participate in t jprogram' do so because of t~ir love and con1mentant for the sport,' 
Balker said · · . 
"'This is one of t~ most international clubs on .cam~s. I have people from aJI over th(: 
world playing for our pub," Barker said. '"The heart of our club sports program is that all 
of the 'participants are · doing this on a voluntee.r basis." 
Although these athletes are not beng gix.en scholarships, they do take their SJX>lt serious. 
The club is cwrentlj ranked number two in the nation and nun1ber one in the 
Eastern States ~gion. Damian Grant achieved All·JVncrican status duri,pg the 19a'9-99 
,..ISM j 
"I>Jke, Wiliam &·Mary University and Princeton University are a few of lhe teams that 
we will face dwing OW" season," said Barker. ''We play college and open tournaments. Our 
first match is the OC Open in October. '' • 
There were about 20 people involved -with last years program."The lop seven generally 
compete in the toumamCnts,'' said Barker. ''I will play the people who will make Howard 
look lJlod and be ~.'i 
All putidpanLS mlJfl have their own equipment. I 
'7eams are for the! univer.>ity and clubs are for the students. The club is scoondary to the 
students academic· pursuits," Barker said. .~ . j 
Barker feels very confident that her club ~will be able to compete against thctr 
compeititoo this season. . · , I 
• • • Other clubs include: ~ dance club, chess club and womens soccer club and .p 
synchronized swimming club. • · 1 
BOWLING I 
• • • If bowling is something that you like to do and you think that you posses the skills that 
could help Howard:s OOwliQg club reach new height s then this article is for you . 
Head Coach Mike Newniilis is looking for both men aod women ~ho can add some depth 
IO his two teams. Men must be able to bowl a 175 and woniem must be able to bpwl 155 to 
make the team. 
"Although bowling is a club sport it is trealed as a varsity sport in many ways one being 
the attitudes which are «ought to each competition," Newmuis said . 
Open tJy-oots begin September 7 and 8 'from 5 p.m.- 8 p.m. 
MO&l members have their own equipment. 
1be season ..vi.11 run from October through February . 1l1e U11iversi1y of Maryland, Pcrn 
State, Delaware Sfatc, Temple and Gallaudet represent sonlC of the Bis6n cofT!pcliton 
ThiS season the club will have bolh a faculity advisor and a player coach so expedations 
are very high. 
"We are working toward playing ;II the NCAA level We want to show 'everycne that our 
program is serious 'and that we are ready tO move up," DcShildcs said. · 
The club has 11 games scheduled this season with Navy, Georgetown and the University 
of Maryland as some of the compedtion. 
All participants should have their own equipment. DcShildes said that the returning 
. . . 
players will assist new comers in fmcing the paper equipment Helmcnts can run anywhere 
between $60-$70. Gloves and shoulder pack arc aroong $4(1. • ~ 
' The -dream started by BrUcC Brown, Urry Billups and OeShildes dUring their freshman 
and sophmore year k>oks like It is pn:paring to catch oo with the university. 
Most of the players on last years team have had some background in the sport m. high 
school, but 'the club is open to anyooe who is interested. 
All interested contaa Eric DcShildes at 8'.16-7007. 
TAE KWON DO 
One of Howard's most physically demanding club I teams is also one of it's mosl graceful. 
Since its begining.in 1967 the Tac Kwon Do program has won both loca1 and international 
awards. ' · 
Under the guidcnce of Head C.oach Dr. Dong Ja Yang, who started the program from 
"Scratch'' the kicking Bi.son have risen to a number one.ranking at the nationaJ collipte level 
and in the East Coast Division. ~ 
The .program is open to all who wish to learn, bli it is highly suggested that anyone 
entering the program be aware that the team practices on average al least five hours a day 
seven days a week. 
''The club is where the members .develop their skill, while the team aspect of the 
programs is where the advanced students panicipate in both local and nation! competiton,'' 
Yang said. 
Since 1967 the program have won over 100 national championships titles. 
''Howard was the leader or the martial arts in the United. States before · the 1988 
Olympics." Yang said. " When the sport was added lo the list of activities dlD'ing the 1988 
' Olympic Games Howard produced three medi1I winners." ., 
Members of Yang's program won a gold. silver and bronze medal that year. ''We were 
the only club or team to reach that plateau," Yang said ... After the Oympics schools all 
accross ,the couruty started pouring money into their Tac Kwon Do program." · 
Yang's doors are open to anyone who wish.cs 10 learn the art form ... Your size , weight 
INTRAMURALS 
Another aspect that sepcratcs Howard's sporting program from other schools is it's 
intramural program. Begining Sept. 7 students. faculity and staff will be able to participate 
·; . 
Stampede '90 travels to Sunny 
C&lltor"la to bulldoze jaguars · 
• 
' ' 
' f 
Howard's opening pme IOmmorrow against Southern University , might 1ep:exa1t 
their thoughest challenge of the 1990 scasoo. 
The days of easy season opening pmcs, agaiMI non foothill powas the University al 
the District pf Columbia and Llvingst00 State arc gone. Instead, the Bison wil be put to the 
test right from the start. 
This game wiU be played at a neutral sigh~ the Los Angeles 1-femorial Coliseum, os put 
of the Secood Annual Los Angeles Football Oassic 
Southern plays in the Soothwesc Athletic Confe""'''"ICC:C(SWAq. and WU 641 in 1989. 
'The two teams have met six times earlier , with Southern holding 1 4-1·1· lead, 
Soothcm is coached by ~raid Kimble. who is starting Im sceo1id seasm with the 
Jaguars. • 
At Howard's press confcrcoce oo August 28 Kimble said via a telephone interview, .. Our 
team's strength is our ability to throw the football ." In ra'.ct, Howtni's Head Cmch SteYC 
Wi1'on called the Jaguan I run.and • "shoot off"1SiYC team. , 
Leading their passig attack is junior quarterback Nathaniel Hamson, who wasl34 otj31' 
for 2,142 yards and t3 toucltdowm in t989.< ! 
Anolhcr big platpcrl"onner i" scrUor runrUng badt Barry KimbrouaJ! who had 100 cojTI .. 
for 439 yards. and four touchdowm last year. 
'On \he defemivc side, look for \he senior linebacker Anthooy Snell (74 ·tadda. ' 
senior defensive back Douglas Qaft (73 tackles, two intercq>tions) to make life · 
for the Bison. • ' 
This is the fi~t meeting for the two schools since 1980's 3-3 tie. 
Afiy C:Ommcntl , 'ons, story Ideas or comptainlS ore 
dedicated to presenting tho world of athlcties' to you my r.aden; S 
P,age is written for tlie Howard community please let me lcnOW-
my work.. , ..; .. , ·· 
cllor , Maitln I pil 
Aul. Sports Editor, Chrtatopher Tlylbr 
,,. Skrl•• Wlllitwi l:1f Spcrtl EdU ft4&1'1 •• , ...... J 
a ' ' ' < 
,'.) . r t lklw o, , 
O~y time will tell 'if Wilson's pro 
' 
• 
• 
• . ' . set offense can get the job done 
. 
By: Clvlatophlr Taylor 
This is something you could hear on the 
' radio. 
"lictta for Washington's favorite soap 
opera. "Stampede 90" swring the Horard 
Univmity Football team." 
"Ibis is !be show that will answer 
various q•ieslioos including: 
Can the BiSon improve on an 8-3 mark 
last season and make .the I-AA playoffs? 
Will Howard liave enough to win the 
MEAC Confercna:? ' 
' c..n "Dean's Bull'Doze;s'' make the 
grade and hdp for a improved offense? 
Will the lady ~ and Big Blue (the 
Howard Mascots) dance the Graffitti 
Bridge?" 
. A peison tan tune in Swiday at S p.m. on 
radio sratioo WHUR 96.3 to find out the 
. amwcres to ~ and more questions. 
The 1-k>ward Football team OOes possjbly 
have 90me questions makes, but not at the 
. . ' helm. Thert, lies a man that answered many 
quc:stions that were aslced last year. 
Second year Head coach Steve Wilson 
returns after guiding the team to an 8·3 
rcocwd in 1989, For his work, Wilson was 
named MEAC C.Onfereix:e football coach of 
the year. 
, 
• 
/ 
1 Al the pre-season football conferense on August 28, Wilson remained confitjent 
abo\i: the team's outlook. "I'm excited about 
this team. 1he players we have can take us to 
new heights .... We are on the right track.'' 
And why oot? The team was led by the 
"Buffalo Soldier'' defense that finished 
nwnber one in 1989 for total defense (225.3 
yanls per game), and sa>ring defense (t05 · 
ppg.) fur divisionl-AA teams. 
Even wilh 4be k>Ss of eight starters from 
the defense, the three returnees and others 
a>uld makt the defCnsc even better. 
Scnicr Brian Taltoan who had 62 tackles 
i Wt scMOn 'ft defensive end, has been moved 
to nose tack.le. Also senior linebacker 
Ktrmelh Newsome who had a team-leading 
101 tackles., and senior comerback Walter 
Price: (46 cackles) bring experience to this 
squad. 
Other key players arel junior defensive 
end Ransom Miller (313 tackles, four 
quarterback sacks), senior all-MEAC' 
candidate Gary Willingham (39 tackleS, 
seven aac!ci). ~ senior linebacker Mack 
Jooei"'(26 tackles) bring experienc.c to this 
squad. 
, 
, 
' 
• 
-Place kicker Gary Mossop who \aad Iha Bison In sco~ng last year 
prepares to ktck his way to anoiher successful season 
The Bison offense Which sh ifted from a 
dive.option set Urijkr forn1cr head coach 
Willie Jeffries, now starts its' scc.ond year of 
the pro-set fonnation. 
· Senior Donald Carr begins his second 
season as starting quarterbacJc, ·and Wilson 
says, ''wil l h~ve, the opp:>rtwtity to throw the 
ball more.' ' 
Last year, Carr completed 54 of 125 
passes for 636 yards and five touchdown<>. 
He aJso proved ·10 be a capable runner, 
gaining 355 yards and scoring five 
touchdowns . ti 
SCnior running back J.J. Carpenter had 
815 yards rushing in 1989, on 178 carries 
and 6 touchdowns. The fullback spot is also 
solid, with senior Rodney Mangwn havi'g a 
67 carries for 259 yard campaign in 1989. 
Catching the ball include wide rcceiveis: 
sophomore Mike Caswell (13 tcceptions for 
246 yards last season), iUld senior Handy 
Miles (19 receptions, 257 yards). 
At tight end, Wilson has what he has 
called thC best ~up of tight.ends that , 
Howard has ever had. l;le has a number of 
hands to catch and provide blocking. SeniOr 
William Sutton, and junior Troy Williams 
split time last year, but sophomore Blian 
Speed and others could get playing tin)e this 
year. 
' 
On the offensive line, Howard returns 
1989 starters, one in prescason I ·AA All-
American tackle junior Nigel Greene and 
senior center Paul Ramseur. 
The special teams, an underrated part of 
football team will be bosltered by a strong 
kicking game. The two starters have a 
chance to be the first team since 1986 in the 
MEAC Conference, 10 have both players 
make all·MEAC 
Sophomore punter Cedric Rawls was 
, selected to the first team all-MEAC in 1989 
with a 38.6 yard average. He delivered 25 or · 
78 punts inside the opponents 20 yard line. 
Rawls also had a school rerord 80- yard pwit 
last season. 
Senior plaoelcicker Gary Mossop made 
12 of 15 field goals attempts, including two 
from 47 yards, and 18 of 22 extra point 
conversions. Mos.sop led the squad in 
scoring with 54 points. 
1be- Bison have been picked 10 finish 
third in the MEAC Conference. 
The Boison home games are: Morris 
Drown, Bethune Cookman, North Carolina 
A&T, Morgan State, and Delaware State 
(defending conference champions). 
The away games are: South Carolina 
State, Morehouse, Virginia Stal:e, TowsOn 
Slate. and Florida A&M. 
• 
' 
• 
• 
Yo_ur financial success is in the bag! 
' 
First American Bank offers a wide range of services for college students, 
mcluding low balance checking accounts, bank cards and car loans. 
·And we'll even throw in the bag, 
FREE. We'll give you a duftle 
bag just for opening a checking 
account with us, as loog as 'Jbc;ir/A~ 
supplies last. "Bring the enclosed 
coupon and yoµr ID cards-1&-any 
branch in Washington, ri. C. . . . • 
, then just bag it! 
.. 
First American Bank, N.A. 
• 
: Riggs Road Office 
320 Riggs Rd, N .E. 
. Washington, D.C. 20011 
• 
Fort Lincoln New Town 
2810 Bladensburg Rd, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20018 
Yan Ness Siation 
4250 Connecticut Ave. 
Washington, D.C. 20008 
' 
_.;. ____ .., _________________________________ , _________ _ 
. . 
• 
' 
• 
YES , I want a FREE First American duffle bag! 
Acct# ____ Type ___ _ 
Hurry, suRJlics '"' limiled. Offer clj!i"' Sqicmbcr 21. 1990. 
• c 
lb~r/A\MERICAN BANI< 
Filst American Bank, N.A. 
"' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
' 
• 
• 
' 
I . 
' 
• 
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FOR SAl.E 
• 
' Used IBM Displa)':-:Wrifcr. ani.i printer, 
manuals used diskc.~_ 12D and nbbons, 
·• $695.00 "'~ offer. Pfl 832-0217 Miss 
IVO'}l . ( ~1' . • .
R~TS 
Room for rent -l 
' ' '· •• -~ Wall to Wall carpeting. central air, fully 
equlpped ldo:l)en; dishwasher, rnicrowav<, · 
proag. di'l""'r 350 l"m<>· 
• CaJI, Mrs. Aonagan 336<3238 
• 
Fl8rida Ave·., N.W. - S Bedroom Hoose 
will! basement ~t Si400 moothj plus 
· utilities. 667· 7969. (everungs) 
• ~ - l 
• 
• 
• 
• 
SUNDAY, ~ER 2ND 
• 
All events al IJDC (rm the Red Une to 
v .. Nes.) . 
Amazing ~!!!! 
Bi<hep George Stalling< 
~ , Minister fr ~dul/Alim 
Muhammad 
Plaza 
" . 
11:00 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. ·Dennard 
Jazz/Blast 
12115 pm. • 6 pm. 
Dcnnaid Plaza I 
' Black on Black Forum . 
12:30 p.m. - 6 p.m .. - Anipitheatcr 
Party !or Peace, Vol. m · 
10 p.m. "l until - Kilmanj~ $10 
•... - ·' 
... 
• 
' 
., .. MONDAY, SEP'IEMBER ~RD 
oJ - to """ 4 bedroom" apartmCnt 
close kl campus with 3 female&.- Washer/ 
~dishwasher, $275 + share utilites. • 
Call 462-4038 \' " 
• . . 
Apartment closC to campus • 4 
~ dishwasher, waher/diyer oo site. 
Avail.Ii~ 00.... $1100.,call 462-4()38 . 
- . . . ' . 
I . • 
I° BEDROOM, 112 BLOCK FROM 
CAMPUS, $350' INCllJDES UIUI1ES, 
PAR11All..Y FURNIS!IED, CAi.L 232· · 
304S Af.TER 6130 PM,' AVAii.ABLE 
IMMEDIAWLY. 
• 
AFRIKAFEST! !! ! 
Nooo • 6pm 
Banneker Field • "·· 
800 Euclid SUcet, N.W. 
Party For Peace, Vol. IV - -
10pm - until • Kilimanjaro $10 
MISC. 
• 
Do )'ou have Soul? 
Arc you loud and cn~tic? 
c.an you dance?? • 
Tht.n you need to join the livest club on 
..,........;H:..::;;A~P....:P~E=N::.i:..:N:.;:,G,,,S.,__' cam~~ S()UL SQUAD!!! 
• 
' 
• 
The Howard Gospel Ox>ir is having 
t\Xliti<m for all voices and a kcyboardest. 
C:ail 582-3116 or 482-1113 fer more 
inf,prmation 
The Brolhen of Alpha Phi Alpha will be 
conducting a memoriaJ service for our 
dcccwd brother, Njisme Omawalc. This is 
a scMcc commemorating Njisane's life, his 
aJntnbution to us. and his contribution to·•, 
Howard University. The service will be, 
rond•trtcd from l:OOam - 3:00 pm on 
September 6, 1990 al Howan!'s Rankin 
Otapel. 
· 11IE HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
' sntDENT ASSOCIATION 
" ' September Highligh~ 
' 1. "C.ountering the Coospiracy to • 
Destroy Black Mm" 
' 
. i 
Gucst Speaker: Dr. Jawanz.aa Kunjlifu 
Sepccmber S, 1990 
Blackbum Ballroom 
7pm. !Opm 
' 
• 
2. .. Fr:om Campus to Kimet" 
' 
Featuring: Eraka Rouzorondu 
Thursday, Sepi.mber 13, 1990 
&nest Just Hall Auditorium 
?pm. !Opm 
r 
Pcrfonning at a game near you! 
Interest meeting soon • look out 
You'll never be the same. 
• 
IN'IERES1ED IN RADIO? 
• 
Then check out ~ ll30Am Howard · 
University Student Radio. 
No experience ncccs.sary ! ! ! ! 
For more information call ~73. 
ask fro Ouis. 
And don 't forget the interest meeting 
Wcdncday, September 5th @ 5prn in the 
Blackbum Auditorium. 
All Persom interested in a new black 
busjnds opportunity in book sales and 
puchasing contact Mark Steven's 526-0309 
(h) or • 
371-1001 (w) 
This year the H.U. · e has gone City .-
Wi~ to include G-town, G. ., ncan, 
E.1c.,. So to get much explSUIC 
Event or party, pot it on the C.OUege 
For info call 
702-6969 
Help Wanted: Typescttu for Bi.son 
Yearbook 
Flexible schedule, must work. evenings. 
' must type a minimum of 45 words per 
minute. c.au Donna Lee, Managing E.ditor, 
806-7870 for appointment. Pick up 
application in the Office of Student 
3. 
\ Activities, Room 117 Blackbum C.Cntcr. 
"· . .. Featuring; ROuz.orondu 
.. 
BCgiMing Sepi.mber 20, 1990 
Blaclcbum Forum 
L, 1HE Al.PHA Pm CHAPI'ER OF 
'SIGMA GAMMA RHO SORORITY, 
INC 
' . 
Would like k> Welcome 
The aass of 19114 
to Howard University 
"Remember: A man must seek 
" knovM.dge from the CJ*l.le to the grave.'' 
• 
' ALL 
Old Student Ambassadors Meeting, , 
Tlwn;day Sep<ember 6th al %100pm iJI the 
lliDIDp lounge. Plea<e be Prompt 
PARTIES 
PEACE PRODUCllONS . 
Prtttnls 
"GO BACK to BI:ACK!" 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 31ST 
Party fur Peace, Vol. 1 
10 p.m. - until 
Kilimanjaro Oub 
1724 California SI, N.W. 
SA'l:\)RDAY, SEl'J'EMBER \,ST 
Peace Rally 
Nooo - 6pm 
• 
On the Yan!, Howan! Univmity 
Party lor p._ Vol. ll 
and Step Show! 
.... lOp.m. • until 
Ceifbrity , Hall 
I • • • 3401 Geoqpa Ave/N.W. $10 
Hdp Want«!: Stair Writ= 
Freshmen wekomc! Call Donna Lee, 
Managing Editor, 806-7870 for 
awointment. Pick up applications in the 
office of student Activities, Room 117, 
Blackbum Center. 
Help Wanted: Retail sales 
Specialty ret~iler wants outgoing 
energetic sales people with good 
communication skills who like to have fun at 
work. 628-8687 
' 
ARE YOU HOMEIFS<'I 
1hen This JS your day for a miracle. 
'There arc rooms left at 2 homes within 3 
0 bkicJcs of H.U. 
Call Bea Carey at 291-1480 for more 
info . 
The DC Rape Crisis Center needs 
volunteers to counsel and accompany sexual 
assault survivors. Training begins October. 
Call 232-0789. 
BACK BY POPutAR DEMAND!! 
' ' LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO 
ORA W DESIGNS ON YOUR JEANS OR 
DENIM JACKET! I HA VE EXTINSIVE 
EXPERIENCE DRAWING NAMES, 
AFRO-cr.NTRIC DESIGNS AND ANY 
CARTOON CHARACTER ON MOST 
CUJIHES. MY OOLORS ARE BRIGITT, 
DON'T FADE IN TI!E WASH AND 
PRIU:S ARE LOW AND NEGOTIABI.F. 
24 HR SERVICE 
CALL 26S·1640 OR VISIT . S33-E 
TOWERS TO SEE MY WORK, ASK FOR 
CQREY. 
1 PERSONAL 
I • 
To: Miata C. 
From: W .M.A. 
I hope in time we can work thinp out, 
I love Y.OU very much and I don't want to 
lose )'OU.' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
lHE HILLTOP 
ILLT • 
' 
' 
, 
• 
r , • ''W~E~ r~sT 
TUE SC.EtlE I~ NtC.~ A kTUbEH 
lUHClt'BOX Nb M"R. 'Et> 
UHlVER~ITY, " 'PSVC.H6LOC:r'1' 
'SUMMER VACATION ll"STRUCIOR 
I~ OVER. CONVE~5~ • 
' 
.. I 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
j 
·a I . • ear ..- I 
I 
• 
one • • • 
Enter theAT&T Student Saver Plus Sweepstakes 
and win a year of FREE AT&T Long Distance calls. 
• 
10 Grand prizes: one year of FREE '&T Long Distance 
' 100 1st prizes: $100 worth of AT&T Long Distance 
200 2nd prizes: $50 worth of AT&T Long Distance 
I ' 
Instant prizes everyone wins: T-shirts, memo boat.els, 
highlighters; 9otepacls. · 1 
Enter tcx:lay at Jhe 
~booth on1campus!* •" 
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The right choice. ~helping 1nake college lite a little easiet: · 
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"Details of sw'l"epstakes avai lable at btxxh. No llurchase l't'quifed. ,, C·1990ATlT 
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